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AMERICANA & CANADIANA

ACOSTA, José de (1539-1600). 

The Naturall and Morall Historie of the East and West Indies. Intreating of the remarkeable 
things of heaven, of the elements, mettalls, plants and beasts which are proper to that country: 
together with the manners, ceremonies, lawes, governements, and warres of the Indians. 

London:  Val: Sims for Edward Blount and William Aspley,  1604. 8vo 7 1/8 x 5 1/2 inches. 
[6],590,[14]pp. Scattered early marginalia. 17th or early 18th century calf, covers bordered 
in gilt and with an armorial stamp in gilt on the covers, expertly rebacked to style, spine in 
six compartments with raised bands, lettered in the second compartment, the others with an 
overall repeat decoration in gilt. Provenance: Shipwright’s Company of London (armorial gilt 
stamp).
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First English edition of a famous early work on American Indians.

First English-language edition of this most important source book on the Indians of Mexico 
and Peru, and on the natural history of South America, following the Seville 1590 first edition.  
A Jesuit father, Acosta spent seventeen years in American missions in Mexico and Peru between 
1571 and 1588. While in Peru he was instrumental in founding the printing press there, and 
its first productions in 1585 were prepared by him.  In addition to being an accomplished 
linguist, Acosta was one of the first to formulate a systemic theory of anthropology, suggesting 
a classification of different peoples into different types, which foreshadowed later ideas of 
social evolution.  

“As a natural historian, Acosta surpassed Oviedo.  He took a philosophical approach to natural 
phenomena, searching for causes and effects in a spirit of critical inquiry...The subject of his 
moral history is pre-Columbian civilizations, particularly the Aztecs and the Incas, whose 
religions, customs, and governments he admiringly compares” (Delgado-Gomez). 

“The most convincing, detailed and reliable account of the riches and new things of America.  
He provided great detail in his descriptions of sailing directions, mineral wealth, trading 
commodities, Indian history, etc. Consequently his work operated more strongly than any 
other in opening the eyes of the rest of Europe to the great wealth that Spain was drawing from 
America” (Streeter).

Acosta was a keen observer of New World plants.  He “mentions most of the plants used in Peru 
as foodstuffs or as medicinals, and even the ornamentals. He remarks that the Indians loved 
flowers just for their beauty” (Shaw). There is also a detailed discussion of plants exported to 
the Old World, such as ginger, and the use of coca in Peru.

Palau 1996; Shaw, Plants of the New World 11; Sabin 131; STC 94; European Americana 604/1; Medina (BHA) 
324; Delgado-Gomez, Spanish Historical Writing about the New World 44; Arents 67; Church 328; Hill 4; 
Howgego A7; Bell A54; JCB (3)II:24; Streeter Sale 32; Field 8.
(#28751)   $ 12,000 



ALCEDO, Antonio de (1735-1812) and THOMPSON, G.A. 

[Atlas to Thompson’s Alcedo; or Dictionary of America & West Indies; Collated with all the most 
Recent Authorities, and Composed Chiefly from Scarce and Original Documents, for that Work, 
By A. Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to His Royal Highness the Prince Regent. 

London:  George Smeeton,  1816]. Large folio (26 1/4 x 20 1/2 inches). Small format (8 
1/8 x 4 3/4 inches) index leaf mounted on front pastedown, otherwise mounted on guards 
throughout, 5 wall maps, hand-coloured in outline, by Aaron Arrowsmith, on 19 double-
page or folding engraved sheets, each numbered on a small early paper label pasted to the 
verso of each sheet (‘North America’ on three sheets [numbered ‘I’-’III’], ‘United States’ four 
sheets [‘IV’-’VII’], ‘Mexico’ four sheets [‘VIII’-’XI’], ‘West Indies’ two sheets [‘XII’-’XIII’], 
‘South America’ six sheets [‘XIV’-’XIX’]), extra-illustrated with a contemporary pen, ink and 
watercolour key map (sheet size:17 x 16 1/4 inches) laid down on a larger sheet of blank wove 
paper, the larger sheet mounted on the front free endpaper.  (Without letterpress title, various 
small separations to folds). Expertly bound to style in half diced russia over original marbled 
paper-covered boards, the borders between the leather and marbled paper on the covers 
marked with a decorative gilt roll, with the paper armorial book plate of the Earl of Dalhousie 
pasted onto the centre of the upper cover, the spine divided into eight compartments with 
semi-raised bands, the bands flanked by blind fillets, lettered in the second and fourth 
compartments, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. Provenance: George Ramsay, 9th 
Earl of Dalhousie (1770-1838, lieutenant governor of Nova Scotia [1816-1820], governor-in-
chief of British North America [1820-1828], bookplates).
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[With:] 
Antonio de ALCEDO (1735-1812).

The Geographical and Historical Dictionary of America and the West Indies, Containing 
an Entire Translation of the Spanish Work of Colonel Don Antonio de Alcedo ... With Large 
Additions and Compilations ... 

London:  for James Carpenter [and others],  1812-1815. 5 volumes, quarto (10 1/2 x 8 3/8 
inches). 3pp. preliminary list of subscribers in vol.I. (Half-titles lacking). Contemporary 
russia, covers with outer border composed from  triple fillets tooled in gilt, enclosing a 
decorative neo-classical roll in blind, spine in six compartments with semi-raised bands, 
the bands highlighted with a decorative roll in blind and flanked by double fillets in blind, 
lettered in gilt in the second and fourth compartments, the others with repeat decoration in 
gilt, gilt turn-ins, marbled edges.

The Dalhousie copy of the most important printed atlas of the Americas of its time, containing 
foundation wall maps of the region by the greatest British cartographer of his generation. This 
important copy with contemporary manuscript additions charting Sir John Franklin’s second 
Arctic expedition, possibly by Franklin himself. The atlas is accompanied by a lovely first edition 
set of the text of Thompson’s translation and expansion of Alcedo’s classic work on the Americas.

“Aaron Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to the King of England and Geographer to the Prince 
of Wales, was the most influential and respected map publisher of the first quarter of the 
nineteenth century ... His role in cartographic production was to gather the best information 
available from a wide variety of sources, weigh the relative merits of conflicting data, and 
compile from this the most accurate depiction possible of an area. Arrowsmith accomplished 
this synthesis better than any other commercial map maker of his day and, as a result, his 
maps were the most sought after and highly prized on three continents” (Martin & Martin, 
p. 113). 

Arrowsmith specialised in large multi-sheet maps. These were generally separately-issued, 
and are now very scarce. His five great wall maps of the Americas were particularly well-
received, and became “foundation or prototype maps of the area and were extensively copied 
by other publishers” (Tooley). These five wall maps were of  North America (first published 
1795), the United States (1796), the West Indies (1803), Mexico (1810), and South America 
(1810). They were generally republished many times, as new information became available.  
Thomas Jefferson considered the 1803 edition the best map of the continent in print at the 
time, and it was used extensively in planning Lewis & Clark’s expedition (1805-6). Likewise, 
the 1814 edition of the North America (offered here) was the first map to make use of Lewis 
& Clark’s map of the same year, and the first to combine Lewis & Clark and Zebulon Pike’s 
data onto one map.  
 
The Atlas to Thompson’s Alcedo is quite remarkable in that it contains all five of Arrowsmith’s 
foundation maps for the Americas gathered together, and bound into one volume. The Atlas  
was intended to accompany  Antonio de Alcedo’s The Geographical and Historical Dictionary 
of America and the West Indies ... With Large Additions and Compilations  (London: 1812-
1815. 5 volumes, quarto), i.e. G.A. Thompson’s  English translation of  Alcedo’s Diccionario 
geográfico-histórico de las Indias Occidentales ó América: es á saber: de los reynos del Perú, 
Nueva España, Tierra Firme, Chile, y Nuevo reyno de Granada. (Madrid: 1786-1789).  





The present atlas is an early version, with the following maps:
1. A Map Exhibiting all the New Discoveries in the Interior Parts of North America ... A. 
Arrowsmith ... January 1st 1795 Additions to 1811 Additions to June 1814.  On three folding 
sheets, overall image area: 48 ¼ x 57 1/8 inches. (Browned). This copy with manuscript 
additions to the first sheet, in pencil, drawing in the discoveries made by Sir John Franklin 
in 1826 on the north coast between the mouths of the Mackenzie and Coppermine rivers, 
and marking the course of the Coppermine south-west towards Great Bear Lake [see below]. 
According to Stevens and Tree, “This map was repeatedly re-issued as new discoveries came 
to light.” The present sixth issue is the first to include the important discoveries made by 
Lewis and Clark during their trans-American expedition. According to Rumsey, “This issue 
... remaps the entire continent west of the Mississippi. The changes between this and the last 
edition are monumental” (p.12). Heckrotte TMC 6/87; Rumsey 32; Stevens & Tree 48 (f); 
Tooley MCC 68; Wheat 313. 
 
2. A Map of the United States of America Drawn from a number of Critical Researches By 
A. Arrowsmith ... Jan 1st 1796. Additions to 1802 [but watermarked 1811]. On four folding 
sheets, overall image area: 46 ¼ x 55 ½ inches.  Stevens and Tree’s fifth issue: “Many new place-
names and rivers added. A copy of third issue had been observed with paper watermarked 
1811 [as here].” Cf. Rumsey 3445 and 4309 (both later issues); Stevens & Tree 79 (e). 

3. A New Map of Mexico and adjacent provinces compiled from original documents by A. 
Arrowsmith ... 5th October 1810 [but watermarked 1811]. On four folding sheets, overall 
image area: 50 1/8 x 62 inches. First issue. Cf. Phillips p.408;  cf. Rumsey 2032 (last issue, of 
c.1825); cf. Streeter Texas 1046.  

4. Chart of the West Indies and Spanish Dominions in North America by A. Arrowsmith ... 
1803 ... Additions to 1810. On two folding sheets, overall image area: 47 5/8 x 55 ½ inches. 
(Small tears to folds of first sheet). 

5. Outlines of the Physical and Political Divisions of South America: Delineated by A. 
Arrowsmith partly from scarce and original documents published before the year 1806 
but principally from manuscript maps & surveys made between the years 1771 and 1806. 
Corrected from accurate astronomical observations to 1810 ... Published 4th January 1811 
... Additions to 1814.” On six folding sheets, overall image area: 94 x 78 inches. (Offsetting, 
small tears to folds, the fifth sheet creased). The final sheet includes a large uncoloured inset 
of  Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego and the Falklands.

In addition, the above maps are preceded by a contemporary manuscript key map. This 
is evidently professionally prepared, and may have been produced and bound-in by the 
Arrowsmiths in place of the usual title page, at the request of the owner of the atlas, the Earl 
of Dalhousie.  Dalhousie was appointed lieutenant governor of Nova Scotia in July 1816. He 
arrived in Halifax in October 1816, equipped with “an intelligent and well-stocked mind, 
an exacting sense of duty, a readiness to command and an expectation of being obeyed ... 
Conscientious and full of curiosity ... With an appreciative eye for rugged scenery... , he 
adopted the habit of making frequent trips to the countryside” (Peter Burroughs, writing 
for the Dictionary of Canadian Biography). Given this lively interest in his new domain, it is 
safe to assume that the present work was often consulted by the lieutenant governor. After 
a relatively successful period in Nova Scotia, Dalhousie was appointed governor-in-chief of 
North America in April 1820. His period in office (from 1820 to 1828) spanned the opening 



burst of northwest passage explorations by the British Navy, events which the governor would 
have been duty-bound to follow closely. 

In Montreal, on Friday 24th August 1827, one of the early heroes of Arctic Exploration, 
Captain John Franklin was given an audience with Dalhousie. Dalhousie recorded the 
meeting in detail in his journal: “On Thursday Capt. Franklin arrived about 3pm and soon 
after took me aside to say, that he had brought his charts of the route of the expedition with 
him, & was ready to describe them whenever it might be agreeable. As it was late, we fixed on 
next day after breakfast and a most interesting forenoon we spent over them. He had several 
parts on large scale, starting from Fort William on Lake Superior, & proceeding to McKenzie’s 
river, Cape Anxiety and Fog island, where he was stopt & obliged to turn back. After these 
he shewed ... his general & principal chart, which comprehends only the country explored 
this last year, when he started from Fort Franklin on the Great Bear Lake, S.W. corner. ... The 
charts are beautifully executed by a Mr. Kendall, a young man of whom [Franklin] speaks 
very highly. He went over these giving the clearest description of the relative situations of the 
MacKenzie & Coppermine rivers, also that of the Rocky Mountains” (M. Whitelaw , editor. 
The Dalhousie Journals [Canada: 1982], vol.III, pp. 110-111).  

The manuscript additions to the first sheet in the present atlas (A Map Exhibiting all the 
New Discoveries in the Interior Parts of North America) suggest that it was used during this 
meeting. This first sheet of the whole of North America is on a large enough scale to have 
allowed Franklin to put his more localised charts in context, and in three areas Franklin’s 
discoveries are sketched in pencil and inscribed “Capt Franklin 1826.” These inscriptions 
appear to be in Franklin’s hand. The sketched geographical features record: 1. the coast to 
the west of the mouth of the MacKenzie River; 2. the coast between the MacKenzie and 
Coppermine Rivers; and 3. the approximate course of the Coppermine River south-west 
towards Great Bear Lake. Following the meeting, Franklin continued back to Britain, arriving 
in September 1827 to universal acclaim. He was knighted in April 1829, in recognition of his 
achievements.

Lowndes I, 26; Sabin 683 (“Copies are sometimes found with an atlas of ... maps by Arrowsmith, but they are 
rare”); Cf. M. Whitelaw (editor) The Dalhousie Journals (Canada: 1982), vol.III, pp. 110-111.
(#23952)   $ 115,000 



AMERICAN REVOLUTION, Broadside. 

The Address of the Lords and Commons to his Majesty, on the present State of America, &c. 
From the London Gazette, of Feb. 11. 

[Boston:  Edes & Gill,  April 1775]. Letterpress broadside (9 3/4 x 7 1/4 inches). 2-line headline 
title, text in two columns beneath. 

Great Britain declares war: an unrecorded Boston broadside printing of the news that the British 
Parliament had officially declared Massachusetts in a state of rebellion.

This broadside prints extracts from the London Gazette of February 11, 1775, including the 
address from Parliament to King George III, in which Parliament finds that the province of 
Massachusetts Bay is in outright rebellion against the Crown and makes provision for the 
immediate dispatch of soldiers to the colonies to quell the rebellion.  The text reads, in part:

“...we find that a part of your Majesty’s subjects, in the province of Massachusetts Bay, have 
proceeded so far to resist the authority of the Supreme Legislature, that a rebellion at this time 
actually exists within the said province; and we see with the utmost concern, that they have 
been countenanced and encouraged by unlawful combinations and engagements, entered 
into by your Majesty’s subjects in several other colonies, to the injury and oppression of many 
of their innocent fellow subjects, resident within the kingdom of Great Britain, and the rest 
of your Majesty’s domains.  This conduct, on their part, appears to us the more inexcusable, 
when we consider with how much temper your Majesty and the two Houses of Parliament, 
have acted in support of the laws and constitution of Great-Britain.  We can never so far 
desert the trust reposed in us, as to relinquish any part of the sovereign authority over all 
your Majesty’s dominions .... And the conduct of many persons in several of the colonies, 
during the late disturbances, is alone sufficient to convince us how necessary this power is for 
the protection of the lives and fortunes of all your Majesty’s subjects.”

The address continues, stating that Parliament is always willing to address real grievances by 
British subjects, but cannot support the flouting of authority, and asks that the King do all in 
his power to “enforce due obedience to the laws and authority” of the country.  References 
are made to the 1774 Solemn League and Covenant made by the Boston Committee, which 
suspended commerce with Britain, with the news that “the crown lawyers have given it as 
their opinion that all Bostonians who signed it have committed an overt act of high treason.” 
Further advices in the second column of text lay out the Parliamentary events leading up to 
this decision, and note that generals Howe, Burgoyne and Clinton are preparing to leave for 
America.  Reinforcements are called for in Boston, and “Orders are given for all the ships 
which are destined for America and Newfoundland, to take on board their full compliment 
of seamen and soldiers immediately.”

Prior to the discovery of the present broadside, seven examples of three different printings of 
the broadside were known: printed by Dunlap in Philadelphia (Library of Congress, Library 
Company, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Yale and the American Antiquarian Society), 
Story & Humphreys in Philadelphia (Library of Congress), and Rivington in New York (New 
York Historical Society).  The present setting conforms to the setting of type of a portion of 
the text found within the 10 April 1775 issue of the Boston Gazette, just nine days prior to 
the Battle of Lexington and Concord, and can be thus ascribed to that press.  That no imprint 
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appears on the broadside is consistent with other such Edes and Gill printings from just prior 
to the war.  

The February 11 issue of the London Gazette, from which the news published here was 
extracted, had arrived via ship at Marblehead on Sunday, April 2.   Writing to his wife on 6 
April, patriot James Warren wrote, referring to the news brought by that ship and attesting to 
its importance: “We are no longer at a loss what is Intended us by our dear Mother.  We have 
Ask’d for Bread and she gives us a Stone, and a serpent for a Fish ... You know my opinion of 
the Justness of our Cause, you know my Confidence in a Righteous Providence ... All things 
wear a warlike appearance here ... The people are ready and determine to defend this Country 
Inch by Inch.” 

Given that the ire of Parliament was directed squarely at Massachusetts, the present previously 
unrecorded Boston printing of the news that Great Britain had, in effect, declared war on 
Massachusetts takes on an even greater significance.  An important broadside printing of the 
news that the Revolutionary War had begun.

Cf. Evans14075; cf. Hildeburn 3150; cf. ESTC W6492; cf. NAIP W006492.
(#29186)   $ 12,500 



BABBITT, Platt D. (1823-1879), photographer. 

[Archive of 33 glass plate collodion stereo views of Niagara Falls and vicinity]. 

[Niagara Falls:  circa 1855-1860]. 33 glass plate collodion stereo views (30 with Babbitt’s 
photographer’s credit), includes one duplicate. Approximately 3 1/4 x 6 3/4 inches, each. 
(Four cracked). 

Rare archive of glass plate stereoviews, the earliest form of stereoviews, by a noted Niagara Falls 
photographer.

The views comprise (titles as per the captions in the images, titles in brackets supplied):
1) Horse Shoe Falls from Canada Side
2) Horse Shoe Falls from the Ferry Landing, Canada
3) Horse Shoe Falls from Goat Island
4) Horse Shoe Falls from Goat Island [variant of above, cracked]
5) American Falls from Canada Side
6) American Falls [small crack at lower left]
7) Point View - American side [cracked]
8) Table Rock and Horse Shoe Fall, Canada Side
9) Table Rock and Horse Shoe Fall, Canada Side [variant of above]
10) Scenes Below Table Rock
11) Scenes Below Table Rock [variant of above]
12) Scenes Below Table Rock [variant of above]
13) Rapids Rear of Cataract House
14) Rapids Rear of Cataract House [variant of above]
15) Rapids Rear of Cataract House [variant of above]
16) Whirlpool Rapids
17) Whirlpool Scenery, Niagara River
18) Whirlpool Scenery, Niagara River [variant of the above]
19) Lunar Island Scenery
20) Arch built in honor of the Prince of Wales, Table Rock, Canada Side
21) Point View - Prince of Wales & Suite in Foreground [badly cracked]
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22) Grove Scenery - Winter [Babbitt’s studio visibile at the right side of the image]
23) Grove Scenery - Winter [Babbitt’s studio visibile at the right side of the image, duplicate 
of above]
24) Suspension Bridge over Niagara River
25) Suspension Bridge over Niagara River [variant of above]
26) Suspension Bridge over Niagara River [variant of above]
27) [Niagara Falls Suspension Bridge, Interior View]
28) Rope Ascension over Niagara River [The Great Blondin tight rope walking across the 
Niagara River Gorge, carrying his manager Harry Colcord on his back, August 19, 1859]
29) [The Great Farini hanging upside down from a tight rope across the Niagara River Gorge]
30) The American Eagle - Photographed from Life
31) Fort Lafayette from Fort Hamilton, N.Y. Harbor
32) Scenes in the Catskill Mountains
33) View of the Sun and the Moon, showing the Eclipse [May 26, 1854?]

Born in Lanesboro Massachusetts, Babbitt began photographing Niagara Falls, a burgeoning 
tourist destination, in 1850.  Although not the first photographer to document the Falls, 
Babbitt is credited as being “among the first to make a photograph to enhance a tourist’s 
experience, and he is among the first to work the taking of photographs within the landscape 
... Babbitt was an intrepid business man, using every device to attract business, shifting into 
different media as it was called for.  He also was a skilled image-maker ... His compositions 
of the various sites from which to view the Falls display creative points of view and framing 
... Babbitt was the first resident photographer on the American side, and he knew the Falls 
in its changing, annual faces, most spectacularly in the winter when few tourists braved the 
challenging Western New York weather. His views all along the banks of the river, and his 
views from the base of the Falls and the Cave of the Winds behind the Falls, are spectacular, 
technically, skilled and artfully handled, at first as daguerreotypes, in full half and quarter 
plates, later in daguerreian stereo views and glass plate collodion stereo views, window 
transparencies and paper stereo prints” (Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century Photography).

Cf. Frank H. Goodyear, Constructing a National Landscape: Photography and Tourism in Nineteenth Century 
America (University of Texas, Austin: May 1998).
(#28457)   $ 4,250 



BENSON, John (1744-1818). 

A Short Account of the Voyages, Travels and 
Adventures of John Benson; comprising Seven 
Voyages to Different Parts of the World. 

[Rhode Island]:  John C. Benson,  [circa 
1820]. 12mo (6 1/2 x 3 3/4 inches). 120pp. 
Contemporary calf backed marbled paper 
covered boards. 

Scarce privately published early American 
narrative of travels and seafaring life, including 
a shipwreck, capture by privateers and 
descriptions of slave trading.

Beginning in circa 1760, Benson made seven 
voyages to the West Indies, Central America, 
& Africa, on two of which he was captured 
by French privateers and shipwrecked on 
another.  His sixth voyage was aboard a slave 
trading ship from Newport to Sierra Leone, 
and includes an account of a slave insurrection 
aboard ship.  His narrative of his voyages ends 
at p. 78 and is followed by “The Experience 
& Remarkable Vision of John Benson”,  an 
account of his life after leaving the sea.

“It will be perceived, by the author’s preface, that this work was to have been published 
during his life time. His death, which took place soon after the completion of the manuscript, 
prevented his design. Mr. Benson having brought his narrative ... to the conclusion of his 
voyages; it has been thought advisable by the publisher, to give a short account of his life 
from the above period, to the time of his death” (Note by the publisher, p. [5]).  Published 
by the author’s son, the final 8 pages include a list of subscribers, largely from Rhode Island.  
It has been suggested that the work was published either in Newport or Providence, with 
the publication date of 1818 suggested by Shaw & Shoemaker (though a slightly later date 
more likely given Benson’s death in December of that year).  According to Wendell Phillips 
Garrison, in his The Benson family of Newport, Rhode Island (1872), the narrative was 
published “prior to 1824” by the author’s son, John Casey Benson, a cotton, woollen and silk 
manufacturer in Worcester County, Mass.

Scarce, with no examples cited in the auction records and not listed in Huntress.

Shaw & Shoemaker 43283; Handler 81; Beinecke Lesser Antilles 670.  Not in Huntress.
(#28849)   $ 1,750 
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CARTWRIGHT, George (1739-1819). 

A Journal of Transactions and Events during a Residence of nearly sixteen years on the coast of 
Labrador containing many interesting particulars both of the country and its inhabitants not 
hitherto known. Illustrated with proper charts. 

Newark:  Allin & Ridge,  1792. 3 volumes, quarto (13 1/4 x 10 3/4 inches). 6pp. list of 
subscribers.  Engraved portrait frontispiece of the author in three states (India paper proof, 
proof before letters and hand-coloured), two engraved folding maps (on three sheets). 
Contemporary red straight-grained morocco, by Kalthoeber with his binder’s ticket, covers 
bordered in gilt, spine with double raised bands in seven compartments, gilt roll tool between 
each band, lettered in gilt in the second and third compartments, gilt turn-ins with matching 
inner joints, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. Provenance: William Beckford (pencil note on 
blank page at beginning of vol.1); A. S. W. Rosenbach (catalogue 8, item 236); Kenneth 
Nebenzahl (catalogue 33, item 31); Sotheby’s London, 13 April 1989, lot 316 to; Franklin 
Brooke-Hitching.

The Beckford copy of a classic work of Canadiana and 18th-century travel literature: one of 
only fourteen large-paper copies, here with the frontispiece in three states and in a spectacular 
contemporary binding by Kalthoeber.

George Cartwright first visited the Americas in the spring of 1766, when his brother John 
was first lieutenant of the Guernsey, flagship of Commodore Hugh Palliser.  Cartwright sailed 
with the governor-designate to Newfoundland where he spent a season cruising along the 
northeast coast. He returned in the spring of 1768 and took part in an expedition to the 
interior of Newfoundland to establish friendly relations with the Beothuks at Red Indian 
Lake. Cartwright’s army career was foundering, so he determined to set up as a trader and 
entrepreneur in Labrador, and in 1770 he went on half pay.

Raids by the Americans, competition between the English and French fishermen, and 
between the different English merchant houses, along with the hostility between the natives 
and Europeans all made for an unstable business atmosphere during Cartwright’s time in 
Labrador and Newfoundland. None of this was helped by the political problems caused by 
the rival authorities of Quebec and Newfoundland.  The scene of his operations from 1770 to 
1786 was the stretch of coastline between Cape Charles, where he occupied Nicholas Darby’s 
old site, and Hamilton Inlet. From the stations he established, he engaged with his servants 
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and sharemen in the fisheries for cod, salmon, and seals, and the trade in furs.  The present 
work gives a fascinating insight into the business life of the region.

But this work offers much else besides:  a detailed record of the seasons with fine meteorological 
and natural history observations as well as extensive notes on the numerous hunting 
expeditions that Cartwright undertook. “The journal is, above all, testimony to a persistent, 
curious, and resourceful mind. In his relations with the native peoples of Labrador, especially 
the Inuit, Cartwright displayed an honesty which led to mutual trust. In 1772 he took a family 
of five Inuit to England, where they created considerable interest, meeting with the King, 
members of the Royal Society including Joseph Banks, and James Boswell, who reported to 
a skeptical Samuel Johnson his ability to communicate with them by sign language ... What 
has only recently been properly recognized, however, is the interest of Cartwright not only 
in the Inuit language and its study, but also in making himself a glossarist of 18th-century 
Newfoundland English; and he was a close student of and perhaps contributor to the work of 
such scientific contemporaries as Banks, Thomas Pennant, and Daniel Carl Solander. Of his 
sole essay as a poet, Labrador: a poetical epistle (composed in 1784 [and bound at the back 
of the final volume of the present work]), Cartwright himself warned the reader: Tho I have 
often slept whole nights on mountains as high as that of famed Parnassus, yet, never having 
taken a nap on its sacred summit, it cannot be expected, that I should have awoke a Poet. Yet 
less interesting verses have attracted the industrious attention of Canadian literary historians, 
and among writings from the New World a more singular 18th-century document than the 
journal itself is hard to find” (Professor G.M. Story in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography).

Robert Southey, who met Cartwright in 1791 and read this book in 1793, subsequently wrote 
that the author “had strength and perseverance charactered in every muscle ...The annals of 
his campaigns among the foxes and beavers interested me far more than ever did the exploits 
of Marlbro [sic.] or Frederic; besides, I saw plain truth and the heart in Cartwright’s book and 
in what history could I look for this?”.

There is some bibliographical confusion over the collation of the maps, which are after 
surveys of the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador by Lane and are engraved by Faden: the 
work is complete with two maps, with one of the maps printed on two sheets and bound with 
the upper sheet in vol. II and the lower sheet in vol. III (and therefore sometimes incorrectly 
described as three maps). 

Of the 349 listed subscribers, only 14 sets are designated as large paper (including sets 
belonging to the Prince of Wales, the Duke of York, the author’s family members and few 
others).  Unlike other known copies of the large paper, the present set includes the frontispiece 
in three states (other sets only have two).  Furthermore, the present set is in a spectacular 
contemporary binding by Kalthoeber, with his ticket.  When sold by A.S.W. Rosenbach in 
1917 for $275, he proclaimed this set to be “the finest known.” (To put that $275 price in 
perspective, a hand coloured Catlin North American Indian Portfolio was offered for sale by 
Rosenbach that same year for $100; a first edition Lewis and Clark for $60; and also marked 
$275 was a hand drawn survey of Monticello by Thomas Jefferson).  The ultimate copy of a 
classic 18th century work of Canadiana and travel literature.

Brunet I, 1606; Gagnon I, 703; Lande 106; Matthews 226; Morgan p.64; JCB II, 3516; O’Dea 245a; Sabin 
11150 (incorrect collation); Story p.158; TPL 586; Watters p.683; Vlach 138.
(#28192)   $ 49,500 





COLLES, Christopher (1739-1816). 

[A Survey of the Roads of the United States of America]. 

[New York:  1789]. Small 4to (8 1/4 x 6 1/8 inches). 17 (of 83) engraved single-page maps, 
engraved on copper by C. Tiebout, numbered 1-17. Original paper-covered boards portfolio, 
with string ties, with the original broadside prospectus for the work affixed to interior of 
portfolio. Housed within a modern full dark blue morocco box. 

A major American cartographic and technological rarity: the earliest American road guide.

As an accurate guide for helping people and goods travel around the new United States, 
Colles’ work was of invaluable assistance to commerce and personal mobility.  The first parts 
were published in the year George Washington was sworn in as the nation’s first President.  
Colles’ guide was an important step toward national integration, and was emblematic of so 
many of his projects, in which he sought to improve transportation and communication 
through systems of roads and canals.  In his introduction to a modern edition of the work, 
Walter Ristow calls Colles’ survey “one of the most detailed and comprehensive historical 
records of the United States at the time of its Constitutional establishment.”

Colles map-sheets are in the form of “strip maps,” arranged side-by-side, two or three to a 
plate.  The maps are divided into ten series depicting the roads connecting the major cities 
from Connecticut to Virginia: New York to Stratford, New York to Poughkeepsie, Stratford 
to Poughkeepsie, Poughkeepsie to Albany, Albany to Newborough, New York to Philadelphia 
(via Trenton), New York to Philadelphia (via Allen town and Mount Holly), Philadelphia 
to Annapolis, Annapolis to York, and Williamsburgh to Hooe’s Ferry.  The total distance 
covered by the maps is some 1000 miles.  Each map shows twelve miles of road drawn to the 
same scale (one inch equalling four-sevenths of a mile) and is keyed to show the locations of 
Episcopal and Presbyterian churches, town houses, mills, taverns, blacksmith shops, bridges, 
and jails and also gives the names of inhabitants of houses near the road.  

The expected advantages of Colles’s Survey are discussed in the broadside Proposals for the 
work, which is affixed to the interior of the portfolio of this copy: “A traveller will here find so 
plain and circumstantial a description of the road, that whilst he has the draft with him it will 
be impossible for him to miss his way: he will have the satisfaction of knowing the names of 
many of the persons who reside on the road; if his horse should want a shoe, or his carriage 
be broke, he will by the bare inspection of the draft be able to determine whether he must 
go backward or forward to a blacksmith’s shop....It is expected many other entertaining and 
useful purposes will be discovered when these surveys come into general use.”

Colles was able to create these very accurate maps by using a perambulator of his own 
invention, which measured mileage by adding up the revolutions of a wheel trailed behind 
a carriage.  The maps for New York and Connecticut almost certainly drew on Colles own 
surveys. For the maps in Virginia Colles drew on manuscript maps that George Washington’s 
engineers had made during the Yorktown campaign.  Colles’ Maryland and New Jersey maps 
were derived from the manuscript maps of Robert Erskine and Simeon DeWitt, whose work 
was also commissioned by Washington in 1781.  Burdened by a lack of capital, Colles relied 
on subscriptions to keep his road guide in production, and also appealed unsuccessfully to 
the New York legislature for funds.  Despite the support of the Post Office department, the 
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United States Congress also denied him funds.  Colles produced his maps between 1789 
and 1792, a total of eighty-three in all.  Cornelius Tiebout, one of the first American-born 
engravers, is identified on the titlepage as the engraver of the work, but it seems evident, due 
to variations in style and symbolism, that more than one engraver was employed.  In the end, 
the project was a financial failure.

Born in Ireland, Christopher Colles (1739-1816) worked as an engineer, aiding in the 
construction canals.  He arrived in Philadelphia in 1771, and advertised his services as a 
machine designer, surveyor, architect, and mathematics tutor, and worked at developing a 
steam engine.  In 1774 he proposed a plan to replace New York City’s wells and springs with 
a water system of reservoirs and pipes.  Sympathetic to the American cause, Colles fled New 
York City when the British occupied it.  During the Revolution he travelled around New 
York state, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut, likely making personal surveys of 
the roads he travelled.  Colles may have also instructed a few Continental Army artillery 
officers in mathematics. In the early 1780s Colles unsuccessfully proposed a plan to George 
Washington for improving the navigability of the Ohio River, and he is credited with first 
proposing a system of canals connecting the Hudson River with Lake Erie, which saw its 
fruition in the construction of the Erie Canal.

This copy of Colles Survey has the original broadside prospectus for the work affixed to the 
interior of the portfolio.  The Library of Congress copy as well as the Streeter, Church, and 
Brinley copies also contain the prospectus.  The text of the broadside in this copy is in the 
second state, identifying Colles as “of New-York” and containing an additional paragraph of 
text (as in the Library of Congress copy).

Ristow, in his census of Colles’ Survey located only fourteen copies with 83 maps, and another 
nine copies containing from 16 to 82 maps.  NAIP also locates copies at Harvard and Rutgers.  
There is also a copy in the David Rumsey collection containing 66 maps.  The present copy 
contains maps 1-17, comprising complete suites of the road from New York to Stratford 
(maps 1-7) and from New York to Poughkeepsie (maps 8-14), as well as the first three maps 
showing the road from Stratford to Poughkeepsie (i.e. the road from Stratford to Danbury). 
The prospectus reveals Colles’s intention not only to sell the work via subscription, but also 
to sell individual sheets: “non-subscribers shall pay three cents for each page of the work.”  

“One of the most valuable historical records of the United States for the Revolutionary War 
years and those immediately following.  It is not only the earliest American road book, but 
ranks also as one of the first private map publishing ventures” (Ristow).

Evans 21741; NAIP w022401; Sabin14411 (mentioning 74 plates); Howes C584, “c”; Church 1236; Streeter Sale 
3963 (to Sessler, for $3500 in 1969); Brinley Sale 4818; Rink 5376; Ristow, American Maps and Mapmakers, 
pp.158-162; Schwartz & Ehrenberg, The Mapping of America, pp.209-210 and plate 130; Phillips, A List of 
Maps of America, pp.867-868; America Emergent 81; Virginia in Maps, pp.61 & 116-177; Papenfuse & Coale, 
pp.45 & 65; Snyder, Mapping of New Jersey, pp.78-83; Deborah Epstein Popper, “Poor Christopher Colles: An 
Innovator’s Obstacles in Early America,” in Journal of American Culture (28:2, June, 2005), pp.178-190; Walter 
Ristow (ed.), A Survey of the Roads of the United States of America (Cambridge, Ma. 1961).
(#26390)   $ 28,000 



COPWAY, George (1818-1869). 

The Life, History, and Travels, of Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh (George Copway), a Young Indian Chief 
of the Ojebwa Nation ... Written by Himself. 

Albany:  Weed and Parson,  1847. 8vo (8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches). [viii], [5]-224 pp. Frontispiece 
engraving after Darley. Publisher’s brown cloth, covers stamped in blind, upper cover 
lettered in gilt. Provenance: B. J. Leedorn (author’s presentation inscription); Harold Sharp 
(bookplate).

Presentation copy of the first edition of the first published book by a Canadian First Nations 
person.

Early in 1847 Copway published his most famous work “The life, history, and travels of Kah-
ge-ga-gah-bowh”, and at once he enjoyed great popularity. In it, he vividly described his 
youth among his people and his subsequent career as a Methodist missionary, including a 
first-hand account of the history and conditions of the Ojibwa Indians of Rice Lake, Canada 
West.  His book, the first written by a Canadian Indian, became a bestseller, running through 
six editions by the end of the year, though the first edition is scarce. 

The present example is inscribed by Copway on the front pastedown: “B. J. Leedorn (?) from 
Kahgegagahbowh, The author” and dated November 28, 1852.  A highly important item and 
rarely found inscribed, here in beautiful original condition.

Howes C770; Sabin 16716; Field 366; Pilling 881; TPL, second supplement 7916.
(#29199)   $ 1,650 
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DU SIMITIERE, Pierre Eugene (1736?-1784). 

Portraits of the Generals, Ministers, Magistrates, Members of Congress, and others, who have 
rendered themselves illustrious in the revolution of the United States of North America. drawn 
from life by M. Dusimitier [sic], painter, and member of the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia. 
And engraved by the most eminent artists in London. 

London:  published by R. Wilkinson and J. Debrett,  1783. Quarto (9 1/4 x 7 inches). Letterpress 
title (verso blank), 1p. ‘Advertisement’ (verso blank). 12 stipple-engraved portraits on heavy 
paper, each plate numbered in ink at the upper outer corner by a single early hand. Recent 
calf-backed marbled boards, red leather lettering-piece to spine, early marbled pastedowns 
and free endpapers. Provenance: Herbert T. Calmus (bookplate).

Du Simitiere’s rare and important series of portraits of American Revolutionary leaders.

Du Simitiere was a native of Switzerland who emigrated to America in 1766.  He was an 
ardent supporter of the Revolution and was among the first to collect material on the history 
of the war.  He furthered his collection by producing a series of portraits of American leaders.  
Thirteen of these were published in Paris in 1781 and were also issued separately.

English language editions of the Paris series were issued in London in 1783, the subject of 
much bibliographical confusion.  The sequence would seem to be that the French series of 
thirteen was re-engraved and issued by the publisher W. Richardson on May 10, 1783 under 
the title, Thirteen portraits of American legislators, patriots, and soldiers....  Benedict Arnold 
was still included as a patriot in this issue, as he had not defected at the time Du Simitiere sent 
the originals to Paris.  The present title, issued by the publishers Wilkinson and Debrett, is not 
a reissue of the Richardson edition, but an entirely new edition, the plates with Wilkinson’s 
imprint dated May 15, 1783.  This series of portraits appears in a different order than that in 
the Richardson edition, and excludes Arnold, reducing the number to twelve.  The portraits 
are of Washington, Henry Laurens, John Jay, Samuel Huntington, Charles Thomson, W.H. 
Drayton, Silas Deane, Joseph Reed, Gouverneur Morris, Baron Steuben, John Dickinson, 
and Horatio Gates.  The caption of the Washington portrait has been corrected in ink in this 
copy, and the Drayton and Dickinson captions have been corrected with paper overslips.  
Wilkinson and Debrett evidently reissued this series at a later time and with a new title, 
Heads of Illustrious Americans..., without a date.  

None of the standard bibliographies name this edition by title, and OCLC locates a total of 
only eight copies.

c.f. Sabin 21446; c.f. Howes D599 (incorrectly citing three series of engravings with sixty plates).
(#25089)   $ 6,250 
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EDDY, Isaac (1777-1847); and James WILSON (1763-1855). 

Chronology Delineated to Illustrate the History of Monarchical Revolutions. 

Weathersfield, Vermont:  1813. Engraved broadside, on two sheets joined. Sheet size: 37 1/4 
x 23 1/4 inches. 

Rare engraved broadside depiction of world history and a very early example of an American 
stream chart timeline.

This marvellous graphic depiction of the history of the world from Creation (as described in 
Genesis) to the year 1812, conveys an immense a amount of information about rulers and the 
vicissitudes of civilization. Published by Isaac Eddy of Wethersfield, Vermont, this separately-
issued broadside may be seen as a continuation of his illustrations for the “Windsor” edition 
of the Bible printed in 1812 and was likely used for educational purposes.  Indeed it was 
advertised by Eddy as “the most concise and accurate system of chronology ever published,” 
offering the “Patrons of the Fine Arts . . . useful, amusing and ornamental” information.

Eddy’s hugely ambitious Tree of History begins at 4004 BC with Adam in the Garden of 
Eden, making the world 5816 years old as of 1812. In 2400, there was the Great Flood and all 
the representative pairs from the earlier creation were washed away. Noah’s sons: Ham, Shem 
and Japhet then established the lines of generation that divide and ascend into what we think 
of as historical time with the Judaic, Egyptian, Assyrian and other civilizations.  The years 
from 4004 BC to 1812 AD in uneven intervals serve as  horizontal coordinates for a history 
of the Western world. With its many braches, the Tree manages to convey an extraordinary 
number of rulers. Its message though appears to be demonstrated in the twists, divisions and 
sudden ends of nation states. Only the Judeo-Christian branch at the far left continues from 
beginning to present, ascending from the Patriarchs to the founding of the Christian church 
then through the Roman Catholic Popes. The illustration to the right midway up the chart 
shows a primitive tribal battle scene (in marked contrast to Adam’s peaceful co-existence 
with the animal kingdom at the beginning), suggesting the instinctively belligerent nature of 
mankind.

Beyond its interesting content, this broadside is a wonderful example of American engraving 
from the period, accomplished in Vermont by Eddy and globemaker James Wilson, who 
was trained by Amos Doolittle.  The broadside is quite rare, with only a handful of extant 
examples and most in poor condition.

McCorison 1490; Shaw & Shoemaker 28139; Stauffer 3400; Rosenberg & Grafton, Cartographies of Time 47.
(#29050)   $ 4,800 
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EXQUEMELIN [or ESQUEMELING], Alexandre Olivier (1645-1707); and Basil RINGROSE. 

The History of the Bucaniers of America: or, a True Account of the Most Remarkable Assaults 
Committed (of Late Years) upon the Coasts of the West-Indies ... In this Second edition is Added 
the Dangerous Voyages and Bold Attempts of Capt. Cook and Capt. Sharp ... 

London:  Printed for William Whitwood, and sold by Anthony Feltham,  1695. Four parts in 
one, small quarto (8 1/2 x 6 3/8 inches). [12], 56 [i.e., 1-53, 46-47, verso blank]; 80; 84,[12]; 
[14], 212 [i.e. 1-143, 140-212], [24]pp. 11 engraved maps and plates (five folding), fifteen 
engraved illustrations within the text (many full-page), other woodcut illustrations within 
the text [complete].  7pp. publisher’s ads following Table in fourth part. Contemporary 
paneled calf, expertly rebacked to style, spine with raised bands in five compartments, 
morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the others with a repeat decoration 
in gilt. Provenance: early engraved emblem tipped on verso of the title (Minerva holding a 
shield with a lion rampant, with putti in the foreground); T. M. Bruce Gardyne, Middleton 
(armorial bookplate).

A rare early edition of a classic work on the pirates of the Caribbean, here complete with the rare 
fourth part and all illustrations.

This rare edition is comprised of the sheets of the 1684 second edition of the first three parts, 
with a cancel general title dated 1695, and the sheets of the 1685 first edition of the fourth 
part, published without a separate title (as it was issued in one volume with the other three 
parts and with the aforementioned general title).  This edition particularly rare, with only one 
example in the auction records for the last thirty years.

One of the most interesting pieces of early English Americana, this work has served as the 
basis for countless novels, stories and dramas, as well as establishing the popular legends of 
many famous pirates.  One pirate, Sir Henry Morgan, followed a very modern course and 
sued the author for defamation.  He was awarded £200 for damages. Many of the plates are 
startling close-up portraits of now famous buccaneers.  “Frequently described as the greatest 
early book on piracy” (NMM).

European Americana 695/68; Sabin 23482; Wing E3898A; Palau 85735; cf. Borba de Moraes, pp.299-300; cf. 
Stevens, Nuggets 1002; cf. Hill 579; cf. NMM 2:175; cf. Church 689.
(#28813)   $ 9,500 
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FRANKLIN, Benjamin (1706-1790). 

Poor Richard improved: being an Almanack ... For the Year of our Lord 1766 ... By Richard 
Saunders, Philom. 

Philadelphia:  Printed and Sold by B. Franklin and D. Hall,  [November 1765]. 12mo (7 1/4 
x 4 1/4 inches). [36]pp. Woodcut illustration of an anatomical man on p. 5, 12 woodcut 
illustrations on the calendar pages. Stitched self-wrappers, uncut.  Housed in a black chemise 
and black morocco backed slipcase. Provenance: Jonathan Thomas (contemporary signature 
in margin of p. 3) .

Rare issue of Benjamin Franklin’s last Poor Richard’s Almanack, including a full printing of the 
infamous Stamp Act.

A preface, signed in print by Richard Saunders, prior to the printing of the Stamp Act reads: 
“As an Act of Parliament is now passed, granting and applying certain Stamp Duties in the 
British Colonies and Plantations in America, which takes Place the first Day of November 
1765; and as that Act affects every one, almost, more or less, it is absolutely necessary that all 
should be acquainted with it, in order to avoide the many Forfeitures they might otherwise be 
liable to; I therefore thought, that I could not fill up Part of my Almanack, this Year, with any 
Thing of more general Use, that the Substance of that Law, in which you will see the Duties 
that are laid on the several Particulars, and also such Things as are exempted from paying 
Duty by that Act ...”

After its successful effort in the French and Indian War, the British government was saddled 
with a massive debt.  Added to this was the cost of administering its new lands in Canada, 
and the necessity of protecting colonists on the American frontier from Indian attacks.  In 
order to raise funds for border defenses, the British Parliament decided to levy a tax directly 
on the colonists, rather than relying on colonial legislatures to raise the funds themselves 
(the colonies having a notoriously spotty track record in such efforts).  Over the protests of 
colonial agents in London, including Benjamin Franklin, a tax was levied on all legal and 
commercial papers, pamphlets, newspapers, almanacs, cards, and dice.  A Stamp Office 
was created in Britain, and Stamp Inspectors were to be assigned to each colonial district. 
Colonists wishing to purchase or use any of the materials covered in the Act, such as the 
present almanac, would be required to buy a stamp.  The outrage in the colonies at this 
form of taxation was immediate and overwhelming, and following a passionate testimony by 
Benjamin Franklin before Parliament, the Stamp Act was repealed in 1766.  The bitterness 
engendered by the Act lingered on and, coupled with subsequent British laws including the 
Intolerable Acts and the Townshend Acts, became some of the many grievances enunciated 
in the Declaration of Independence.

Beyond its importance for the printing of the Stamp Act, this almanac was the last Poor 
Richard’s Almanack to include Franklin’s imprint.

Miller 852; Campbell 723; Evans 10161; Hildeburn 2166; Drake 9890; Church 1052.
(#26537)   $ 20,000 
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GARCILASO de la Vega, “El Inca” (1539-1616). 

Histoire de la Floride, ou Relation de ce qui s’est Passé au Voyage de Ferdinand de Soto ... traduit 
en François par P. Richelet ... 

Paris:  Gervais Clovzier,  1670. 2 volumes, 12mo (5 3/4 x 3 1/2 inches). [12], 452; [12], 
414 pp. Contemporary vellum, manuscript title on spine. Provenance: Dukes of Arenberg, 
Nordkirchen (armorial bookplate).

First edition in French of the foundation work on the De Soto Expedition.

One of the basic works on the De Soto Expedition, written by the half Spanish-half Peruvian 
historian of the New World Garcilaso de la Vega (“El Inca”), the first distinguished man 
of letters to be born there.  De Soto, one of the most famous of the conquistadors, landed 
in Florida, near Tampa Bay, in the spring of 1539.  He explored northward, attacking and 
enslaving local Indians until retaliatory strikes made his progress a running battle. In 1540 
the expedition moved  north and then west, crossing present-day Georgia, through central 
South Carolina and into western North Carolina. From here he crossed northern Alabama 
and Mississippi, where several major Indian attacks deprived the expedition of much of its 
equipment.  In the spring of 1541 he crossed the Mississippi, and spent all of that year in 
present-day Arkansas.  De Soto died the following year and was buried in the Mississippi 
to conceal his loss from the Indians; the survivors of the expedition rafted down the river 
and managed to sail small boats to Mexico. The De Soto expedition is thus the first major 
European exploration of much of the Southeast United States, as well as Arkansas.  

“This is a contemporary narrative of Hernando de Soto’s Conquest of Florida, and the second 
to be published [following that of the Gentleman of Elvas]. The work is based upon the 
relations of eye-witnesses and was written forty years after the events which it narrates ... 
It is based upon conversations with a noble Spaniard who had accompanied de Soto as a 
volunteer, and upon the written but illiterate reports of two common soldiers, Alonzo de 
Carmona, of Priego, and Juan Coles, of Zabra” (Church).  The “noble Spaniard” referred to 
was one Silvestre, who related details from memory to Garcilaso some time in the 1570s or 
1580s.  Via this, elements of exaggeration and romance entered the narrative which make it 
less reliable than the other narratives of the expedition, although still of great value. 

“One of the major accounts of the travels of De Soto in Florida and throughout the present 
day Southeastern United States ... the Inca’s work remains the major literary by-product of 
this historic invasion...[it] has earned the distinction of being the first work published by a 
native-born American author” (Servies).  

First published in Spanish in Lisbon in 1605, the work was not translated into French until 
the present edition translated by P. Richelet.  This first French edition is quite rare in the 
marketplace, with only one other copy located in the auction records.

Sabin 98749; Palau 354837; Eberstadt 130:226
(#27136)   $ 8,500 
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HARBISON, Massy (1770-1846). 

A Narrative of the Sufferings of Massy Harbison, from Indian Barbarity, giving an account of 
her captivity, the murder of her two children, her escape, with an infant at her breast... 

Pittsburgh:  S. Engles,  1825. 12mo (6 3/4 x 3 3/4 inches). 66pp. (Dampstaining). Contemporary 
blue paper covered boards, rebacked with linen at an early date and restitched. Housed in 
a chemise and tan morocco-backed slipcase. Provenance: John Crawford (inscriptions and 
signature dated 1827).

Rare first edition of a classic Indian captivity set on the Ohio-Pennsylvania frontier.

An important Indian captivity set on the Ohio-Pennsylvania frontier, including an account 
of the defeat of St. Clair.  Harbison and her infant child were kidnapped from their home on 
the Allegheny River by Indians in 1792. Her two young sons were scalped and she was held 
captive for two days before making a daring escape with her child, eventually reaching Fort 
Pitt. Following her account is a description of St. Clair’s defeat  in 1791 based on otherwise 
unpublished dispatches.

This is the extremely rare first edition, not to be confused with the more common 1828 
second edition. Only one other copy has sold at auction since 1952, being the Siebert copy 
in 1999 ($18,400).

Ayer 335; Field 650; Howes H179 (“aa”); Church 1332; Graff 1775; Thomson 502; Sabin 30291; Vaughan 122; 
Siebert 980.
(#28733)   $ 9,500 
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HARRISON, William Henry (1773-1841). 

Inaugural Address of President Harrison. National Intelligencer .... Extra. Thursday, March 4, 
1841. 

[Washington:  March 4, 1841]. Folio broadside (24 x 19 1/2 inches). Text in 5 columns, 
divided by single rules. 

Very rare first printing of Harrison’s inaugural address: the longest in United States history and 
what many believed caused his death after only thirty-two days in office, the shortest tenure of 
any American President.

On a cold and wet March 4, 1841, newly-elected President William Henry Harrison famously 
delivered this address without coat or hat.  The longest inaugural address in United States 
history, his anti-Jackson/Van Buren, pro-Whig agenda took over two hours to deliver.  In 
the days following the address and the inaugural balls, Harrison caught a cold.  The cold 
lingered, and pneumonia and pleurisy set in.  Harrison would die on April 4, 1841, on his 
thirty-second day in office -- the shortest tenure of any American President -- becoming the 
first President to die in office.

We could locate but five surviving examples of this broadsheet extra, with none in the Library 
of Congress.

(#24667)   $ 11,000 
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JOHNSON, William (1771-1834). 

Sketches of the Life and Correspondence of Nathanael Greene, Major General of the Armies of 
the United States, In the War of the Revolution. 

Charleston, SC:  For the author by A.E. Miller,  1822. 2 volumes, 4to (10 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches). 
xi, [1], 515, [1], [2]; [2], 476, [2],11, [1]pp.  Errata leaves in rear of both volumes, vol. II with 
11pp. postscript, author’s Advertisement slip in rear of vol. II.  Engraved portrait frontispiece, 
engraved folding map (hand-coloured in outline), 7 engraved plans.  (Moderate foxing 
throughout). Contemporary patterned cloth-backed marbled paper covered boards, tan 
morocco lettering pieces. 

First edition of the first biography of Nathaniel Greene, and a noted early history of the American 
Revolution.

This first biography of Greene and history of the Revolution is noted for its use of original 
materials not previously published, the author having access to the papers of Greene from his 
daughter.  “To those who may be of opinion that I have written too much, I would remark, 
that there is a sacredness in the character of our revolution, that gives importance to the 
minutest incident connected with it ... with the mass of materials which I had before me, and 
which perhaps may never pass into the hands of another, I felt strongly called upon to extract 
and introduce into this work as much as the subject would reasonably admit” (Preface).

This set complete with the 11-page Postscript critiquing the treatment of Greene in Jame’s Life 
of Marion, which “was subsequently printed, and is not in all copies” (Sabin).  Furthermore, 
this set includes an Advertisement slip, not mentioned in the bibliographies, in which the 
author apologizes for incorrectly naming James Wilson “as one of the cabal opposed to 
General Washington.”

The author served several terms in the South Carolina House of Representatives, before being 
appointed to the Supreme Court by Thomas Jefferson in 1804, serving in that position until 
his death in 1834.  As a Supreme Court Justice, he is best known for his dissents.  He was the 
son of William Johnson (1741-1818), a noted South Carolina revolutionary who participated 
in the defence of Charleston in Thomas Heyward’s company, which perhaps contributed to 
his interest in a biography of Greene.

Howes J156; Sabin 36344
(#28865)   $ 3,250 
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KENTUCKY - Garrett & Nickerson, photographers. 

Sketches of Camp Boone. The First Encampment of the Kentucky State Guard; held near 
Louisville, from August 23rd to August 30th, 1860. Also, photographic views of the camp, and 
Portraits of the General’s Staff. 

Louisville:  Published by G. T. Shaw for Garrett & Nickerson, Photographists,  1860. 4to (10 
x 7 3/4 inches). 27, [1]pp. plus 9 oval salt paper print photograph portraits mounted on one 
sheet with printed captions, 11 salt paper print photograph views of the camp, with rounded 
corners mounted on 11 sheets. Contemporary half red morocco over marbled paper covered 
boards, rebacked to style, original patterned paper endpapers. Housed in a black morocco 
box. Provenance: William J. Adams (pencil signature on title dated 1860).

Very rare early photographically-illustrated work, depicting military camp life on the eve of the 
Civil War in Louisville Kentucky.

On March 5th, 1860, fore-seeing the coming of an armed conflict, the Kentucky State 
Legislature organized the Kentucky State Guard. By early spring the officers had received 
their commissions, with Simon Bolivar Buckner named Inspector-General with the rank of 
Major General.  On August 23, 1860 the Kentucky State Guard assembled for the first time 
on the grounds of the South-Western Agricultural Association in Louisville, naming their 
camp for famed Kentuckian Daniel Boone.  Seeing a commercial opportunity, Louisville 
photographers Garrett & Nickerson captured the week-long event.

The preliminary text in this work gives a detailed record of all the orders given during the first 
encampment, as well as a complete roster of the officers.   The illustrations within the work 
are all salt paper prints from collodion glass negatives by Louisville photographers C. Alfred 
Garrett and George H. Nickerson. The nine officers depicted on the first page of photographs 
are: Major General S. B. Buckner, Colonel Frank Tryon, Colonel Benjamin Hardin Helm, 
Colonial Isaac W. Scott, Colonel Charles D. Pennebaker, Colonel Samuel Gill, Major James 
A. Beattie, Captain Philip Vacaro and Rev. James Craik. The views comprise (titles as per 
captions listed on the final page of text): 
1) First View of Camp Boone, looking North
2) Second View of Camp Boone, looking North-East
3) Dress Parade
4) Guard Mounting
5) Visit of the Governor to Major Hunt
6) Street Scene after Parade [#1]
7) Visit of Commissioned Officers to Capt. Hayes
8) Street Scene after Parade [#2]
9) Visit of the Governor to Col. Frank Tryon
10) Meeting of Officers after Parade
11) Street Scene after Parade [#3]

At the start of the Civil War, border-state Kentucky vowed to stay neutral.  It was not long, 
however, before the state legislature moved to side with the Union.  Nevertheless, many of its 
citizens, and many of the soldiers in the Kentucky State Guard, sided with the Confederacy.  
Indeed, the Confederates formed their own Camp Boone in Tennessee to attract the well-
trained Kentucky militiamen.  This included Buckner, as well as Captain John Hunt Morgan, 
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the infamous leader of the Morgan Raiders.  Interestingly, the final image within the work 
would seem to depict Morgan’s men, as one of the crates in the foreground is labelled “Lex. 
Rifles”, after the name of Morgan’s company (the Lexington Rifles).  Thus the present work, 
depicting the Kentucky State Guard in August of 1860, inadvertently captures the images of 
many soon-to-be soldiers in the Confederate Army.

Photographically-illustrated works from this early period were seldom printed in large 
quantities. That fact, coupled with the destruction caused by the Civil War in the years 
immediately following the publication has made this work very rare.  OCLC cites but two 
known examples (University of Chicago and University of Kentucky); an additional example 
is held in the Gilder-Lehrman Collection at the New York Historical Society.  This example 
with provenance to William J. Adams, who would go on to serve as a private in company A 
of the 3rd Regiment, Kentucky Infantry during the Civil War.

A significant photographic incunable.

Not in Truthful Lens.
(#29206)   $ 32,500 



LEWIS, Meriwether (1774-1809) and William CLARK (1770-1838). 

History of the Expedition Under the Command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the Sources of 
the Missouri, Thence Across the Rocky Mountains and Down the River Columbia to the Pacific 
Ocean. Performed During the Years 1804-5-6. 

Philadelphia:  J. Maxwell for Bradford & Inskeep and Abm. H. Inskeep of New York,  1814. 
2 volumes, octavo (8 3/8 x 5 inches). Six maps and charts, including the large folding map.  
(Evenly foxed throughout). Contemporary tree calf, covers bordered with a gilt roll tool, 
rebacked to style, flat spine divided into six compartments by Greek key roll tool, black 
morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the others with a repeat decoration in 
gilt, period marbled endpapers. 

The first edition of the “definitive account of the most important exploration of the North 
American continent” (Wagner-Camp), complete with its large folding map.  A cornerstone of 
Western Americana.

The book describes the Government-backed expedition to explore the newly acquired 
Louisiana Purchase undertaken from 1804 to 1806 by ascending the Missouri  to its source, 
crossing the Rocky Mountains, and reaching the Pacific Ocean.  In total, the expedition 
covered some eight thousand miles in slightly more than twenty-eight months. Lewis and 
Clark brought back the first reliable information about much of the area they traversed, 
made contact with the Indian inhabitants as a prelude to the expansion of the fur trade, and 
advanced by a quantum leap the geographical knowledge of the continent. 

This official account of the expedition is as much a landmark in Americana as the trip 
itself.  The narrative has been reprinted many times and remains a perennial American 
bestseller.  The observations in the text make it an essential work of American natural history, 
ethnography and science.  It is the first great U.S. government expedition, the first book on 
the Rocky Mountain West, and a host of other firsts.  It is among the most famous American 
books.

Church 1309; Field 928; Graff 2477; Grolier American 100, 30; Howes L317; Printing & the Mind of Man 272; 
Tweney 89, 44; Sabin 40828; Shaw & Shoemaker 31924; Streeter Sale 1777; Streeter, Americana Beginnings, 
52;  Wagner-Camp 13:1
(#27016)   $ 140,000 
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LINCOLN, Abraham (1809-1865); and Edward EVERETT (1794-1865). 

An Oration delivered on the Battlefield of Gettysburg, (November 19, 1863,) at the Consecration 
of the Cemetery Prepared for the Internment of the Remains of those who fell in Battles of July 
1st, 2d, and 3d, 1863. 

New York:  Baker & Godwin,  1863. 8vo (9 x 5 5/8 inches). 48pp. Publisher’s lettered wrappers, 
publisher’s ad on rear wrapper.  (Minor wear to wrappers). Housed in a blue chemise and 
cloth slipcase. 

“Four score and seven years ago...”: the earliest publication of the Gettysburg Address in 
book form,  preceded only by the exceptionally rare sixteen-page pamphlet, The Gettysburg 
Solemnities, known in only three copies.

Lincoln made his speech at the dedication of a cemetery on the Gettysburg battlefield some 
four months after the bloody and pivotal battle that turned the tide of the Civil War in favor 
of the Union.  Lincoln’s speech was preceded by an address from Edward Everett, the most 
famous orator of his day. Everett’s speech took some ninety minutes to deliver, and is largely 
forgotten.  Lincoln’s speech, delivered in only a few minutes, is immortal. It is a supreme 
distillation of American values, and of the sacrifices necessary for the survival of liberty and 
freedom.  

“The Washington Chronicle of 18-21 November reported extensively on this ceremony and 
included a verbatim text of ‘Edward Everett’s Great Oration.’  On the fourth day it noted in 
passing that the President had also made a speech, but gave no details. When it came to the 
separate publication on 22 November, Everett’s ‘Oration’ was reprinted from the standing 
type, but Lincoln’s speech had to be set up. It was tucked away as a final paragraph on page 
16 of the pamphlet [The Gettysburg Solemnities].  It was similarly treated when the meanly 
produced leaflet was replaced by a 48-page booklet published by Baker and Godwin of New 
York in the same year” (PMM). 

Lincoln’s address appears on page 40, and parenthetical notes are added indicating “applause” 
and “long-continued applause.”  A diagram on page 32 gives the details of the Soldiers’ 
National Cemetery at Gettysburg.

Howes E232, “b”; Monaghan 193; Grolier, American 100, 72 (note); Streeter Sale 1747; Sabin 23263; cf. 
Printing and the Mind of Man 351; Garry Wills, Lincoln at Gettysburg, pp.191-204.
(#29034)   $ 32,500 
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MANTE, Thomas (d.1802). 

The History of the Late War in North-America, and the Islands of the West-Indies. 

London:  Printed for W. Strahan and T. Cadell,  1772. Large quarto (11 1/4 x 9 inches). 
1p. errata at back. 18 folding engraved maps. Contemporary calf, covers bordered with a 
gilt double fillet, expertly rebacked to style, spine in six compartments with raised bands, 
red morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the others with an overall repeat 
decoration in gilt. 

The best contemporary account of the French and Indian War, justly celebrated for its cartography 
and textual content, and one of the great rarities of colonial Americana: complete with all maps 
and the elusive errata leaf.

Virtually all of Mante’s account relates to the war in North America, with detailed narratives 
of Braddock’s campaign and the other frontier and Canadian campaigns of the conflict.  The 
work is particularly desirable for its contemporary descriptions of Pontiac’s War, a campaign 
in which the author participated as Major of Brigade to Colonel Dudley Bradstreet.  In 
addition, the introduction includes an interesting account of young George Washington’s 
escape in 1753 from assassination by an Indian who acted as his interpreter and guide.  Mante 
evidently took great care to gather information that was both historically and cartographically 
accurate for the present work.

The maps are praised by all bibliographers as being by far the best relating to the war, and 
include several seminal maps which are the most accurate produced to that time. They 
comprise: 

1) Fort Beau Sejour, & the adjacent Country Taken Possession of by Colonel Monckton
2) Lake Ontario to the Mouth of the River St. Lawrence
3) [Map of Lake George and vicinity]
4) A Plan of Fort Edward & Its Environs on Hudsons River
5) Communication Between Albany & Oswego
6) Attack on Louisbourg [by Amherst & Boscawen]
7) The Attack of Ticonderoga [by Major General Abercromby]
8) Plan of Fort Pitt or Pittsbourg
9) Guadaloupe
10) Attack on Quebec [by Wolfe & Saunders]
11) A Sketch of the Cherokee Country
12) The River Saint Lawrence from Lake Ontario to the Island of Montreal
13) A Plan of the Attack upon Fort Levi
14) River St. Lawrence from Montreal to the Island of St. Barnaby ... & the Islands of Jeremy
15) A View of the Coast of Martinico Taken by Desire of Rear Adml Rodney
16) Part, of the West Coast, of the Island of Saint Lucia
17) Plan of the Retaking Newfoundland [by Colville & Amherst]
18) Attack of the Havanna [by Albemarle & Pococke]
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Sabin writes of this great rarity: “Copies with all the maps are scarce. It is probable that but 
few were printed, though the large and beautiful plans and military maps (which gave it so 
great a value), must have made its production a work of much expense.”

Church 1092; Field 1003; Howes M267 “c”; Sabin 44396; Streeter Sale 1031.
(#24683)   $ 75,000 



[MITCHELL, John (d. 1768)]. 

The Present State of Great Britain and North America, With Regard to Agriculture, Population, 
Trade, and Manufactures, impartially considered. 

London:  Printed for T.Becket & P.A. De Hondt,  1767. 8vo (8 x 5 inches). Half title, errata on 
verso of terminal leaf. [8], xvi, 363, [1]pp. Contemporary calf, spine with raised bands in six 
compartments, red morocco lettering piece in the second, the others with a repeat decoration 
in gilt. Provenance: Sir Edmund Antrobus (armorial bookplate).

First edition of a noteworthy economic description of colonial America, with much on the Stamp 
Act and other measures which led to the Revolution.

“This rare and valuable work was issued for the purpose of enlightening the general public 
on the critical situation of the affairs of the Colonies in North America [after the Seven 
Years War], and the many mistakes made by the home government in their administration. 
Part I. of the work treats of the trade and population of Great Britain and how they might 
be maintained and increased by Plantations. Part II. of the trade and population of North 
America with the ways of improving them. Of the necessity of the North American Colonies 
to Great Britain and of the advantages of extending the settlements in Canada, Nova Scotia, 
Georgia, Florida, and the territories of Ohio and Mississippi. Part III. Of the state and 
regulations of the Colonies, and the impropriety of the late regulations and of the Stamp Act. 
The consequences of the taxes and of repealing them; the Fishery and Fur Trade, etc., etc.” 
(Stevens).

This example in a lovely contemporary binding.

Stevens, Rare Americana, 125; Bell M422; Dionne II 734; Goldsmiths 10271; Higgs 4100; Howes M679; JCB I 
1591; Kress 6478; Lande S1534; Sabin 49696; TPL 413.
(#28758)   $ 2,850 
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NEW YORK, Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. 

[Collection of autograph letters signed written to the Bishop of London, from SPG missionaries, 
clergy or laymen in New York]. 

[New York:  1720-1774]. In all, 10 letters (plus one related), approx. 18pp. total. 

Important archive of letters relating to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in America.

The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, the missionary organization 
of the Church of England,  was established by royal charter in 1701, and the Society’s first 
missionaries began work in America the following year, reporting to the Lord Bishop 
of London as the ordinary of the church.  Established in New York as early as 1693, the 
Church of England, as these letters attest, faced opposition from Protestant religious groups.  
Conflicts with such “dissenters” would increase as the American Revolution approached, with 
the Anglican Church becoming a symbol of colonial oppression for many who advocated 
independence.

This impressive archive features correspondence written to the Bishop of London from 
various missionaries, clergy or layman in the New York region.  Many of the letters are 
revelatory concerning the conflicts with the dissenters, as well as on education, local politics 
and on the difficulty of a missionary’s life in early America.

Comprised of (in chronological order):

1) William VESEY (1674-1746) first Rector of Trinity Church, Manhattan.  Autograph letter 
signed, to the Lord Bishop of London, discussing the attempts by the Presbyterian Church 
to establish themselves in the city.  New York: 14 December 1720.  1p., folded small 4to 
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sheet with integral blank.  “The inclos’d will informe your Lordship what vigorous efforts the 
Dissenters are still making to establish themselves by an Incorporation in this City, where our 
Church is Parochial  & so established both by lettrs Patents of Incorporation under the Seals 
of this Province & by several Acts of Assembly wch have long since obtaind the Royal Assent. 
The matter seems now to be deferrd till the opinion of His Majesty’s Learned Council be 
transmitted to the Govr. from the Lords of Trade & Plantations.  Your Lordship can best judge 
what are the most proper measures to frustrate this dangerous designs of the Dissenters, who 
resolve if possible to prevail on our Govr. to Incorporate them ... If something is not done & 
they should gain their point, it would be a fatal blow to our infant Church in this City, & in 
its consequences affect all the Churches in these Parts ...”

2) Peter [or Pierre] STOUPE (1690-1760). Autograph letter signed to the Lord Bishop of 
London, concerning the “troublesome condition” caused by the influence of French dissenters 
in New Rochelle.  New Rochelle, NY: 24 June 1725.  1p., single tall 4to sheet, addressed on 
verso. Backed with Japanese tissue.  “... that yr Lordship may have a more full Distinct Notice 
of ye troublesome Condition New-Rochelle Church has been in, during my predecessor’s 
Life, & my being here. And who are these that always hindred & still hinder its Increase, in 
supporting by very unlawful means ye yet dissenting French Inhabitants among us, in their 
Separation from the Church...” 

3) James OGILVIE (fl. 1720s). Autograph letter signed, to the Lord Bishop of London, 
requesting financial assistance to help pay for books to teach children and describing the 
state of the Church in New York. New York: 29 October 1725.  1 1/4 pp., small 4to sheet with 
integral address leaf. “I could ahad[?] to the number of forty or fifty children this winter to 
ataught if I had proper books for learners and proper copy books to learn youth to write ...  
they are very poor, in this new Settlement, where I inhabit adjasint to many of the Heathins 
which are Strangers to us, and we are not able to purchase nor are the able to advance any 
bread towards my Subsistance for two or three yeares...”
 
4) James OGILVIE (fl. 1720s). Autograph letter signed, to the Lord Bishop of London, 
requesting assistance and a position.  New York: 21 October 1727. 2pp, tall 4to sheet with 
integral address leaf. “I am constrained to this seeing my misfortune is so very bad ... the Law 
givers in New York Government, tho give me no right yt I adress Myself unto, neither will ye 
take no wrong, but Keeps what tho have got...wch is much wors for me in my affairs ... your 
Lordship has dropt me, and lost me in dark blindness which is to ye bitterness of my soul...”

5) St. George Talbot (1662-1767).  Autograph letter signed, to the Lord Bishop of London,  
on a dispute within Trinity Church concerning the appointment of a female schoolteacher 
and advocating more resources toward African Americans.  New York: 24 June 1732.  2pp., 
4to sheet with integral blank leaf. “...Your Commissary Mr. Vesey has lately impos’d on your 
Lordship and the Honourable Society by not representing the true matter of fact, that Mr. 
Noxon is a person qualified to teach ye Society’s school, that there are many growen boys 
in that school which makes it very improper to commit the care of it to a Woman. On ye 
contrary, tis true that Mr. Noxon is not qualified either to read or write English far less than 
teach it ... Mrs. Huddleston tho a woman is qualified to teach this school, for she frequently 
taught with success in the time of her husband and son ... there are not any grown boys, but 
on ye contrary that they are of the most tender age ... she is ten times better qualified than 
Mr. Noxon ... I could also wish better care was taken in rightly applying the Society’s Bounty 
towards catechiseing the Negros which instead of being more regarded than formerly seems 
to be laid much less to heart ...”



6) William HARRISON (c.1678-1739), Missionary to Staten Island.  Autograph letter 
signed, to the Lord Bishop of London, seeking permission to leave his missionary position 
at Staten Island.  Staten Island, NY: 7 October 1733. 1p, tall 4to sheet with integral address 
leaf. (Separations at folds with stains from old cellotape repairs).  “The pressure and long 
continuance of my hardships compell me once more to lay the and myself at your Lordship’s 
feet. My Lord, I still continue my most humble prayer that you would forgive my acceptance 
of my present cure in Staten Island ... my outward suffering and my inward compunction can 
be known to God only and my own conscience ... that I may be enabled by a comfortable 
support in my worldly circumstances now redc’d to a most abject state...” Harrison’s plea 
would be denied and he remained the SPG missionary at Staten Island until 1739.  [With:] 
An Autograph letter signed by John Gibson, Provost of Queen’s College, Oxford, to the Lord 
Bishop of London, mentioning Harrison. Oxford: 16 February 1728.

7) John BARTOW (1715-1802).  Autograph letter signed, to the Lord Bishop of London, 
seeking a new missionary for Westchester. Westchester, NY: 15 October 1765. 3pp., folded 
tall 4to sheet. (Minor separations at folds and from opening). “I am sorry to acquaint yoour 
Lordship of the Decline of the Church England (which we esteem one of the branches of 
the Church of Christ) in these parts, the reason of which is I believe much owing to careless 
shepherds put over the flock who are not duly qualified for the great offices they undertake 
which experience daily shews & verifies ... The dissenters gain much ground in these parts & 
are more exemplary in piety & Godliness than those of our Church ... The Hon.ble Society’s 
missionary for our parrish of Westchester has left us (for reasons that won’t bear telling) & 
now our parrish is vacant...”

8) Myles COOPER (1735-1785), President of King’s College.  Autograph letter signed, to the 
Lord Bishop of London, on the power of the dissenters, the prosecution by the NY Assembly 
of Cadwallader Colden for his role defending the Stamp Act and seeking an alternate post in 
Maryland should the situation in New York deteriorate.  New York: 29 January 1768. 3pp., 
two tall 4to sheets. (Separations at folds repaired with japanese tissue [the second leaf entirely 
backed], old cellotape stains).  “... My Lord, it is not only myself but the whole American 
Church that is beholden to you for your opinion concerning the inexpediency of granting the 
Dissenters Charter ... for if the charter had been granted, the national religion in this province 
(and the evil would hardly have stop’d here) would have received a most fatal blow.  Tis true 
the members of the Church are much more numerous than the Presbyterians, but it must be 
confessed that the zeal of the latter is much warmer and that they stick at nothing which may 
promote their cause. The province is unhappily ruled by a set of lawyers of that persuasion 
who take every opportunity of doing the Church all the mischief in their power and (with 
confidence in your Lordship I speak it) of vilifying and reducing every one who shews an 
hearty attachment to the English Government.  At this time our provincial Assembly ... is 
carrying a most virulent prosecution against our Lt. Governor, the Hon.ble Cadwallader 
Colden Esq. for a vindication of his conduct during his late Administration ... most nobly 
asserted the prerogative of the Crown, and the Authority of the British Parliament in the 
Beginning of the late time of uproar, anarchy and confusion ... The situation in which I am 
placed is precarious. It is natural to secure a retreat in case of accidents...”

9) John OGILVIE (1724-1774), Missionary to St. Peter’s Church, Albany.  Autograph letter 
signed, to London merchant Joseph Mico, resigning his chaplaincy as the Indian missionary 
at St. Peter’s Church in Albany. New York: 14 March 1768. “It is with great Pleasure I am 
informed of the Appointment of the Revd Mr Henry Munro [1730-1801] to the Mission of 



Albany & as his appointment from the ven.ble Society will not be sufficient for his support, 
I have resolved to resign my chaplaincy in his favor. In order to effect this Mr. Munro writes 
to the Bishop of London in whose disposal it is. I therefore request that you will as my lawful 
Attorney, make my Resignation & with his Agent wait on his Lordship in order to procure 
the commission for him ... This is a step I should have taken long ago, but was apprehensive 
that by my resignation it might have fallen intp the hands of a certainly unworthy person...”

10) Myles COOPER (1735-1785), President of King’s College.  Autograph letter signed, to 
the Lord Bishop of London, describing the burning down of Governor Tryon’s residence and 
recommending a fellow of King’s College for admission to the Church of England.  New York: 
6 January 1774.  3pp, folded small 4to sheet.  “...How unfortunate is it for all the subjects of 
his Government that a man so disposed should be deprived of one principal mean to that end 
by the devouring flames which, a few days ago, totally destroyed his Excellency’s Residence, 
and every thing in it. He himself - the fire happening after all the family was in bed - his Lady, 
Daughter and Servants, narrowly escaping with their Lives; indeed one servant perished in 
the flames...”
(#28379)   $ 14,000 

[PANAMA, Watermelon War]. - Amos B. CORWINE, and others. 

The Panama Massacre. A Collection of the principal evidence and other documents, including 
the report of Amos B. Corwine, Esq., U.S. Commissioner, the official statement of the governor 
and the depositions taken before the authorities, relative to the massacre of American citizens at 
the Panama Railroad Station, on the 15th of April, 1856. 

Panama, New Granada:  Printed for Private Circulation ... Printed at the Office of the Star 
and Herald,  1857. Quarto (11 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches). Extra-illustrated with a loosely-inserted 
4pp. related autograph letter from Corwine. Original yellow thin paper wrappers, the upper 
cover with a faint but legible impression taken from the same setting of type used to print the 
title page, modern brown morocco-backed cloth box. Provenance: Butler (early signature on 
upper wrapper).

A very rare pamphlet printed in Panama, the official American report on the 1856 Watermelon 
Massacre.

Amos B. Corwine was appointed “United States Special Commissioner relative to the Massacre 
of American Citizens at the Panama Railroad Station” in the immediate aftermath of what was 
known as the Watermelon War, a riot in Panama City on April 15, 1857, in which 17 people 
died.  The incident was sparked by a drunken American, named Jack Oliver, who refused to 
pay a Panamanian vendor for a slice of watermelon; the vendor pulled a knife, Oliver pulled 
a gun, a struggle involving a bystander ensued and violence against the Americans in port 
escalated.  The official tally at the time reported 15 American dead, and 16 wounded. There 
were 2 Panamanians dead and 13 wounded.  Underlying this incident were class and racial 
tensions between local citizens and Americans, with roots to the latter displacing the local 
population from employment in the building of a transcontinental railroad.
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This very rare, privately-printed pamphlet starts with a 21pp. publication of Corwine’s official 
report dated July 18, 1856. Corwine’s first four conclusions all relate directly to the events of 
the day, but with the fifth he goes a stage further, declaring that the “Government of New 
Granada [i.e Panama] is unable to enforce order and afford adequate protection to the transit 
... I feel it a duty incumbent on me to recommend the immediate occupation of the Isthmus, 
from Ocean to Ocean, by the United States, unless New Granada ... can satisfy us as to her 
ability and inclination to afford proper protection and make speedy and ample atonement.”  
This is followed by 49pp. of “Documents relative to the events”, i.e. reprints of the various 
sworn depositions taken from witnesses and participants from both sides of the conflict.
 
This copy is extra-illustrated with a fine autograph letter signed by the author, from Panama 
while investigating the incident.  The interesting, and lengthy letter, addressed to “My Dear 
Capt.[ain],” is dated June 27, 1857, before the publication of his official report. In the letter, 
Corwine acknowledges the receipt of the Captain’s letter, commenting that he hoped that ex-
commercial agent for the United States in Samoa, Aaron Van Camp would not be able to find 
any other appointments; sympathizing with ex-U.S. Consul in Samoa James S. Jenkins who 
had recently been arrested on the steps of the State Department in Washington on charges of 
piracy (filed by Van Camp and connected to Jenkins’ actions when in Apia in Samoa). The 
main body of the letter contains the author’s speculations that William Ruschenberger was 
the author of a letter that had recently been published in the National Intelligencer, a letter 
which “to a certain extent took the native side of the controversy respecting” the Panama 
Massacre. Corwine concludes by asking the help of the correspondent over a share deal that 
Corwine had entered into with Commodore William Mervine.

Sabin 16986 and 58408; Eberstadt 165:658.
(#23974)   $ 5,750 



[PEMBERTON, Israel (1715-1779)]. 

Several Conferences Between some of the principal People amongst the Quakers in Pennsylvania, 
and the Deputies from the Six Indian Nations, In Alliance with Britain; In order to reclaim their 
Brethren the Delaware Indians from their Defection, and put a Stop to their Barbarities and 
Hostilities. 

Newcastle Upon Tyne:  I. Thompson and Company,  1756. 8vo (8 3/4 x 5 1/8 inches). 28pp. 
Expertly bound to style in quarter eighteenth century russia with tips over period marbled 
paper covered boards. 

Scarce first edition of the rare record of the private Quaker negotiations with leaders of the 
Iroquois confederacy of Six Nations during the French and Indian War.

“Attributed to Israel Pemberton (1715--1779), in whose home the meetings were conducted. 
Even though members of the Six Nations were present, a treaty could not be negotiated 
because the conferences were not official. In this same year Pemberton resigned his seat in 
the Assembly to demonstrate his opposition to the Indian War” (Siebert).

Only the Siebert and Nebenzahl copies have appeared on the market in the last thirty years.

Siebert 527; De Puy 37; Sabin 59612; Howes P192; JCB (3) 1118.
(#26540)   $ 12,000 
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PERRIS, William (Active mid-19th century). 

Map of the City of New York. 

New York:  Published by the Surveyor William Perris 93 William Street [copyright registered 
in 1850 by Perris & Hutchinson],  1850-51. Wall map on two sheets joined, lithographed by 
Mayer & Korffs, contemporary hand-colouring. Large inset view of the city from Governor’s 
Island, 8 lists of references, ornamental border. (Backed onto archival linen and edged with 
burgundy silk). Sheet size: 36 x 49 inches. 

A very rare mid-19th century large-scale map of New York published to be hung in the city’s fire 
stations.

The map extends from the tip of Manhattan as far north as 42nd Street.  The general key lists 
24 different symbols used to identify churches, schools, hotels, places of amusement, public 
buildings, newspaper offices, parks, cemeteries, etc. The New York and Harlem Railroad runs 
down Fourth Avenue while the Hudson River Railroad approaches via Tenth Avenue and West 
Street.  Numerous individual sites are marked and indexed under various lists of references: 
“Places of Amusement” (American Museum, Broadway Theatre, Chinese Museum, etc.); 
“Public Buildings etc.” (City Hall, Hall of Records, Croton Aqueduct department, Prison, 
etc.); “Colleges, Universities and Literary, Scientific and Benevolent Institutions” (Columbia 
College, American Art Union, Home for the Friendless, etc); “Banks” (American Exchange, 
Bank of New York, Bank of America, etc.); “Markets” (Washington, Fulton, etc.); “Hotels 
(Delmonicos’, Tammany Hall, Carlton House, etc); “Churches” (Reformed Dutch, Friends, 
Jews, Unitarian, etc.) and “Public Grounds” (The Battery, Union Square, Madison Square, 
etc). Of particular interest is a hachured line marking in the river adjacent to the Battery 
depicting the boundary of the ‘Proposed Enlargement’ - i.e. present-day Battery Park. 

However, the most important element of this map is its association with fire fighting in New 
York.  The locations of each of the city’s engine, hose and hook-and-ladder houses are shown 
and the city is clearly divided into eight numbered fire districts via bold red lines.

By the end of the first half of the 19th century, as the city of New York entered a time of 
industrial development and rapid population growth, the frequency of devastating fires had 
escalated.  “The rivalry which had always existed between the crews of the various engines 
had, year by year, grown more intense, and when the fire alarm brought them out, it was 
almost certain that there would be a collision, ending in blows, and often in a free fight” 
(Stokes, III:p. 559).  The many volunteer companies in the city all responded to the same 
alarm, regardless of the location of the fire.  Concurrently, the more frequent use of horse-
drawn steam engines (as opposed to hand pumps pulled by a team of men) racing through 
the city yielded numerous accidents, with several fatalities.  These two factors prompted the 
Common Council in 1850 to propose dividing the city into eight fire districts, with specific 
alarm bells indicating the district location of the fire, and with only the fire companies in 
those and the neighboring districts allowed to respond.  This ordinance was passed and 
approved by the Mayor on 25 November 1850, with the ordinance to take effect on the 1st of 
January 1851.
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That very same year engineer and surveyor William Perris began working on a comprehensive 
series of fire insurance maps of New York. “George T. Hope is generally credited with having 
fostered the idea of specialized and detailed fire insurance maps in the United States. Around 
1850 Hope, who was at the time secretary of the Jefferson Insurance Company, began to 
compile a large-scale map of a portion of New York City for use in calculating fire risks. He 
engaged William Perris, an engineer trained in England, to make the surveys. To ensure that 
the proposed map would include all essential information, Hope formed a committee of fire 
insurance officials to direct the project” (Ristow).  Perris’s series of maps would be published 
between 1852 and 1855 in seven volumes, and have the distinction of being the first fire 
insurance maps of the city.

The present wall map, however, precedes the publication of those maps.  While the exact 
publication history of this map is unknown, it seems likely given Hope and Perris’s association 
with the city’s fire officials, that when the ordinance to divide the city into fire districts 
was passed, this map of the city which clearly depicts those divisions was proposed.  The 
only contemporary reference to this map is in the minutes of the Common Council for 10 
December 1850, wherein it is ordered that 150 copies of Perris’s map be purchased and that a 
copy “be furnished to each engine, hose, and hook-and-ladder company” (quoted in Stokes).  
It is unlikely that many more copies of this wall map were published, and given the seal of 
the city in the cartouche, the dedication to the Mayor and Common Council, and the date 
of 1850-51 (spanning the time between the passage of the ordinance and its taking effect), 
that this map was effectively underwritten by the Common Council for use in the city’s fire 
stations.

This map is a significant rarity.  It is unrecorded in any of the usual references on the mapping 
of New York and OCLC locates only a single example in the New York Public Library.

(#24758)   $ 35,000 





VAN HORNE and CLARKSON; and STREATFEILD & LEVINUS CLARKSON CO. 

[Retained manuscript letterbook of correspondence from Dutch traders Pieter and Christiaan 
van Eeghen to American traders Garrit Van Horne, David Clarkson and Streatfeild and Levinus 
Clarkson]. 

[The letters written in Amsterdam, these being contemporary true copies made in New 
York]:  29 December 1795 to 30 May 1798. Small folio (13 x 8 inches). 59 letters, written 
in a neat hand on 84pp., recto and verso of 42 consecutive leaves, followed by 44 leaves of 
blank paper, written on American laid paper (watermarked D&D NY Mill). (Dampstained). 
Contemporary calf backed marbled paper covered boards (rear joint cracked). 

An American primary source on the early period of the U.S. import/export trade and the effects 
of the Quasi War with France.

This letterbook was created by and belonged to the American merchants, being retained 
ledger copies of fifty-nine letters written to them by the Dutch trading firm between 1795 and 
1798.  While it would be more usual for such a ledger to have been retained by the sender, the 
binding and paper of the ledger is American, proving the letterbook to have been created by 
the American traders.

Christiaan van Eeghen, (1757-1798) and his brother Pieter van Eeghen founded the 
Handelshuis (trading company) P. en C. van Eeghen in 1778, later to be called Van Eeghen 
en Co. (and still in operation today). The brothers were much interested in the American 
trade after independence was declared in 1776. They not only shipped all kinds of goods 
in large quantities to and from the States, but also the van Eeghen banking house, Huis of 
Negocie, procured loans for the new country, first in 1782. They also, together with other 
Dutch bankers, bought a large area of land in the state of New York, south and west of Lake 
Ontario. Christiaan van Eeghen became the director of the Holland Land Company, founded 
to administer the land. In the 1790s, during the war between England and France, business 
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was very difficult and subject to dangers and losses, with assets and revenues decreasing 
rapidly after 1796.

Related to each other by marriage, Garrit Van Horne, David Clarkson and Streatfeild and 
Levinus Clarkson were among the most successful of the early merchants of New York. 
Brothers-in-law Garrit Van Horne (1758-1825) and David Clarkson (1760-1815) entered into 
a partnership in the late 1780s. Their counting house on Pearl Street was described by Barret 
in The Old Merchants of New York as “merchant, of high standing, importer and exporter.”  
David Clarkson’s younger brothers Streatfeild (1763-1844) (who was married to Garrit Van 
Horne’s daughter) and Levinus (1765-1845) formed their own firm which seemed to operate 
jointly with Van Horne & Clarkson, at least in their ventures with the Dutch traders. 

As evidenced from the present ledger, the American merchants were exporting American 
and West Indian commodities for sale in the Netherlands, including sugar, coffee, potash and 
pear ash, tobacco, rice, cotton, wheat, rye, as well as spices.  Van Eeghen and Co. served as 
their brokers in Amsterdam, selling the products on consignment and occasionally insuring 
the American traders against the loss of their cargo on the trans-Atlantic voyage.  Most of 
the letters written by the Dutch traders include a list of commodities with their respective 
prices at market on that week.  In addition, the American traders were using their proceeds 
from sales to purchase gin, oil, glass and other sundry goods from Van Eeghen and Co. and 
importing it back on their ships for sale in New York.

The letters contain much discussion of the French Revolutionary Wars, the conflicts between 
post-Revolutionary France and various European countries including the Netherlands and 
Great Britain, as well as the so-called American Quasi War with France.  Starting in 1796, 
French privateers began seizing American ships and their cargo in reaction to the United 
States refusing to pay down its debt with France from the Revolution, as well as the economic 
ramifications of Jay’s Treaty with Great Britain.  By 1798, the relationship between the 
countries had fallen into all but an undeclared naval war.  Besides giving news of various 
events, the letters directly link political events with the rising and falling prices of their goods.

While the American traders seemed to benefit from the high prices of goods being sold in 
Amsterdam due to increased demand brought about by a sharp decrease in supplies caused by 
the wars, the merchants were not immune to the conflict.  A 16 December 1797 letter, details 
the capture of their Ship Cheesman, bound from New York to Amsterdam laden with goods 
for sale on consignment.  The ship was seized by a French privateer, though was subsequently 
retaken by an English Frigate 27 days later.  Brought into Falmouth, the English “re-captors” 
were demanding salvage money in the amount of one eighth the value of the ship and cargo, 
which was upheld by the Court of Admiralty several months later.  A 25 May 1798 letter by 
the Dutch merchants confirm that by the Spring of 1798 the American traders had suspended 
all exports to Europe: “We are extremely sorry for the reasons which have determined you to 
suspend for the present your Shipments abroad & which to our great regret we must confess 
are but too well founded in regard to the depredations committed on neutral navigation by 
the cruisers and privateers of all the warring Powers.”

A fascinating primary source for the study of early American trans-Atlantic trade in the last 
decade of the 18th century and the effects of the Quasi War with France.

(#27231)   $ 3,500 



WEBSTER, Noah (1758-1853). 

An American Dictionary of the English Language. 

New York:  published by S. Converse, printed by Hezekiah Howe of New Haven,  1828. 2 
volumes, quarto (11 1/16 x 9 inches). Engraved portrait frontispiece of Webster by A.B. 
Durand after S.F.B. Morse at the front of vol.I, “Additions and Corrections” leaf bound at 
the end of vol.II. Expertly bound to style in half russia over period marbled paper covered 
boards, spine with raised bands, lettered in the second and fourth compartments. 

First edition of the most important American dictionary, the “most ambitious publication ever 
undertaken, up to that time, upon American soil”  (Grolier “American 100”) and a  prize to be 
cherished by any American who cares about their native tongue.

The American Dictionary was printed in an initial edition of just 2500 copies, uncut in boards 
or full calf, at $20 for the two volumes. Importantly, the present copy includes the “Additions 
and Corrections” leaf at the end of the second volume, which is sometimes lacking. Webster’s 
best-known work is significant for a string of reasons:  according to Printing and the Mind of 
Man the Dictionary “at once became, and has remained, the standard English dictionary in 
the United States...  [it also] marked a definite advance in modern lexicography, as it included 
many non-literary terms and paid attention to the language actually spoken ... In fact, Webster 
succeeded in breaking the fetters imposed upon American English by Dr. [Samuel] Johnson, 
... to the ultimate benefit of the living languages of both countries”. To sum up: the American 
Dictionary  was “one of the great contributions towards mass education ...  [in the United 
States, placing] correct spelling and usage within the reach of Everyman” (Grolier American 
100).  
  
Noah Webster, teacher, lawyer and lexicographer, was also “an ardent nationalist and 
he wanted to stress the political separation from England by the cultivation of a separate 
American language” (PMM). Starting work on the American Dictionary in 1800,  “Webster 
set a new standard for etymological investigation, and for accuracy of definition (‘a born 
definer of words’ - Sir James Murray), and included 70,000 words, as against the 58,000 of any 
previous dictionary.” (Grolier American 100). This two-volume quarto dictionary represents 
the culmination of Webster’s indefatigable dedication to providing his country with its first 
comprehensive modern dictionary. The valuable introductory material contains his thesis 
on the development of languages, and also his philosophical and practical grammar of the 
English language.

Grolier American 100 36; Printing & the Mind of Man 291; Sabin 102335; Skeel 583.
(#27070)   $ 22,500 
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VOYAGES AND TRAVEL

ALEXANDER, William (1767-1816). 

[View of the Suburbs of a Chinese City]. 

[England:  circa 1796]. Pen and ink and watercolour, sheet size: 11 1/8 x 17 3/8 inches, signed 
W. Alexander on the rock at the lower right, on wove paper watermarked J. Whatman, 
inscribed “Suburbs of Pekin” in pencil on verso. 

An original watercolour by the artist on Macartney’s Embassy to China.

William Alexander was a student at the Royal Academy from 1784, and was aged 25 or 26 
when he was taken on as Junior Draughtsman in the entourage of Lord McCartney, during 
the latter’s embassy to China in 1792. George Macartney, 1st Earl Macartney (1737-1806) 
was dispatched to Beijing in 1792 traveling via Madeira, Tenerife, Rio de Janeiro, the Cape of 
Good Hope and Indonesia. He was accompanied by George Staunton, and a retinue of suitably 
impressive size, including Staunton’s 11-year-old son who was nominally the ambassador’s 
page. The embassy, the first such to China, had two objectives: the first to register with the 
Emperor British displeasure at the treatment that the British merchants were receiving from 
the Chinese, the second to gain permission for a British minister to be resident in China. The 
first objective was achieved, the second was not. Macartney was twice granted an audience 
with the Emperor and in December 1793 he was sumptuously entertained by the Chinese 
viceroy in Canton, and returned to England via Macao and St. Helena, arriving in September 
1794.

Alexander’s drawings would form the basis for the illustrations in the official account 
written by Staunton.  During the expedition, Alexander made numerous sketches, many of 
which survive in three albums located in the India Office Library collection of the British 
Library (WD959-961).  Following his return to England in 1794, Alexander began making 
watercolours based on his sketches, both for use as the illustrations in Staunton’s account, but 
also as a means of supporting himself.  

“Although it was not the unusual practice to engage artists on explorative voyages ... the 
case for obtaining a full and reliable picture of China was of more than usual importance 
... Alexander must have realized that he would have every chance of capitalizing on his 
experiences on his return home.  In the event he spent at least seven years reworking his 
China sketches to produce a large body of finished watercolours and printed illustrations” 
(Legioux).
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Most surviving watercolours by Alexander which depict scenes from the Embassy show 
small groupings of figures or machinery, making the present landscape view particularly 
desirable.  This watercolour is the basis for plate 38 in Staunton’s atlas, and the two images are 
quite similar with only minor differences (e.g. placement of birds in the sky).  The image is 
among the most vibrant of those published in the atlas, showing a lively river scene observed 
by Alexander as the Embassy’s barges passed slowly along the river.  On the river two fishing 
vessels in the foreground are at work, while a man with a net affixed to a pole works off a 
nearby rock.  A group of figures in the lower right foreground include a seated man, with 
two attendants nearby, one holding a staff and the other smoking; to their left is a woman 
holding a child’s hand, with an older man holding a basket next to them.  In the background 
are numerous Chinese building, including a tall pagoda.  A bridge is seen in the background 
under which boats pass, and numerous figures crowd both sides of the shore, no doubt brought 
out to see the Embassy’s passage on the river.  See Legioux, plate 52 for another version of this 
watercolour in the National Gallery of Ireland.  The present image more closely follows the 
printed plate than the watercolour in the National Gallery collection, based on the angle of 
the bridge in the background.  Legioux cites a watercolour with The Leger Galleries, bought 
at Christie’s London 5 June 1973, which is perhaps the same as the present example.

Alexander’s original watercolours project the evident wonder and natural curiosity about 
this new world, and it is in this form that his innate sense of composition truly comes to the 
fore. Legioux quotes from an old plaque in Boxley Church near the village where Alexander 
was born: “He accompanied the Embassy to China in 1792 and by the power of his pencil 
introduced into Europe a better knowledge of the habits and manners of China than had 
before been attained. That he was rich in the feelings and knowledge of his art his works 
evince.”

Francis Wood, “Closely Observed China: From William Alexander’s Sketches to his Published Work” in the 
British Library Journal (1998), pp. 98-121; S. Legioux, Image of China: William Alexander, 1980.
(#27731)   $ 125,000 





ANDRADE,  Antonio de (1580-1634). 

Nuevo Descubrimiento del gran Cathayo, ò Reynos de Tibet, por el Padre Antonio de Andrade, 
de la Compañia de Iesus, Portugues, en el año de 1624 [caption title]. 

Lisbon :  por Mateo Piñeiro,  1626. Quarto (7 1/2 x 5 5/8 inches). Collation: A-E4, F3 (ll.1-
22 text, with caption title and 8-line woodcut initial at start of text on recto of l.1; [1 leaf] 
“licencias” on recto, verso blank). Modern blue morocco-backed marbled paper-covered 
boards, spine lettered in gilt.

The very rare second printing of the first authoritative printed account of a European traveller’s 
visit to Tibet.

The first Spanish-language edition, printed a few months after the first edition which was in 
Portuguese. This edition is not Cordier, and OCLC records only a single example: the  Bernardo 
Mendel copy now in the Indiana University library.  Antonio de Andrade (1580-1634) was a 
Portuguese Jesuit missionary who entered the order in 1596.  From 1600 to 1624 he was the 
principal missionary in the Indies.  In 1624, with the support of the Moghul emperor, he set 
out for Tibet, hoping to make contact with a reported trans-Himalayan Christian community.  
Travelling north to the upper Ganges and then to Mana, on the present-day border of Tibet, 
he continued on past local resistance to the state of Guge, where he encountered his first 
Buddhists.  Andrade successfully convinced the King to allow the teaching of Christianity, 
and returned to Agra, where he wrote the present letter to his superiors, relating his journey 
and his experiences.  Andrade would ultimately return to Tibet twice, consecrating a church 
at Tsaparang in 1626.

Andrade’s work is important as being the first undoubtedly authentic first-hand description 
of Tibet by a European: the 14th-century visit of Odorico de Pordenone remains disputed.  
It was very popular and quickly went through a number of editions. “Throughout Catholic 
Europe this ‘discovery’ (so proclaimed by the title of the work, though Andrade never called 
it that himself) was hailed as a great victory for the faith and as possible aid in circumventing 
the dangers from the Protestant fleets on the lengthy sea route from India to China....Through 
Andrade’s book and his later letters and those of others, Europe learned more about Tibet’s 
location, size, political divisions, religion and customs.

Lach Asia in the Making of Europe III, pp.338-339, 1773-1775; Sommervogel I, 329.1; cf. Cordier Sinica 
IV,2898-9 (1st edition in Portuguese and Madrid Spanish-language edition of 1627); Streit V272; Howgego 
I, A88
(#20420)                                                                                                                         

$ 27,500 
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APIANUS, Petrus (1495-1552). 

Isagoge in Typum Cosmographicum seu Mappam Mundi. 

Landschut:  Johannes Weyssenburger,  1521. Small quarto (7 7/8 x 6 inches). [8]pp.  Wood-
cut map on the title. Quarter vellum with tips over marbled paper covered boards, black 
morocco label on upper cover. Modern red half morocco and cloth slipcase. 

First edition of geographer Peter Apianus’ first printed work, describing a large world map of 
which no copy has survived.

The ellipsoidal map herein described is thought to have been based on the great Waldseemüller 
map of 1507, the first world map to use the term “America”  Published about four years before 
his Cosmographicus Liber (which passed through thirty-five editions in the sixteenth century), 
the Isagoge is divided into twelve “Propositiones” showing how to use the map.  Many of 
the comments and instructions in this guide are intended to explain the use of the map for 
astronomical and calendrical calculations.  In his preface, he mentions his “Cosmography,” 
which was not published until 1524, and which still stands as a foundational work on the 
subject.  The preliminary section of the Isagoge was reissued in part in his Declaratio et Usus 
Type Cosmographici at Regensburg, probably the next year.

“Harrisse, who knew this ‘rare pamphlet’ only in the copy in the Bibliotheque Nationale, 
Paris, believed that it could not describe the 1520 map and argued ingeniously that the 1520 
map was published at the expense of Luc Alantse, whereas the Isagoge was dedicated to the 
Duke of Saxony.  Ducal patronage would almost certainly supersede that of a private citizen.  
The James Ford Bell catalogue dates the Isagoge to 1520.  Weyssenberger was the publisher of 
both the Isagoge and the Cosmographicus Liber.  The map described in the Isagoge, although 
no copy is known, is a landmark in the history of the geography of the New World and 
this pamphlet describing it is an Americanum of the greatest rarity and cartographical 
significance” (Nebenzahl).

Apianus was a Professor of Mathematics in Vienna, as well as a mapmaker, writer, and leading 
authority on cosmography - a subject encompassing astronomy, geography, and cartography.  
The woodcut map on the title of the Isagoge shows Europe, Asia and Africa, with Venice, 
Portugal and “Callicut” (i.e. Kozhikode) identified.

Very rare in the market with only three copies traced for sale in the last century.

European Americana 521/2; Bell Catalogue A-280; Van Ortroy, Bibliographie de l’Oeuvre de Pierre Apian, 
10; Harrisse, History of America, p.534; Bagrow, History of Cartography, p.130; Stillwell I:22; Nebenzahl 
Catalogue 12:9; Leclerc 31; cf. Shirley, Mapping of the World 45.
(#26306)   $ 85,000 
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BORDONE, Benedetto (d.1531). 

Isolario di Benedetto Bordone Nel qual si ragiona di tutte l’Isole del mondo, con li lor nomi 
antichi & moderni, historie, favole, & modi del loro vivere, & in qual parte del mare stanno, & 
in qual parallelo & clima giaciono. Con la gionta del Monte del Oro novamente ritrovato. 

Venice:  Nicolò d’Aristotile detto Zoppino,  1534. Small folio (11 1/2 x 8 inches). Letterpress 
title in red and black with ornamental woodcut border, woodcut initials. 1 full-page diagram 
of a world map and windroses, 4 woodcut double-page or folding maps of the World, Venice, 
the Eastern Mediterranean and the Venetian Archipelago, 4 smaller double-page maps of 
Sicily, Crete, Cyprus and Euboea, 103 woodcut maps and plans scattered through the text. 
With an early manuscript inscription in Italian on a small piece of paper tipped to the inner 
margin of D1. Expertly bound to style in contemporary vellum. 

Early edition of this important geographical compendium with important New World maps and 
the earliest description in book form of Pizarro’s conquest of Peru.

The author Bordone, born in Padua, worked in Venice as a geographer, cartographer, 
illuminator and wood-engraver. It is believed that he was the creator of the first globe printed 
in Italy.  First published by Nicolò d’Aristotile detto Zoppino in 1528 under the title Libro di 
Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona de tutte l’isole del mondo, the present work, the second 
edition overall, marks the first appearance of the new title. The publisher re-used the same 
wood-blocks for the maps. An Aldine edition with the same title but different woodblocks 
followed in 1547. 

This work offers an illustrated guide to islands and peninsulas of the western ocean, the 
Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean and the Far East. As a cartographic form, Bordone’s Isolario 
derives from two manuscript prototypes, Buondelmonti’s Liber insularum Archipelagi of 1420 
and Da Li Sonetti’s Isolario of about 1485, whose maps were also drawn with eight windrays 
to establish orientation. Ptolemy’s Geographia and nautical charts of the period are another 
source.

This work is notable for its wide scope, spreading beyond the European/Western bounds of 
the well-known into the newly-discovered areas in the Americas. In addition to text which 
includes the first mention in book form of Pizarro’s triumph, the maps of the area are also 
particularly important. These include a plan of the city of Mexico (“Temistitan”), showing it 
before its conquest by Cortes.  The “Terra de Lavoratore” map on the verso of leaf VI contains 
what is considered the first printed map of continental North America.  The verso of leaf XII 
contains a map of Hispaniola, and the following leaf bears a map of Jamaica on the recto 
and of Cuba on the verso.  Other Caribbean islands depicted by maps include Guadeloupe, 
Dominica, and Martinique. 
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Also of importance are the four double-page/folding maps: the World (one of the earliest oval 
projection world maps); Europe and north Africa; the eastern Mediterranean;  and Venice and 
the surrounding lagoon. This work also includes one of the earliest European representations 
of Japan. The remaining majority of the maps illustrate islands in the Eastern Mediterranean.

BM Italian  p.120; Borba de Moraes I, p.112; Brunet I, 112; European Americana 534/2;  Harrisse Bav 187; 
JCB (3) 1:112; cf. Mortimer Italian 82; Phillips Atlases 162; Sabin 6419; R.A.Skelton Introduction to Libro... de 
Tutte L’Isole Del Mondo (Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis Terrarum Ltd, 1966).
(#23568)   $ 32,000 



CHERRY-GARRARD, Apsley (1886-1959). 

The Worst Journey in the World. 

New York:  George H. Doran,  [1923]. 2 
volumes, 8vo (8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches). Half-
titles. 53 maps and plates (6 in colour, 4 
folding). Publisher’s coarse tan linen backed 
blue paper covered boards, publisher’s 
paper labels on spines, publisher’s dust 
jackets (expert restoration to the jackets). 

A fine copy of the first American edition of an 
Antarctic classic, with the rare dust jackets.

“Cherry-Garrard’s book has often been 
referred to as the finest polar book ever 
written. Scott’s diary left many facets of 
the expedition and the experiences of its 
men untold: it was Cherry-Garrard who 
pulled the entire story of the main party 
together. He was uniquely suited to do so.  
He was a member of the main party for 
the expedition’s entire duration, had access 
to unpublished sources, and was the only member of the Winter Journey to survive the 
expedition.  Most of all, he had the sensibilities and extraordinary literary genius necessary to 
cope with the complex and tragic subject of the Polar Journey ... The Book Cherry-Garrard left 
behind is a monument immortalizing the expedition in the annals of Antarctic exploration 
and geographic exploration in general” (Rosove).

The first edition of this Antarctic classic was published in London in 1922; though a much 
abridged one-volume version was published in New York in 1923 to secure copyright (see 
Taurus 85, Rosove 71.B1), the present 2-volume edition is the first American edition.  It is 
nearly identical to the first edition published by Constable, though issued without the ten 
folding panoramas and with some minor textual changes to the preface.  The binding of 
this edition, as the binding of the first edition, is coarse tan linen backed publisher’s blue 
paper boards, and as such is often found in poor condition.  The present set is in lovely 
original condition, without wear or foxing and with the paper spine labels entirely intact.  
Furthermore, sets with the original publisher’s dust jackets are very rare.

Rosove 71.C1a; Renard 307; Taurus 84 (first edition); Spence 277 (first edition)
(#29049)   $ 3,850 
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CHISHULL, Edmund (1670/71-1733). 

Travels in Turkey, and Back to England. 

London:  W. Bowyer,  1747. Folio (13 7/8 x 8 5/8 inches). viii, [4], 192 pp. 4pp. list of 
subscribers. Expertly bound to style in half 18th century russia over period marbled paper 
covered boards, spine with raised bands in seven compartments, red morocco lettering piece 
in the second, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. 

First edition of a scarce early English account of travels to the Levant.

Chishull served as chaplain to the Levant Company in Smyrna from 1698 to 1702, visiting 
Ionia, Ephesus, and Constantinople during his stay.  This  publication of his journal during 
his time in the region was brought to press by his son, with the assistance of Dr. Richard 
Mead (1673-1754), the latter authoring the Preface and editing the journal.

Sailing from England in the frigate Neptune on 10 February 1698, Chishull arrived at 
Smyrna on 12 November 1698. While resident there, he made a tour to Ephesus and visited 
Constantinople. He left Smyrna on 10 February 1701-2, taking his homeward journey by 
Gallipoli and Adrianople where he joined Lord Paget, who was returning from an embassy 
to the Sublime Porte. Travelling as a member of the ambassador’s household, Chishull passed 
through Bulgaria, Transylvania, Hungary, and Germany to Holland. At Leyden, he took leave 
of Lord Paget and returned to England.

Blackmer sale 65. Not in Howgego.
(#28790)   $ 7,000 
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CHORIS, Louis (1795-1828). 

Vues et Paysages des Régions Equinoxiales, recueillis dans un voyage autour du Monde...avec 
une introduction et un texte explicatif. 

Paris:  Paul Renouard,  1826. Folio (16 5/8 x 11 1/4 inches). Half-title. [6], 32pp. 24 hand-
coloured lithographic plates by F. Noel or F. Bové after Choris. Expertly bound to style in half 
red straight grain morocco over period red paper covered boards, spine gilt. 

Rare: one of only fifty large paper copies of this important series of views of the Pacific and the 
west coast of America.

A large paper copy with the plates hand-coloured. This copy without the 2pp. letterpress 
letter to the “empereur de toutes les Russies”, dated 1827. According to Forbes this letter  
“does not appear in every copy. 

“In July 1815 Choris, at the age of 20, joined Otto von Kotzebue’s expedition on the Rurik as 
the official artist. This was the first Russian circumnavigation devoted exclusively to scientific 
purposes and several well-known scientists contributed greatly to its success. Choris made 
a great many drawings during this voyage. In 1822 he published Voyage Pittoresque autour 
du monde ... Despite his using many of his drawings in that work, Choris found 24 subjects 
among the remaining drawings which he published 4 years later in [the present work]” 
(Lada-Mocarski). 

The plates are of subjects from the Atlantic and Pacific and include five of the coast of Brazil, 
three in Chile, eleven in the South Pacific and Hawaii, and the remainder in Kamchatka, the 
Marianas, Manila, the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena. “Choris’ drawings are original and 
faithful pictorial representations of the subjects he drew” (Lada-Mocarski).

Borba de Moraes pp.180-181; Forbes I, 632; Lada-Mocarski 90; O’Reilly & Reitman 786; Sabin 12885.
(#28838)   $ 32,500 
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COOK, Capt. James (1728-1779) and James KING. 

A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, for making Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere. Performed 
under the Direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and Gore, in His Majesty’s Ships the Resolution 
and Discovery; in the Years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1780. 

London:  printed by W. and A. Strahan for G. Nicol and T. Cadell,  1784. 4 volumes (Text: 
3 vols., quarto [11 1/8 x 8 7/8 inches]; Atlas vol. of plates: 1 vol., large folio [21 3/4 x 15 3/4 
inches]). Text: 24 engraved maps, coastal profiles and charts (13 folding), 1 folding letterpress 
table.  Atlas of plates: 63 engraved plates, charts and maps (including 1 folding map and 
1 double-page map). Extra-illustrated with 3 additional plates in the atlas [see list below].  
(Minor foxing in atlas, minor tears to tissue guards). Text: Contemporary speckled calf, covers 
bordered with a gilt roll tool, spine in six compartments with raised bands, black morocco 
lettering pieces in the second and fifth compartments, the others with a repeat decoration in 
gilt, rebacked with the original spine laid down, marbled endpapers. Atlas: expertly bound 
to style in half speckled calf over marbled paper covered boards, spines with raised bands 
in nine compartments, black morocco labels in the second and seventh compartments, the 
others tooled in gilt uniform to the text. Provenance: Chandos Leigh, 1st Baron Leigh of 
Stoneleigh (armorial bookplate in text).

An extraordinary copy of the first edition of Cook’s Third Voyage, extra-illustrated with Webber’s 
Death of Cook plate and two rare portraits of Cook and King.

The extra illustrations comprise:
1) Portrait of Captain James Cook, after Dance, engraved by Sherwin, published 1 August 
1784 [Beddie 3384]
2) Portrait of Captain James King, after Webber, engraved by Bartolozzi, published 4 June 
1784 [Beddie 4510]
3) “The Death of Cook” after Webber, engraved by Bartolozzi and Byrne, published 1 July 
1785 [Beddie 2603]

“Cook’s third voyage was organized to seek the Northwest Passage and to return [the islander] 
Omai to Tahiti. Officers of the crew included William Bligh, James Burney, James Colnett, 
and George Vancouver. John Webber was appointed artist to the expedition. After calling at 
Kerguelen Island, Tasmania, New Zealand, and the Cook, Tonga, and Society Islands, the 
expedition sailed north and discovered Christmas Island and the Hawaiian Islands, which 
Cook named the Sandwich Islands. Cook charted the American west coast from Northern 
California through the Bering Strait as far north as latitude 70 degrees 44 minutes before he 
was stopped by pack ice. He returned to Hawaii for the winter and was killed in an unhappy 
skirmish with the natives. Charles Clarke took command and after he died six months later, 
the ships returned to England under John Gore. Despite hostilities with the United States and 
France, the scientific nature of this expedition caused the various governments to exempt 
these vessels from capture. The voyage resulted in what Cook judged his most valuable 
discovery - the Hawaiian Islands” (Hill).

Beddie 1543; cf. Forbes Hawaiian National Bibliography 62; cf. Lada-Mocarski 37 (later issue); Sabin 16250.
(#26812)   $ 26,000 
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(COOK, Captain James [1728-1779]) - John HAWKESWORTH (1715-1773). 

A New Voyage, Round the World, In the Years 1768, 1769, 1770, and 1771; undertaken by order 
of his present Majesty, performed by, Captain James Cooke, in the ship Endeavour, drawn up 
from his own journal, and from the papers of Joseph Banks. 

New York:  printed by James Rivington,  1774. 2 volumes, octavo  (7 3/8 x 4 1/4 inches). 
[2],17,4,[2],260; [2],250pp. 2 folding engraved frontispieces (one engraved by Paul Revere), 
1 folding world map engraved by Bernard Romans. Contemporary speckled calf, rebacked, 
gilt leather label. 

Rare first American edition of Cook’s First Voyage, with a plate engraved by Paul Revere and the 
first world map to be published in America.

The first American edition of any of Cook’s voyages, issued in New York on the eve of the 
American Revolution by the Loyalist printer, James Rivington. The work contains one of Paul 
Revere’s more exotic copper plate engravings and the first world map printed in the Americas.  
Hawkesworth’s account of Capt. James Cook’s first voyage to the Pacific first appeared in 
1773.  One of the most important publications in all of the literature of exploration and 
voyages, it describes Cook’s important explorations of Australia, discovery of New Zealand, 
adventures on Tahiti, and a wealth of other material.  The tremendous interest in the voyage 
is reflected in this American edition, only the second work devoted to Pacific exploration to 
be published in an American edition.  “The frontispiece by Paul Revere and the Romans map 
make this a distinguished book” (Streeter).

The publisher, Rivington, later famous as the New York Loyalist printer of the Revolution, 
made every effort to make this product of the British colonial press as elegant as possible.  

The folding frontispiece to the first volume is by the Revolutionary hero, silversmith and 
engraver, Paul Revere. It is a version of plate 7 by F. Bartolozzi that is usually found facing 
p.265 in vol.II of the first English edition. According to Clarence Brigham, Revere worked 
from a reduced reversed version of this plate published in The Town and Country Magazine 
(June, 1773, vol.V, p.313), a copy of which was sent to him by the publisher Rivington (via 
Henry Knox of Boston) in April 1774. Rivington asked that Revere engrave the image “with 
all the ability in his power and let it be done as soon as possible” (letter to Knox, dated 8 
April 1774). The final result  (about fifty per cent smaller than Bartolozzi’s original) amply 
demonstrates the charming naïveté that is such a hallmark of Paul Revere’s work. Revere’s 
day book shows that he charged £4-0-0 for the plate (see 3 May 1774 entry). Importantly, the 
plate is the first visual image of the South Seas to be printed in America.

The folding frontispiece to the second volume is unsigned, but is a composite of two images 
that both originate with drawings by Sydney Parkinson, the official draughtsman/artist 
on the voyage. The image is divided in two vertically: the left side of the plate is of a New 
Zealander. The original of this image was eventually engraved by T. Charles and published 
in Parkinson’s A Journal of a Voyage (London: 1784) facing p.88. The right side is of two 
Australian aboriginals. The original of this image was also engraved by T. Charles and in 
Parkinson’s work opposite p.134.
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The untitled map is the first map of the world to be published in the Americas.  A Mercator 
projection designed to show the track of Cook’s voyage, it also shows the course charted by 
Bougainville as well.  It was designed and engraved by the famous American mapmaker, 
Bernard Romans, best known for his work as a naturalist and cartographer in Florida, as 
well as his sailing directions of the East Coast and an engraved map of Connecticut.  A rare 
American cartographic landmark, found as originally published in the first American edition 
of any of Cook’s voyages, itself a significant issue of the late British colonial press.

Beddie 656; Brigham Paul Revere’s Engravings pp 102-105; L. Diamant Bernard Romans pp.29-30; Evans 
13324; Holmes 9; Sabin 30936; Streeter Sale 2407; Wheat & Brun Maps and Charts Published in America 
before 1800 1.
(#28258)   $ 22,500 



[COOK, Captain James] - Lewis PINGO, Chief Engraver of the Royal Mint. 

[Silver Royal Society medal, commemorating the life and accomplishments of Captain Cook]. 

[London:  1784]. Silver circular medal (1 3/4 inches in diameter). Obverse with a bust profile 
portrait of Cook in high relief, with legend surround “Oceani Investigator Acerrimvs” [The 
Most Intrepid Investigator of the Seas], reverse with the personified figure of Fortune in high 
relief, standing with her left arm leaning on a column, and holding in her right hand a Naval 
rudder resting on top of a globe, with the legend “Nil Intentatvm Nostri Liquere” [Our Men 
Have Left Nothing Un-attempted]. 

A rare silver Royal Society medal commemorating the life and naval service of Captain Cook.

The Royal Society issued this commemorative medal in 1784 to coincide with the publication 
of Cook’s Third Voyage.  The commissioning, minting and distribution of the medal was 
personally overseen by Sir Joseph Banks.  Fellows of the Society received a bronze medal, 
with presentation copies in gold (the one presented to Cook’s widow is now in the British 
Museum) and silver medals to subscribers.  Recent scholarship has suggested that 22 gold 
medals were issued, 322 silver [as the present] and 577 bronze.  Notably, an image of the 
medal appears on the title pages of the second edition of Cook’s Third Voyage.

Betts, American Colonial History illustrated by Contemporary Medals, 553; British Historical Medals, 258; 
Beddie, 2790.
(#25322)   $ 4,500 
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COVERTE, Robert. 

A True and Almost Incredible Report of an 
Englishman, that (being cast away in the good Ship 
called the Assension in Cambaya, the farthest part 
of the East Indies) travelled by Land thorow many 
unknowne Kingdomes and great Cities. With a 
particular Description of all those Kingdomes, 
Cities, and People: As also, a Relation of their 
commodities and manner of Traffiqne, and at 
what seasons of the yeere they are most in use. 
Faythfully related: With a Discovery of a Great 
Emperour called the Great Mogoll, a Prince not till 
now knowne to our English Nation. 

London:  Printed by I[ohn] N[orton] for Hugh 
Perry,  1631. Small 4to (7 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches). 
[vi], 68, [1] pp. Printer’s colophon leaf in rear. 
(Title and A4 on stub guards). Full red morocco 
by Zaehnsdorf, covers bordered with a gilt triple 
fillet, spine in six compartments with raised bands, ruled in gilt on either side of each band, 
lettered in the second compartment, the others with repeat decoration in gilt, marbled 
endpapers, gilt edges. Provenance: early ink and pencil marginalia throughout.

A very rare early account of an overland journey through India and the Middle East.

The author and his men left Plymouth in March 1607 aboard the Ascension and were among 
the first Englishmen to see the Cape of Good Hope, arriving there in July 1608. Coverte 
eventually reached Gujarat, where the ship ran aground while approaching Surat.  Not granted 
permission to remain in Surat, the crew departed to various destinations. Coverte and others 
set out overland for the Moghul Court at Agra via Burhanpur (describing the important 
military post as larger than London), arriving at Agra in December 1609. Although asked 
by the emperor Jahangir to serve in his military service, Coverte and other crew members 
left Agra in January 1610 “with the intention of making their way back to the Levant by the 
overland route. Travelling by way of Kandahar, Esfahan, and Baghdad, they reached Aleppo 
in December 1610 and from the coast of the Levant sailed for England. They subsequently 
arrived home in April 1611” (Howgego). 

An absorbing account presented in the form of a travel diary, Penrose described this work 
as a “vigorous narrative. It relates its author’s reception by the Emperor Jahangir, and his ... 
journey across India, Afghanistan, and Persia, and ... is one of the best examples of a travel 
journal that the period produced.” The work was first published in 1612, with a second 
edition appearing two years later before the present third edition: all English editions are rare 
and desirable.  Two German translations followed and the account was further published in 
compilations of discovery and exploration, including those published by De Bry, Hulsius, and 
van der Aa.

Howgego C211; Penrose, Travel and Discovery in the Renaissance, p. 324; Oaten, European Travellers in India, 
pp. 158-161; STC 5897.
(#25255)   $ 10,000 
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DU HALDE, Jean Baptiste (1674-1743). - Richard BROOKES, translator. 

A Description of the Empire of China and Chinese-Tartary, Together with the Kingdoms of 
Korea and Tibet ... From the French of P. J. B. De Halde, Jesuit ... . 

London:  T. Gardner ... for Edward Cave,  1738-1741 . 2 volumes, folio (15 3/4 x 9 1/2 inches). 
64 engraved plates, plans and maps after J.B.B-d’Anville and others, by E. Bowen, J. Basire, 
G. Child, R.W. Seale and others (42 folding or double-page), including the large general map 
at front of vol.I, hand-colored in outline.  Ornamental wooduct or engraved headpieces and 
intials. (Minor worming mostly in the margins). Contemporary mottled calf, rebacked to 
style, spines with raised bands in seven compartments, original morocco lettering pieces in 
the second and third. Provenance: James Whatman (armorial bookplate).

The second English and best edition of Du Halde’s celebrated and comprehensive history of China 
and the most important cartographic record of the region from the eighteenth century.  The work 
is further noted as a cornerstone of northwest Americana, as it contains the earliest printed 
record of Bering’s first expedition with the earliest map of any portion of present-day Alaska.

In 1685, seeking to capitalize on failing relations between China and the Portuguese (i.e. 
papal) missionaries over the rites controversy, Louis XIV sent six French Jesuits to China as 
scientific emissaries.  These early French missionaries would launch incredible interest in 
France for all things related to China.

In 1735, Jesuit priest and historian Jean Baptiste Du Halde was given the monumental task 
of collating and editing the published and manuscript accounts of Jesuit travellers in China 
into a single work.  Du Halde prominently cites the names of twenty-seven missionaries who 
served as his primary sources, including Martini, Verbiest, Bouvet, Gerbillon and others.  
The range of the work is impressive. Not only does du Halde cover the geography, history, 
culture and religion of China proper, but geographically he extends the coverage of the work 
to include neighboring countries.

The important maps within Du Halde’s work are after French Royal geographer Jean Baptiste 
Bourguignon d’Anville (1697-1782).  Based on surveys conducted by French Jesuits  at the 
behest of the Emperor Kang Hsiand, the work constitutes the first scientific mapping of 
China and forms the most important cartographic record of the region from the eighteenth 
century.  The work also contains the first separate printed map of Korea and the first detailed 
survey of Tibet.

The first volume of Du Halde’s history comprises a general description of China, describing 
each province as well as each historical dynasty and encompasses government, law, commerce, 
art, literature, etc.; the second volume treats religion and science and expands the work to 
include neighboring regions (Mongolia, Tibet, Korea, etc,) and with accounts of late 17th 
century expeditions.  Within the second volume (pp.382-384), appears the first published 
account in English of Bering’s first expedition through the straits that now bear his name. The 
text is accompanied by an attractive map, considered the English edition of the first printed 
map of any portion of present-day Alaska (i.e. St. Lawrence Island).  

Lada-Mocarski writes: “Bering’s report of his first expedition ...  had not been published 
previously and the history of its getting into Du Halde’s hands is interesting.  On Bering’s 
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return to St. Petersburg in March 1730 he brought with him a brief report accompanied by 
a map. This map (and presumably the report) was sent to the king of Poland as a suitable 
present. The Polish king, in turn, gave the documents to the Jesuit Du Halde with permission 
to use them as he saw fit. Thus, the first printed report of Bering’s 1725-28 expedition burst 
upon the world in the French work [and subsequently in the present English edition] ... It 
was not until much later that a more complete narrative of this historical event was published 
in Russia.”

The first edition in English was published in 1736 in octavo, and contains 23 maps and plates; 
the present preferred second edition was published in folio with 64 maps and plates.

This example from the library of the famed papermaking family of James Whatman of 
Vinters, Kent, and is listed in the catalogue of that library (Catalogue of the Library at Vinters 
in Kent [London: 1841], p. 32).

De Backer & Sommervogel IV:37; Cf. Brunet II:870; Cordier I:50; Cox I:355; Lust 15; Cf. Lada-Mocarski 2.
(#29190)   $ 24,000 



HAKLUYT, Richard (1552-1616). 

The Principal Navigations, Voyages and Discoveries of the English Nation, made by Sea or 
overland, to the remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth at any time within the 
compasse of these 1600 yeres. 

London:  George Bishop, Ralph Newberie and Robert Barker,  1599-1600. Three volumes 
bound in two, small folio (10 7/8 x 7 1/4 inches). [24],620;[16],312,204;[16],868pp. Eighteenth-
century russia, covers bordered with a gilt fillet, spine with raised bands, morocco lettering 
pieces in the second, third and fourth compartments, the others with an overall repeat 
decoration in gilt, rebacked with the original spine neatly laid down, marbled endpapers, gilt 
edges. Provenance: Napier (early signature on title); Lancelot Holland (19th century armorial 
bookplate); Markree Library (book label).

The greatest assemblage of travel accounts and navigations to all parts of the world collected up 
to its time, and a primary source for early New World exploration.

The second edition, greatly expanded from the single-volume original version of Hakluyt’s 
voyages, with the 1599 titlepage, and with the suppressed leaves relating the voyage to Cadiz 
from the 1720 reprint.  Titlepage of volume two reads “Hackluyt” and “1599” with line 7 
reading “these 1600.yeres.”  This second edition is an entirely different book from the initial 
1589 compilation, more than doubling it in content.

“This [second edition] was indeed Hakluyt’s monumental masterpiece ... Much that was new 
and important was included: the travels of Newbery and Fitch, Lancaster’s first voyage, the 
new achievements in the Spanish Main, and particularly Raleigh’s tropical adventures ... The 
book must always remain a great work of history, and a great sourcebook of geography, while 
the accounts themselves constitute a body of narrative literature which is of the highest value 
in understanding the spirit of the tendencies of the Tudor age”  (Penrose).  

“... An invaluable treasure of nautical information which has affixed to Hakluyt’s name a 
brilliancy of reputation which time can never efface or obscure” (Church).  Hakluyt’s 
collection will always be the primary source for the history of early British exploration, as 
well as one of the gems of Elizabethan letters.

Hakluyt took such patriotic pride in his countrymen’s exploits in the fields of travel and 
adventure that he devoted his life to preserving the records of all British voyages, and to 
advancing further means for the promotion of wealth and commerce for the nation.  
“Hakluyt was a vigorous propagandist and empire-builder; his purpose was to further British 
expansion overseas.  He saw Britain’s greatest opportunity in the colonization of America, 
which he advocated chiefly for economic reasons, but also to spread Protestantism, and to 
oust Spain” (Hill).  The third volume is devoted almost entirely to the Americas, the South 
Seas and various circumnavigations of the world.  It includes the accounts of Niza, Coronado, 
Ruiz and Espejo relating to New Mexico; Ulloa, Drake and others concerning California; and 
Raleigh’s account of Guiana.

Volume I of this set contains the circa 1720 reprint of the rare “Voyage to Cadiz” (pp.607-
620), often lacking due to its suppression by order of Queen Elizabeth after the disgrace of the 
Earl of Essex; and with the second state of the volume 1 titlepage.  The reason for the existence 
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of several states of these “Cadiz” leaves was the fall from royal favor of the Earl of Essex, who 
returned to England from Ireland without leave in 1599.  The original titlepage, dated 1598, 
had made mention of Essex’s “famous victorie atchieued at the citie of Cadiz,” and so it was 
quickly replaced with the present version (dated 1599), which makes no mention of Cadiz.  
Normally, the seven Cadiz leaves were simply removed from the end of the first volume.

As usual, this set does not contain the world map, which is almost always missing and was 
only actually issued with a handful of copies.  Church was able to trace just thirteen copies 
of the map, a figure that Quinn in his census could only increase to nineteen, out of the total 
of 240 copies of the book that have been located, most of them held by institutions.  Quinn 
remarks that even allowing for the ravages of time, this “survival rate is sufficiently low to 
raise the possibility that not all copies were equipped with the map, either because it was 
made available after many sets had been sold (which would mean that its date might be later 
than 1599), or because it was an optional extra supplied at additional cost.”

“It is difficult to overrate the importance and value of this extraordinary collection of voyages” 
(Sabin).

Grolier English 100, 14; Wagner Spanish Southwest 3,4,5,6,8c,9a,18a; Printing & the Mind of Man 105; STC 
12626; Sabin 29595,29597,29598; JCB (3)I:360-61; European Americana 598/42; Bell H10; Hill, pp.131-32; 
Palau 112038,112039; Borba de Moraes, p.328-29; Penrose, Travel and Discovery in the Renaissance, p.318; 
Pforzheimer 443; Church 322; Quinn, p.490.
(#28609)   $ 37,500 



ITALIAN SCHOOL, 19th century. 

Lake Como [and:] Lake Maggiore. 

Italy:  circa 1850. Pair of views, gouache over faint etched line, black gouache border. Period 
gilt and faux bois frames. Image size (including text): 8 3/4 x 34 inches. Veneer with elaborate 
gold leaf lip. Framed Size: 21 x 46 inches. 

Two splendid, panoramic views of Lake Como and Lake Maggiore

Catering to the foreigners flocking to the region on The Grand Tour, this pair of hand-painted 
prints beautifully depict the famed, picturesque lakes, with rich bands of blue highlighting 
the water and sky, with the surrounding hills and mountains dotted with luxurious villas.  In 
the view of Lake Maggiore, we see from a very high vantage point the Borromean Islands: 
Isola Bella, Isola Madre and Isola dei Pescatori,with their extraordinary gardens. The view of 
Lake Como looks north up the lake towards Switzerland from above Bellagio, which occupies 
the point at which the lake divides in two.  The paintings are clearly intended as a pair, the 
images being almost identical in size with matching black painted margins.

The prints are as issued with black labels covering the original printed titles

(#20181)   $ 13,000 
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[KIDD, Captain William (ca.1645-1701)]. 

The Arraignment, Tryal, and Condemnation 
of Captain William Kidd, for Murther and 
Piracy, Upon Six several Indictments ... who, 
upon full evidence was found guilty, receiv’d 
sentence, and was accordingly executed at 
Execution Dock, May the 23rd. 

London:  J. Nutt,  1701. Folio (12 1/2 x 7 
1/2 inches). 60pp. (Trimmed with minor 
losses to catchwords and page numbers). 
Expertly bound to style in half eighteenth 
century russia over period marbled paper 
covered boards, flat spine divided into 
compartments, morocco lettering piece in 
the second compartment, the others with a 
repeat decoration in gilt. 

First edition of the trials of the infamous 
pirate Captain William Kidd.

The transcript of the trial before Parliament 
covers the three principal charges against 
Kidd. The first is for the murder of a 
member of his crew on the ship Adventure 
off the coast of Malabar in the East-Indies; the second is the trial of Kidd and nine other 
pirates on charges of piracy and robbery on the ship Quedagh; and the third is on two more 
indictments of piracy committed on two ships off Calicut. The text transcribes the cross-
examinations in their entirety, which gives detailed descriptions of many of Kidd’s seizures 
of ships and booty.  Kidd was found guilty of all charges and executed by hanging on 23 May 
1701.

This official report and trial transcript is of great importance, as many have concluded that 
Kidd’s actions were in fact mere privateering and that it was the trial questioning before 
Parliament which resulted in his piratical reputation.

The complete trial transcript is very rare; a more common abridged version was published 
in 1703.

Howes K120; Sabin 37701.
(#29047)   $ 8,750 
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LUSIGNANO, Steffano di (1537-1590). 

Description de Toute l’Isle de Cypre, et des Roys, Princes, et Seigneurs, tant Payens que Chrestiens, 
qui ont commandé en icelle ... [Bound with:] Histoire contenant une sommaire description des 
Genealogies, Alliances & gestes de tous les Princes & grans Seigneurs, dont la pluspart estoient 
François, qui ont iadis commadéés es Royaumes de Hierusalem, Cypre, Armenie, & lieux 
circonuoisins. 

Paris:  Chez Guillaume Chaudiere,  1580 [first work]; Paris: Chez Guillaume Chaudiere, 1579 
[second work]. 2 volumes in one, 4to (8 3/8 x 6 5/8 inches). Titles with woodcut device, 
woodcut headpieces and initials. [10], 292, [xviii]; [iv], 72 ff. Contemporary limp vellum, 
yapp edges, manuscript titling on spine. Provenance: Artus de Prunier, Comte de Clermont, 
la Seigneurie de Virieu en Dauphine (period inscriptions and signature); Nicolas de Prunier 
(armorial bookplate).

Very rare first edition in French of a noted early history of Cyprus and account of the Ottoman 
Empire conquest of 1571.

This work is sometimes mistaken to be simply a French translation of the Italian 1572 work 
by Lusignano titled Chorograffia: et breve historia universale dell’Isola de Cipro, though is in 
fact here considerably augmented and corrected.  Though published following that work, 
it was begun earlier in the convent of the Jacobins at Paris on 9 May and completed on 22 
November  1568.  Furthermore, this work includes a translation of Calepio’s account of the 
Turkish conquest of Cyprus.  It is believed that Lusignano, a descendant of the famed Cypriot 
family of that name, was hopeful that his work would induce the French to drive the Turks 
from Cyprus, and restore the island to his compatriots.

Rare: we know of only two other copies of the first work in commerce in recent years 
(Sotheby’s London, 13 May 2004, £18,000; Christie’s Paris, 2 June 2005, €7800).

This copy with important provenance.  Artus Prunier de Saint-André and his family owned an 
important library which was started by Artus I and was completed by his grand-son, Nicolas 
(1628-1692), himself president of the parliament of Grenoble from 1679 to 1692. Afterwards 
the library passed into the family of Saint-Ferriol until its dispersion.  On the Prunier library, 
see A. Masimbert: Artus Prunier de Saint-André. Sa bibliothèque et son bibliothécaire, in 
Petite Revue des Bibliophiles Dauphinois, 2e série, n° 4, 1928, pp. 1-15.

Brunet III, 1239; BM French 293; Cobham-Jeffery p.35. Not in Atabey.
(#27702)   $ 17,500 
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MAXIMILIAN ZU WIED-NEUWEID, Prince Alexander Philipp (1782-1867). 

Voyage au Brésil dans les années 1815, 1816 et 1817 ... Traduit de l’Allemand par J.B.B. Eyriès. 

Paris:  Arthus Bertrand,  1821-1822. 4 volumes. (text: 3 volumes, 8vo [8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches]; 
atlas: folio [21 3/4 x 15 inches]). Text: Half-titles (with publisher’s ad on verso of vol. 1) 
in each volume, uncut and unopened.  Atlas: Contents loose, in two parts with separate 
wrappers, uncut (as issued), containing  22 engraved and aquatint plates (5 hand coloured), 
19 “vignette” plates on 10 sheets (plate 7 on the same sheet as vignette 11), 3 engraved maps 
(one folding by Arrowsmith, 2 hand-coloured in outline). Text: Publisher’s pink paper 
wrappers, paper lettering pieces on the spines. Atlas: Publisher’s brown paper livraison 
wrappers with letterpress paper labels on the upper wrappers, contained within publisher’s 
pink paper boards portfolio with ties, letterpress label on the upper cover.  Housed together 
in a modern blue morocco backed box. 

An extraordinary, deluxe copy of the first edition in French of one of the most important 
illustrated works on Brazil: one of only twelve sets with the plates published on papier velin, in 
the publisher’s original wrappers.

“Prince Maximilian of Wied-Neuwied travelled through Brazil from 1815-1817, accompanied 
by the naturalists Georg Freyreiss and Friedrich Sellow.  From Rio they journeyed to Cabo 
Frio, along the coast of Ilheus, and from there they sailed up the Jequitinhonha to the borders 
of Minas Geraes, finally reaching Bahia ... Sumptuously printed and with a beautiful album, 
the account of this journey is a classic work” (Borba de Moraes).

The work is noted for its natural history contributions; the zoological specimens gathered on 
the expedition have survived and are housed in the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York.  The third volume of text includes an appendix with several native vocabularies.

The plates for this first French edition were taken directly from the original German edition, 
and are found here printed on papier vélin without the severe spotting that is normally 
associated with the first edition. That only twelve such sets on papier velin were produced is 
confirmed by contemporary advertisements for the work, including the propectus published 
within Histoire Complete des Voyages et Decouvertes en Afrique (Paris: Bertrand, 1821) [“Il 
ne sera tiré que douze exemplaires sur beau papier vélin”] and an advertisement for the 
completed work within Mollien’s Voyage dans l’Interieur de l’Afrique (Paris: Bertrand, 1822).  
The latter advertises the price of the regular issue as 90 fr., and on papier velin at 150 fr.

Borba de Moraes, p.545; Palau 375145; Sabin 47023; Brunet, p. 328; cf. Abbey Travel 705
(#28769)   $ 22,500 
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ORTELIUS, Abraham (1527-1598). 

Theatrum orbis terrarum. 

Antwerp:  Jan Baptist Vrients,  1603. 3 parts in one volume (including the ‘Parergon’ and 
‘Nomenclator’), folio (18 7/16 x 12 inches). Mounted on guards throughout. With full period 
hand-colouring throughout. Hand-coloured engraved allegorical general title, with full-page 
engraving of the arms Philip II of Spain on the verso, engraved full-page memorial to Ortelius 
incorporating a small circular portrait of him, full-page engraved portrait of Ortelius, hand-
colored engraved section-title to the ‘Parergon’ with architectural surround, hand-coloured 
engraved vignette on letterpress section title to the ‘Nomenclator’. 156 double-page hand-
coloured engravings (151 mapsheets, 2 costume plates, 3 views),  numerous hand-coloured 
woodcut initials. Contemporary red morocco, covers bordered and panelled in gilt and 
blind, covers with a large central design in gilt, expertly rebacked to style, spine in seven 
compartments with raised bands, ruled in gilt on either side of each band, compartments 
with a repeat decoration in gilt (expert restoration at board edges). 

A very rare example of Ortelius’s Renaissance masterwork: the first true atlas, here with full 
contemporary hand colouring. The colouring in this copy is without doubt the finest that we 
have ever seen. This Latin edition published by Jan Baptist Vrients is one of the most complete 
issues of the ‘Theatrum Orbis’ and includes both the ‘Parergon’ and ‘Nomenclator.’

The Theatrum... of Abraham Ortelius was one of the most brilliant and innovative of all 
Renaissance books.  It was the first true atlas in the modern sense of the word, and as such, 
it introduced an entirely new and standardized method for the study of geography.  For the 
first time in one volume, all parts of the globe were treated in a comprehensive and uniform 
manner, and thus it presented as complete a picture as was then possible of the whole world.   

Ortelius published editions of his atlas not only in Latin, the traditional language of the 
scholarly elite, but in the six major European vernaculars: German, Dutch, French, Italian, 
English and Spanish.  The Theatrum was therefore equally at home in the library of a scholar in 
Paris, a country gentleman in Kent, or a merchant in Grenada.  This widespread dissemination 
had profound results in an age when geographical knowledge was in a rudimentary state: the 
information laid out in the Theatrum  became the universally accepted vision of the world.          

Another strategy used to make the atlas more accessible to the public was the inclusion of 
beautiful embellishments in the popular mannerist style, thus appealing to contemporary 
aesthetic tastes, and aligning the Theatrum with the other great artistic accomplishments 
of the age. In speaking of the maps in the Theatrum, the noted art historian, James A. Welu 
comments on “their richness of ornamentation, [they are] a combination of science and 
art that has rarely been surpassed in the history of mapmaking ... Ortelius’s Theatrum is 
known for its numerous decorative cartouches, which undoubtedly added to the atlas’s long 
popularity” (Art and Cartography, pp. 145-146).
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Ortelius played a pivotal role in disseminating the revelations of the important explorations 
and cartographical works of his time. The enthusiasm he and his colleagues felt for their task 
is suggested in the quote from Cicero at the bottom of the world map map, which may be 
loosely translated: “How can human affairs be taken seriously by one who contemplates the 
great world and all eternity?”

Further, the Theatrum was the first major printed work of any kind to include scholarly 
citations of authorities (i.e. the original mapmakers), thus introducing for the first time the 
concept of footnoting to Western scholarship.  Ortelius further included a massive appendix 
(the Parergon), consisting of a detailed classical atlas, to appeal to Renaissance Europe’s 
fascination with the ancient world. 
      
In its comprehensive coverage of the world, the uniform excellence of its maps, the 
standardized style and format, the extensive use of the vernacular for marketing, its scholarly 
citations, and massive classical appendix,  the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum of Abraham Ortelius 
had no precedent.

Cf. Burden 64 (map of the Americas) & 74 (map of the Pacific); cf. Shirley 158 (world map); van der Krogt 
Koeman III, 31:053; c.f. Printing and the Mind of Man  91.
(#20863)   $ 250,000 





(PAKISTAN, Jowaki Expedition) - Lt. Oswald C. RADFORD, 3rd Sikh Infantry. 

Jowaki [manuscript title of an album of watercolours and pen-and-ink sketches by Radford 
recording the Jowaki Expedition in Kohat Pass]. 

[Kohat Pass, Pakistan:  November 1877 - January 1878]. Oblong quarto (9 3/4 x 12 inches). 
Watercolour title accomplished directly on the recto of the first album leaf, 28 watercolours 
(mostly on sheets of drawing paper mounted into the album, though others drawn directly on 
the album leaves), 7 mounted pen-and-ink sketches on thin paper (including rough studies for 
some of the watercolours), 5 watercolour vignettes incorporating various date headings, all of 
the above recto and verso on 23 album card leaves.  Manuscript descriptions and captions by 
Radford throughout, as well as related mounted newspaper clippings. Contemporary green 
cloth album, covers decoratively blocked in gilt, blind and black (worn). Provenance: Mian 
Hayaud-Din (inscription on pastedown).

A unique album of drawings depicting the Jowaki Expedition in the Kohat Pass preceding the 
Second Afghan War, recorded by an eyewitness Lt. Oswald Radford of the 3rd Sikh Infantry: a 
pictorial relic of The Great Game.

In the early 1870s, the British colonial government in India paid the Jowaki Afridi a tribute 
payment to guard the Kohat Pass.  The Jowaki Afridi were the most powerful Pathan tribe 
in the mountainous borderland northwest frontier province between present-day Pakistan 
and Peshawar. In 1875, a road was proposed to run through the pass, which was objected to 
by the local tribes.  To further complicate the situation, the amount of the tribute payment 
was reduced in 1877, igniting conflict. The Jowaki cut the British telegraph lines and raided 
across the border.  A force of 1500 troops of the Punjab Frontier Force were dispatched under 
Colonel Frederic David Mocatta in retaliation, joined shortly thereafter by a larger force 
under Brigadier General Charles Patton Keyes.

The present album was created by Lt. Oswald Radford, an officer in the 3rd Sikh Infantry 
who served on the expedition.  Leaving Kohat on 9 November, Radford’s column advanced 
to the Paiya Valley, meeting little resistance.  After serveral skirmishes, the force moved to 
the Shindai Valley, pushing back a Jowaki force assembled there.  By the first of December, 
the British force had taken the Jowaki stronghold of Jummu and chased their enemy though 
the Naru Khula gorge before returning to Jummu in January of 1878.  At the end of January 
1878, fifty head men of the Jowaki tribe met with the British commanders in the Paiah Valley 
(several depicted in the final watercolour in this album), though the British conditions for 
peace were refused.  Although the British force was able to push back the Jowaki and inflicted 
considerable damage on their villages and crops, the Jowaki were not resoundingly defeated 
and continued guerrilla assaults, though the building of the disputed road continued.

Radford’s watercolours show both the rugged mountainous landscape and its beautiful valleys, 
interspersed with images of camp life and portraits of the combatants. Within the album is a 
manuscript account of the expedition, as well as period newspaper accounts which augment 
the contextualizing of the images.  Many of the pen-and-ink sketches are preliminary to the 
watercolours, and were no doubt done on the spot, with the more accomplished mounted 
watercolours drawn in camp.  The watercolours comprise (titled as per Radford’s captions, 
supplied titles in brackets):
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1) Jowaki [album title spelled out using swords and guns against a trench, with two soldiers 
in the foreground and a mountain range in the background].  9 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches.
2) Gandiali Ravine. 8 3/4 x 11 3/8 inches. Mounted.
3-4) Halt at the Summit of the Tortang Pass, Turki Valley / Shindai Valley [two views, each 
mounted to same album leaf]. Each 3 3/8 x 9 3/4 inches. Mounted.
5-6) Paiah Valley / Amateur Reaping [two views on one album leaf]. Each approximately 4 
x 10 inches.
7-9) [3 small watercolours, each mounted to the same album leaf, two depicting Khattak 
horseman and one standing]. 3 1/2 x 5 3/8 inches to 9 1/2 x 5 inches. Mounted.
10-11) Kohat Valley / Turki Valley [two views on one album leaf].  Each approximately 4 1/4 
x 11 1/4 inches. The first mounted. 



12-16) [5 small watercolours, each mounted to the same album leaf, depicting camp life and 
Jowakis, including two watercolours recto and verso of same sheet].  Approximately 5 1/2 x 3 
1/2 inches (or the reverse).  Mounted.
17) Khattak Dance, Turki.  8 1/4 x 11 1/4 inches
18) The Last Ridge [approaching Jammu]. 6 1/2 x 10 inches. Mounted.
19) Shai Khel, Jammu. 6 1/2 x 10 inches. Mounted.
20) Paiah Valley. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4 inches. Mounted.
21) [Unidentfied mountain range, panorama on two sheets across two album pages]. 3 x 17 
inches. Mounted.
22) [Unidentified valley with fire burning].  Approximately 8 x 10 inches.
23) Entrance to Naru Khula. Approximately 8 x 10 inches.
24) Gorge looking back. 10 3/4 x 8 inches. Mounted.
25) Gorge in middle of Naru Khula. 10 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches.
26) Commencement of Retirement from Jummoo Valley. 10 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches.
27) 3rd Sikh Mess, Turki. 7 3/4 x 11 inches. Mounted.
28) [Portrait of Akbar Khan of Hangu]. 8 x 5 1/2 inches. Mounted.
29) [Group portrait of Akbar Khan, Malik Jan and Mahomed Khan]. 9 5/8 x 8 inches. 
Mounted.

The album is from the collection of Mian Hayaud-Din, a general staff officer for the British 
who served with highest distinction in India and Burma before and after World War II.  The 
album was acquired by him prior to 1940.  A unique pictorial record of a British colonial 
military conflict in among the most rugged regions encompassed by The Great Game.

Cf. James Grant, Recent British Battles on Land and Sea (London, 1884), pp. 9-10, quoting Radford’s account 
of the expedition.
(#26989)   $ 25,000 

POTTINGER, Henry (1789-1856). 

Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde; accompanied by a geographical and historical account of 
those countries, with a map. 

London:  Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown,  1816. Quarto (11 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches). 
xxx,423pp. Large engraved folding map (printed on two sheets joined, hand coloured in 
outline), hand coloured aquatint frontispiece.  Uncut. Modern half brown calf over marbled 
paper covered boards, spine with raised bands, ruled in gilt on either side of each band, red 
morocco labels. Provenance: George Hutchinson (contemporary signature on title).

Narrative of the author’s travels in 1810, from India through modern-day Pakistan and 
Afghanistan while in the employ of the British East India Company.

Sir Henry Pottinger was an Anglo-Irish officer and colonial administrator, later becoming 
the first Governor of Hong Kong. In 1804, he went to India to serve in the army, joining 
the British East India Company in 1806.  “In 1808 Pottinger was sent on a mission to Sind 
under Nicholas Hankey Smith, the British political agent at Bushehr. In 1809, when Sir 
John Malcolm’s mission to Persia was postponed, Pottinger and a friend, Captain Charles 
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Christie, offered to explore the area between India and Persia in order to acquire information 
lacking to the government, which accepted the offer. The travellers, disguised as Indians, 
and accompanied by a local horse dealer and two servants, left Bombay on 2 January 1810, 
journeying by sea to Sind, and from there by land to Kalat. They were immediately recognized 
as Europeans, and even as having belonged to the embassy at Sind, but safely reached Nushki, 
near the boundary between Afghanistan and Baluchistan; here Christie diverged northwards 
to Herat, and proceeded thence by Yazd to Esfahan, while Pottinger, keeping in a westerly 
direction, travelled through Kerman to Shiraz, and joined Christie at Esfahan. Christie was 
directed to remain there, and was killed in a Russian attack on the Persians in 1812. Pottinger, 
returning via Baghdad and Basrah, reached Bombay in February 1811. He reported the 
results of his journey, published as Travels in Beloochistan and Sinde (1816)” (ODNB).

“His book, a geographical survey, has one very important historical observation. In Bam 
the author sees a pillar of skulls erected c. 1794 by aqa Mohammad Khan during the Latter’s 
attack and destruction of Kerman province and the massacre of most of its population” 
(Ghani). This work is of “high Interest” (Riddick).

The large map shows Beloochistan, Sinde, and parts of Kutch, Seistan, Khorasan, and Persia 
- the territory along the Indian Ocean from the Arabian Peninsula to the top of the Indian 
subcontinent.  The colored frontispiece shows two Sindian foot soldiers in the military regalia.

Howgego P43; Riddick 55; Hopkirk P. The Great Game (1990), p.536; Ghani p. 305.
(#28617)   $ 4,250 



RICCI, Matteo (1552-1610); and Nicolas TRIGAULT (1577-1628). 

Histoire de l’expedition Chrestienne au royaume de la Chine entreprinse par les peres de la 
Compagnie de Iesus. 

Lille:  Pierre de Rache,  1617. Small 4to (7 5/8 x 5 3/4 inches). Title printed in red and black.  
[12], 559, [5]pp. Contemporary vellum, spine titled in manuscript, expertly recased (small 
repair at head of spine). Provenance: Franciscan Monastery at Weert (small inked stamp on 
title).

Second edition in French of the most important work on China published in the first half of the 
17th century.

“In 1615, the French Jesuit missionary Nicolas Trigault published De Christiana Expeditione 
apud Sinas Suscepta ab Societae Jesu ... based on the reports and papers of Mateo Ricci, the 
Italian who carried the Jesuit mission in China beyond the Portuguese trading colony at 
Macau to the mainland. Ricci lived and worked in Canton and Nanjing, among other places, 
and died in Beijing in 1610. This chronicle about the Western mission in China from 1583-
1611 also provided a systematic portrait of contemporary Chinese society as perceived by 
Ricci, who was fluent in Chinese and exhibited both a sympathetic interest in Chinese culture 
and an erudite perspective on the Jesuits’ accomplishments. De Christiana Expeditione was 
among the most important and widely read books on China published during the seventeenth 
century. French, German, Spanish and Italian translations quickly appeared, but not English” 
(China on Paper, p. 10).

The first French edition was published in Lyon in 1616, translated by D. F. de Riquebourg-
Trigault (a nephew of Nicholas Trigault) with the present second edition following.  All early 
editions are rare.  The work “became the most influential description of China to appear 
during the first half of the seventeenth century ... [and] provided European readers with 
more, better organized, and more accurate information about China than was ever before 
available” (Lach and Van Kley).

Cordier Sinica 809-810; Sommervogel, VIII, 240; Streit V:717; Lach and Van Kley, Asia in the Making of 
Europe, vol. III, pp. 512-513.
(#28941)   $ 8,500 
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ROSS, Sir John (1777-1856). 

Explanation and Answer to Mr. Braithwaite’s 
Supplement. 

London:  Whiting for A.B.Webster,  [1835]. 
Quarto. 8pp. Original light brown paper 
wrappers, titled in letterpress on upper cover. 

Rare separately issued pamphlet responding 
to criticism of the narrative of Ross’ second 
Arctic voyage.

After his failure to explore Lancaster Sound 
in his first voyage of 1818, Ross had his 1829-
33 second voyage privately financed. Forced 
to abandon his steamship Victory in the ice 
at Felix Harbour, Ross in his Narrative placed 
the blame largely on the shortcomings of 
the boilers supplied by Messrs. Braithwaite 
and Ericsson.  Braithwaite responded to the 
accusations by publishing his craftily titled Supplement to Captain Ross’s Narrative, and 
Ross, here, followed with his Explanation and Answer.

Arctic Bibliography 14862; cf. Fergus Fleming Barrow’s Boys (1998) pp.310-311; Sabin 73370.
(#27892)   $ 3,000 

SHACKLETON, Ernest H.; Sir (1874-1922). 

The Heart of the Antarctic ... [With:] The Antarctic Book. 

London:  William Heinemann,  1909. 3 volumes, 4to (8 3/4 x 10 1/2 inches). Half-titles.  224 
plates (including portrait frontispieces in vols. 1 and 2, 12 mounted colour plates after George 
Marston in vols. 1 and 2, and a folding panorama and 3 folding maps in a pocket in the rear of 
vol. 2).  Double-page in front of Antarctic Book containing 16 autograph signatures of each 
member of the Shore Party plus Mackintosh. Publisher’s vellum with gilt sign of the penguin 
on each cover (Heart of the Antarctic) or publisher’s vellum-backed boards (Antarctic Book), 
spines lettered in gilt, top edge gilt, others uncut. 

Copy number 11 of 300 numbered sets, with the rare third volume signed by Shackleton and the 
members of the Shore Party: “one of the most handsome productions in the Antarctic canon” 
(Rosove).

Shackleton’s monumental 1907-09 Nimrod Expedition is best remembered for his crossing 
the Trans-Antarctic mountain range, making the first ascent and survey of Mount Erebus, 
and coming within a hundred miles of the South Pole.   He “began working on The Heart of 
the Antarctic soon after the party’s return to New Zealand” in August 1909 and the work was 
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published just a few months later.  “The book was an instant success ... Nothing was spared 
by the publisher and printer to style the volumes as beautifully as possible ... [Shackleton’s] 
narrative is one of the most compelling in the Antarctic literature” (Rosove).

As usual, the present set includes the second corrected issue of The Antarctic Book (see Rosove 
for a detailed explanation on the error in typesetting to the first issue). This volume is, of 
course, most famous for the autographs of 16 members of the expedition:  Ernest Shackleton; 
Sir Philip Brocklehurst; Bernard Day; Ernest Joyce; Dr. A. F. Mackay; Dr. Eric Marshall; G 
E. Marston; James Murray; Raymond Priestley; William Roberts; Frank Wild; Aeneas Lionel 
Acton Mackintosh; Bertram Armitage; William C. Roberts; Edgeworth David; and Douglas 
Mawson.

“The most luxurious publication ever to have appeared during the ‘heroic age’ of Antarctic 
exploration” (Taurus).  This set exceptionally clean.

Rosove 305.A2; Books on Ice 7.4; Spence 1096; Taurus 57.
(#26640)   $ 35,000



STAUNTON, Sir George Leonard (1737-1801). 

An Authentic Account of an Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China ... 
Taken chiefly from the papers of His Excellency the Earl of Macartney. 

London:  W.Bulmer & Co. for G.Nicol,  1797. 3 volumes (text: 2 vols,  quarto [10 3/4 x 8 3/4 
inches], atlas vol.: large folio [22 1/2 x 17 inches.)] Text: 2 engraved portrait frontispieces, 
of Emperor Tchien Lung in vol.I and the Earl Macartney in vol.II, 1 plate, 26 vignette 
illustrations after William Alexander and others. Atlas: 44 engraved views, plans, plates, 
charts or maps (including a large folding world map, 3 natural history subjects and 25 views). 
Text: contemporary tree calf, flat spine divided into six compartments, lettered in gilt in the 
second compartment, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. (Expert repairs at top and 
tail of spine). Atlas: expertly bound to style in half calf over period brown paper covered 
boards, spine gilt uniform to the text. Provenance: Sir Thomas Courtenay Warner, 1st Baronet 
(armorial bookplate in text).

First edition of the official published account of the first British embassy to China, headed by the 
Earl Macartney: complete with the atlas of maps and plates.

George Macartney, 1st Earl Macartney (1737-1806) was dispatched to Beijing in 1792 
traveling via Madeira, Tenerife, Rio de Janeiro, the Cape of Good Hope and Indonesia. He 
was accompanied by Staunton, and a retinue of suitably impressive size, including Staunton’s 
11-year-old son who was nominally the ambassador’s page. On the embassy’s arrival in China 
it emerged that the 11-year-old was the only European member of the embassy able to speak 
Mandarin, and thus the only one able to converse with the Emperor. The embassy, the first 
such to China, had two objectives: the first to register with the Emperor British displeasure 
at the treatment that the British merchants were receiving from the Chinese, the second 
to gain permission for a British minister to be resident in China. The first objective was 
achieved, the second was not. Macartney was twice granted an audience with the Emperor 
and in December 1793 he was sumptuously entertained by the Chinese viceroy in Canton, 
and returned to England via Macao and St. Helena, arriving in  September 1794.

Brunet V, 525; cf. Cordier Sinica 2381-2382; cf. Cox I, p.344; Hill (2004) 1628; Lowndes III, p.2502; Lust 545 
& 547;  cf. Catalogue of the Asiatic Library of Dr. G.E.Morrison (Tokyo: 1924) I, 696-697; cf. Stafleu & Cowan 
12.835.
(#27884)   $ 27,500 
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NATURAL HISTORY

ABBOT, John  (1751-1840); after. 

[Album of watercolor drawings of butterflies and moths after Abbot, titled in manuscript:] 
Histoire naturelle des lépidoptères les plus rares de Géorgie d’après les observations de M. Jean 
Abbot. Imprimé à Londres en 1797. 

[France:  1800-1830]. Oblong 8vo (6 3/8 x 8 inches). Manuscript title within a red ruled border, 
2pp. manuscript index in rear.  40 pen-and-ink and watercolour drawings, each captioned in 
red ink, recto only on 40 sheets of wove paper (watermarked Horne). Contemporary black 
morocco-backed blue paper covered boards, yellow endpapers (lacks front free endpaper). 

Beautiful French album of watercolours of lepidoptera after Abbot.

John Abbot was one of the most important American natural history artists and his illustrations 
are amongst the finest ever made.  Born in London in 1751, Abbot sailed for Virginia in July 
1773, with orders for both actual specimens and drawings of the local insects. For the next 
two years he continued to collect and paint, sending home three insect collections, although 
only one arrived safely. The loss of these two valuable collections at sea together with the 
worry over political unrest in Virginia led Abbot to move to Georgia: he settled in St. George 
Parish (later Burke County), Georgia in December 1775.   Abbot traveled widely throughout 
Georgia devoting his time to the study of the natural flora and fauna. The flow of specimen 
collections and watercolours of insects ensured that his name became known to many of the 
foremost natural scientists and collectors of the day, both in America and Europe.

Abbot’s Natural History of the Rarer Lepidopterous Insects of Georgia was first published in 
London in 1797.  The present French manuscript includes forty watercolours based on the 
plates from that edition.  The images comprise 53 depictions of butterflies and moths on the 
40 sheets, with 11 of the images including depictions of the lepidoptera in caterpillar form 
and several with depictions of flora and/or chrysalis.  Each image is captioned in French 
above or below the image and numbered 1-40 in the upper right corner; the alphabetical 
index corresponds to each watercolor ensuring that no images have been removed from the 
album.

Between 1829 and 1837, interest in Abbot in France was greatly elevated due to the publication 
of a new work based on Abbot watercolours commissioned by lepidopterist Jean Baptiste 
Boisduval and John Eatton LeConte.  It would seem possible that this album was related in 
some way to lepidopterist Jean Baptiste Boisduval.

Cf. Vivian Rogers-Price, John Abbot in Georgia: The Vision of a Naturalist Artist (Madison, Georgia: Madison-
Morgan Cultural Center, 1983); cf. John V. Calhoun, A Glimpse into a Flora et Entomologia, in Journal of the 
Lepidopterists’ Society, 60:1 (2006).
(#29094)   $ 14,000 
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ABBOT, John (1751-1840); and Sir James Edward SMITH (1759-1828). 

The Natural History of the rarer Lepidopterous Insects of Georgia. Including their systematic 
characters, the particulars of their several metamorphoses, and the plants on which they feed. 
Collected from the observations of Mr John Abbot, many years resident in that country, by James 
Edward Smith. 

London:  printed by T. Bensley for J. Edwards, Cadell and Davies and J. White,  1797 [text 
watermarked 1794; plates watermarked 1817-1821]. 2 volumes, folio (15 7/8 x 12 1/4 inches). 
Parallel titles and text in French and English. 104 hand-coloured engraved plates by John 
Harris after Abbot, some heightened with gum-arabic. Expertly bound to style in half calf 
over contemporary marbled paper covered boards, flat spines in six compartments divided 
by gilt triple fillets and roll tools, red-brown morocco labels in the second compartments, the 
others with a repeat decoration in gilt. 

A fine copy of John Abbot’s masterpiece: the earliest illustrated monograph devoted to the 
butterflies and moths of North America.

John Abbot was one of the most important and prolific of the early American natural history 
artists. Born in London in 1751, Abbot developed his interest in natural history and drawing 
as a child. His curiosity about the natural world was encouraged by his parents who were 
relatively wealthy (at one time the family library included copies of Mark Catesby’s Natural 
History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands as well as George Edwards’ Natural 
History of Uncommon Birds and Gleanings of  Natural History). 

Having received sponsorship from the Royal Society of London and the collectors Thomas 
Martyn and Dru Drury, Abbot sailed for Virginia in July 1773, with orders for both actual 
specimens and drawings of the local insects. For the next two years he continued to collect 
and paint, sending home three insect collections, although only one arrived safely. The loss of 
these two valuable collections at sea together with the worry over political unrest in Virginia 
led Abbot to move to Georgia: he settled in St. George Parish (later Burke County), Georgia 
in December 1775. 

Abbot traveled widely throughout Georgia devoting his time to the study of the natural flora 
and fauna. The constant flow of specimen collections and watercolours of insects, and later 
of birds, ensured that his name became known to many of the foremost natural scientists and 
collectors of the day, both in America and Europe.  Sir James Edward Smith, co-founder and 
first president of the Linnaean Society of London, recognised Abbot’s talents, and responded 
enthusiastically to Abbot’s desire to publish an illustrated work on the butterflies and moths 
of Georgia, agreeing to edit the work for Abbot. Smith, in the preface to the present work, 
praised Abbot highly as the first author “since the celebrated Merian”, to illustrate and describe 
the lepidoptera of the American continent scientifically, including both representations of 
the caterpillars and “the plants on which each insect chiefly feeds.” The work is also valuable 
for the numerous first hand comments and observations that Abbot has added.  Like the 
Botfield copy, this copy was issued circa 1822, with the plates on J. Whatman Turkey Mills 
wove paper.
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Abbot’s water-colours are amongst the finest natural history illustrations ever made: elegant 
and scientifically accurate, they rank with those of his famous contemporaries, William 
Bartram and Alexander Wilson. William Swainson described Abbot as one of the United 
States’ most important natural history artists,  as “a most assiduous collector, and an admirable 
draftsman of insects. [This] work is one of the most beautiful that this or any other country 
can boast of ” (quoted by Sabin).

Arnold Arboretum, p. 27; BM(NH) I, p. 2l; Dunthorne 287; cf. Pamela Gilbert John Abbot Birds, Butterflies 
and Other Wonders London: Natural History Museum, 1998; Nissen ZBI 2; Vivian Rogers-Price John Abbot in 
Georgia: The Vision of a Naturalist Artist Madison, Georgia: Madison-Morgan Cultural Center, 1983; Sabin 
25.
(#25272)   $ 60,000 



BAUER, Franz Andreas (1758-1840). 

Delineations of Exotick Plants, Cultivated in the Royal Gardens at Kew. Drawn and Coloured, 
and the Botanical Characters Displayed According to the Linnaean System ... Published by W. 
T. Aiton... 

London:  Printed by W. Bulmer & Co., for George Nicol,  1796 [-1803]. 3 parts in one, 
broadsheet (23 x 18 inches). Letterpress title, dedication and 3pp. Preface.  30 hand-coloured 
engraved plates by Daniel Mackenzie, James Basire and Bauer after Bauer. Expertly bound to 
style in half 18th century russia over period marbled paper covered boards, spine with raised 
bands, red morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the others with a repeat 
decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers. 

Very rare complete copy of one of the most beautifully illustrated flower books ... of considerable 
taxonomic importance, because of its first-publication of several species and because of the 
accuracy of the plates” (Hunt).

As is explained in the Preface, written by Joseph Banks, many additional species of plants 
had been added to the gardens at Kew since the publication of Hortus Kewensis, therefore 
necessitating a revision of that work.  In the intermeaning time, it seemed prudent to publish 
the present work depicting some of the new plants that had been gathered.  Although the 
Preface mentions the additions to the gardens at Kew by the settlement at New South Wales 
and the travels of William Bligh, the work focusses on the plants gathered by Francis Masson 
in South Africa with all the plates depicting ericas grown from seeds collected by Masson. 

The plates are drawn after Franz Bauer (1758-1840), named on the title as the “Botanick 
Painter to His Majesty” and described by Wilfred Blunt as “the greatest botanical artist of all 
time.” Bauer worked as a botanical illustrator at Kew Gardens for nearly fifty years. 

The plates were issued without descriptive text, Sir Joseph Banks explaining in his preface 
that to have done so would have been “a superfluous expence... [and] each figure is intended 
to answer itself every question a Botanist can wish to ask, respecting the structure of the plant 
it represents; the situation of the leaves and flower are carefully imitated, and the shape of 
each is given in a magnified, as well as natural size...”

The work was originally published in three fascicules, with ten plates in each. The first part 
was issued in an edition of ninety copies (“but ten were spoilt”), the second in eighty copies, 
and the third fifty copies.  The very limited number of copies, coupled with the disjointed 
printing accounts for the works great rarity on the market.

Nissen BBI 97; Dunthorne 28; Great Flower Books, p.73; Hunt 747; Pritzel 494; Stafleu and Cowan 363; 
Henrey 437
(#28812)   $ 48,000 
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BOTANICAL WATERCOLOURS - [LOWELL family]. 

An album of original watercolours of American wild flowers. 

[New England:  circa 1858]. Folio (15 3/8 x 13 3/16 inches). 78 original watercolours by a 
single hand (76 leaves with one subject, 1 leaf with two subjects and 1 leaf with four subjects), 
most with the watercolours identified in ink using the Linnean binomials, the common name 
and the month in which they flower, in addition most also include pencilled notes which 
usually include a page reference to a published work, any necessary corrections to the ink 
names, and a brief note as to where the flower was found. Contemporary red morocco gilt, 
covers with elaborate outer border built up from fillets and a stylized floral roll tool, the upper 
cover with centrally-placed title in gilt ‘Wild Flowers’, spine in six compartments with raised 
bands, lettered in the second ‘Wild Flowers’, the others with repeat decoration in gilt of a 
triple fillet border with stylized foliage cornerpieces, gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, g.e. 

A very fine album of original watercolours of American wild  flowers.

The drawings are by a single hand, as are the captions. In nature, the species shown are 
generally quite wide-ranging, but from the pencilled captions it appears that the particular 
examples shown were all collected in the New England area. Most, if not all of them, come 
from near Boston, Mass. (at Brookline, Beverly, Plymouth or Northampton) or Providence, 
Rhode Island. The style of the drawings, which is reminiscent of the published work of artists 
such as Clarissa Badger, Susan Fenimore Cooper and Emma Thayer, suggest the work of 
highly gifted artist with a detailed knowledge of local wild flowers. The date is taken from 
the caption of the 34th drawing. The pencilled captions also give occasional clues as to the 
identity of the artist: the Lowell connection is suggested by the 53rd drawing which is from a 
specimen found in ‘Wood’s near Augt.L. Brookline’ and the 69th: ‘Aug L Woods’:  Augustus 
Lowell and his wife Katherine Bigelow Lawrence Lowell set up a country estate (‘Sevenels’) 
at Brookline on the outskirts of Boston. The wording of these captions suggest that the 
drawings are by a member of the Lowell family or a close relative. The Lowells were one of the 
families who along with the Appletons, Cabots, Lawrences and  Jacksons made up the ‘Boston 
Associates’. In the period when this album was produced these families economic power was 
immense: they controlled a large part of the commercial life of Boston and therefore of the 
United States.
(#29095)   $ 18,500 
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CHAUMETON, Francois Pierre (1775-1819); Jean Louis Marie POIRET (1755-1834) and 
Jean Baptiste CHAMBERET (1779-1870). 

Flore Médicale décrite par Mm. Chaumerton, Poiret, Chamberet peinte par Mme. Pancoucke et 
par M. J. Turpin ... Nouvelle publication ... [Uniformly bound with:] Iconographie Végétale ou 
organisation des végétaux illustrée au moyen de figures analytiques par P. J. F. Turpin ... Avec 
un texte explicatif raisonné ... par M. A. Richard ... 

Paris:  Imprimerie de Pancoucke,  1842-1845 [vols. 1-6]; 1841 [vol 7]. 7 volumes, royal 8vo 
(10 1/2 x 6 3/4 inches). Half-titles.  [Flore Medicale] 360 stipple-engraved plates printed in 
colours and finished by hand after Anne-Ernestine Pancoucke and P.J.F.Turpin (numbered 
1-349, with the 11 bis plates [i.e. 33, 54, 83, 112, 120, 123, 129, 148, 231, 307 and 333]). 
[Iconographie] 61 stipple engraved plates printed in colours and finished by hand after 
Turpin (numbered 1-56, plus 5 bis plates [i.e. 2, 43, 44, 48 and 56]). (Scattered very minor 
foxing to text the plate generally very clean). Period quarter red morocco with green vellum 
tips over marbled paper covered boards, flat spines divided into five compartments with 
rules in gilt and blind, lettered in the second and fourth compartments, marbled endpapers. 
Provenance: Christian Heuer (booklabels).

A rare quarto edition or large-paper issue of one of the most attractive important French medical 
flora of the 19th century, lavishly illustrated with hand coloured plates.

The fine plates are after Turpin, widely considered to be the most important botanical artist 
in France next to Redoute and Poiteau, and by Anne-Ernestine Pancoucke, a pupil of Redouté 
and Van Spaendonck and the wife of the publisher (on Panckoucke, see E. Hardouin-Fugier, 
The Pupils of Redoute, p. 54).  

First published in octavo between 1814 and 1818, according to the original prospectus, 
twenty copies were done in quarto, five in folio and one copy for the King on vellum; later 
issues like the present were done in a larger format than the original regular octavo issue.  
According to the Plesch catalogue (though presumably referring to the 20 special quarto 
copies of the first edition), the “large paper edition was published at four times the price of 
the ordinary issue” and “the plates are better finished.”  Stafleu adds that the large paper issues 
“all have the same plates as the octavo edition but the text pages accompanying the plates are 
not numbered” [as here].

The final volume on botanical classification was published separately but is often found with 
the Flore Medicale suggesting it to have been issued together by the publisher to subscribers.  
Stafleu and Cowan give a varying number of bis plates in earlier and other issues (see their 
8115), though the bis plates in the present copy conform to the textual descriptions and 
would appear to be complete as issued for this edition.

Nissen 349; Stafleu and Cowan 1091; Plesch 132; Pritzel 1679; Sitwell, Great Flower Books, p. 87.
(#27055)   $ 7,500 
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DAVIES, Thomas (c.1737-1812). 

Some Instructions for Collecting and 
Preserving the Various Productions of Plants, 
Animals, Minerals, Vegetables, Birds, Insects, 
and other Subjects of Natural History [caption 
title]. 

[London:  1790]. 8vo (7 3/4 x 5 inches). 15pp. 
(Light foxing). Expertly bound to style in 
half 18th century russia over period marbled 
paper covered boards, flat spine ruled in gilt. 

A pioneering artist in the wilds of America 
details instructions on the collecting of natural 
history specimens.

These very rare instructions were “intended 
for navigators, and such persons who make 
voyages to foreign climes,” for gathering and 
storing natural history specimens, based on 
the author’s experience in North America.

Thomas Davies spent much of his career as a 
British army officer in North America. After 
learning topographical drawing at the Royal 
Military Academy, he was commissioned 
as an artillery officer in 1757, and almost immediately shipped out to America. He 
served throughout the French and Indian War with Lord Jeffery Amherst, at Louisbourg, 
Ticonderoga, and Montreal. He remained in North America until 1768, returning in 1773 
to serve in the Revolution. Later he continued to serve in Canada, and ended his career at a 
Lieutenant General.

Davies had a keen interest in natural history and topographical drawing. Spendlove calls 
his drawings “extremely fine”, and suggests he was the best topographical artist to work in 
Canada in the 18th century, and that his works were “a national treasure”. Davies worked 
in both Canada and New York State during the 1760’s. His famous series of six prints, “Six 
Remarkable Waterfalls in North America” was published on his return to England, in 1768.  
Less well-known is his career as a naturalist and collector of natural history specimens, 
another area in which he excelled. He worked to bring North American specimens to England 
throughout his career. These instructions, similar to the works of the naturalist John Ellis for 
the Caribbean, offer the fruits of his experience.  In 1781, Davies would be elected a Fellow of 
the Royal Society, and would later be made a fellow of the Linnean Society of London.

Very rare, with only the British Library copy recorded.

Spendlove, pp.14-16.
(#28747)   $ 6,800 
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EDWARDS, George (1694-1773). 

A Natural History of Uncommon Birds, and of Some Other Rare and Undescribed Animals ... 
[With:] Gleanings of Natural History Exhibiting Figures of Quadrupeds, Birds, Insects, Plants, 
&c. 

London:  Published by Will. Gardner ... C. Rickaby, Printer [vols. 1-5]; Printed by George 
Sidney [vols. 6-7],  1802-1806 . 7 volumes (11 3/8 x 9 inches). [Uncommon Birds:] 4 parts in 
4 vols. Lacks the general letterpress title, part titles to vols. 2-4. Engraved portrait frontispiece 
in vol. 1, etched emblematic frontispiece in vol. 1, 210 finely hand coloured etched plates, all 
by and after Edwards. [Gleanings:] 3 parts in 3 vols. Titles in English and French, text in two 
columns in English and French. 152 finely hand coloured etched plates by and after Edwards 
and others (numbered 211-362). Early nineteenth century red morocco, bound by J. Wright, 
covers with an elaborate gilt border composed of small tools, spines in six compartments 
with raised bands, morocco lettering pieces in the second and third compartments, the others 
with an overall repeat decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. 

A spectacular set of the second edition of “one of the most important of all bird books, both as a 
fine bird book and a work of ornithology” (Fine Bird Books).
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This issue of the second edition, bound circa 1840, benefits greatly from being published 
at a time when two book-arts were at a high point: the art of hand-colouring was at its 
most sophisticated and the design and execution of  bindings was equally exceptional. The 
colouring in this issue has the clear jewel-like quality that is a feature of the work of the 
best colourists of the Regency period. In the present set, The Natural History of Uncommon 
Birds is largely printed on wove paper, with the text watermarked 1800-1802, with the plates 
watermarked 1816 (though with at least three plates on earlier laid paper [e.g. 177, 184 and 
194]); the Gleanings of Natural History is with the text printed on wove paper (watermarked 
1802-1803) but with the plates mostly printed on laid paper, though with some plates on 
wove paper (watermarks to 1822).

Edwards “has been well described as an unscientific but very accurate describer and painter of 
animal life, and his writings will always remain of paramount authority, from the faithfulness 
of his description of many new birds, subsequently incorporated in the Linnaean System. He 
had, says Swainson, the simplicity and piety of Izaac Walton, and may be looked upon as one 
of our greatest worthies. He retired about 1764 to Plaistow, died July 23, 1773” (Mullens and 
Swann p.194). “Through the influence of Sir Hans Sloane, [Edwards] was chosen Librarian 
to the Royal College of Physicians ... Almost immediately after he was appointed ... Edwards 
commenced the preparation of a series of coloured drawings of animals and birds, used later 
to illustrate [the present work]; for these he was awarded the Gold Medal of the Royal Society 
and subsequently elected a Fellow” (Lisney p.127).

The work was quite successful and went through a number of transformations whilst under 
Edwards’ control, including the issuing of a French text edition.  Shortly after he retired in 
1769 he sold “to Mr. James Robson, Bookseller ... all the remaining copies of my Natural 
History ... coloured under my immediate inspection, together with all my copper-plates, 
letter-press, and every article in my possession relative to it ... and that my labours may be 
handed down to posterity with integrity, truth, and exactness, I have delivered into his hands 
a complete set of plates, highly coloured by myself, as a standard to those Artists who may be 
employed in colouring them for the future” (George Edwards, declaration quoted in Robson’s 
Some Memoirs… of George Edwards, dated May Ist, 1769).

This set is beautifully bound by John Wright of London.  Flourishing between 1830 and 
1860, Wright was among the most fashionable of London binders in this important period.  
Ramsden refers to Wright as “a binder of the highest order” (Ramsden, London Book Binders, 
p.154).

Anker 124-126; Fine Bird Books (1990) p.93; Lisney 191, 196, 199, 202, 207, 210 and 212; Mullens and Swann 
pp. 195-196; Nissen IVB 286-289; Zimmer pp.192-194 and 196-199; cf. Mason, George Edwards: The Bedell 
and His Birds (London: 1992).
(#27805)   $ 42,500 



HARRIS, Moses (1730-c.1788). 

The Aurelian. A natural history of English moths and butterflies, together with the figures of their 
transformations and of the plants on which they feed ... New Edition ... By John O. Westwood.

London:  Henry Bohn,  1840. Small folio (14 1/4 x 10 1/2 inches). Hand-coloured engraved 
additional title, hand-coloured engraved frontispiece, hand coloured engraved anatomical 
key plate, 44 hand coloured engraved plates of butterflies and moths and their transformations 
(numbered I-XLIV). Contemporary half green morocco over marbled paper covered 
boards, spine with raised bands in six compartments, morocco lettering piece in the second 
compartment, the others with a butterfly decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. 

Scarce final edition of the “most celebrated of all the early books about butterflies and moths” 
(Salmon), illustrated with spectacular colour plates and with additions by John O. Westwood.

Harris was “one of the most outstanding authors of entomological literature during the 
eighteenth century” (Lisney). The present work, first published in 1758 and with two 
subsequent 18th century editions, is his masterpiece and displays a beautiful balance in 
text and illustration between accurate and innovative observation and plates of the highest 
artistic merit. “Harris began to take an active interest in entomology about the age of 
twelve and ... was an accurate and original observer. He was, it is believed, the first to draw 
attention to the importance of wing neuration [the arrangement or distribution of nerves] 
in the classification of lepidoptera and upon this principle he arranged the species in his 
published works, illustrating them in colour with a high degree of accuracy. Harris certainly 
contributed much to the knowledge of the science and was one of the leading entomologists 
of his century. He was also a miniature painter of no mean accomplishment’ (Lisney p.156).  
“...in the unsurpassed plates of The Aurelian he left a timeless classic to future generations” 
(Salmon p.117).

The present copy is a rare example of the fourth and final edition, with the benefit of the 
addition of modern scientific names and other observations by Westwood.  The preface to 
this edition includes a note on the hand colouring, which was accomplished from Harris’ 
original drawings: “The greatest care has been taken in order to render this edition worthy of 
the patronage of the public, especially in the colouring of the plates, the original drawings of 
the work, now in the Library of William Knight, Esq. of Islington, having been kindly lend 
for that purpose.”

Hagen I, pp. 341-342; Lisney 237; Nissen, ZBI 1835; Salmon The Aurelian Legacy (2000) pp.115-117.
(#28845)   $ 12,000 
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HOLBROOK, John Edwards (1794-1871). 

Ichthyology of South Carolina. 

Charleston, S.C.:  Russell & Jones,  1860. Volume I (all published), quarto (11 1/4 x 9 5/8 
inches). 28 hand-coloured lithographed plates by A.J.Ibbetson, August Sonrel and J.Burkhardt, 
printed by P. Duval (3) and T. Sinclair (25) of Philadelphia. Expertly bound to style in half 
dark blue morocco over period marbled paper covered boards, flat spine in compartments 
divided by gilt roll tools, lettered in gilt in the second and fourth compartments, marbled 
endpapers. 

Possibly unique intermediate issue of Holbrook’s “extremely rare and interesting” (Bennett) work 
on fish.

Holbrook was born in Beaufort, South Carolina, on 30 December 1794, but he spent most of 
his early life in Wrentham, Massachusetts, at his father’s family home. After graduating from 
Brown in 1815, he studied medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, taking his degree in 
1818. Between 1818 and 1822 he continued his medical studies in London and Edinburgh, 
and then travelled for two years in Europe, devoting much time to natural history, especially 
in Paris. He returned to the United States and in 1822 set up a medical practice in Charleston, 
South Carolina. In 1824 he became professor of anatomy at the Medical College of South 
Carolina, a position he occupied for over thirty years.   

It was as a naturalist, however, that Holbrook made his name. His first major published work, 
American Herpetology, or a Description of Reptiles inhabiting the United States (Philadelphia: 
1836-1842, 5 volumes), was widely praised both in the United States and Europe. Through it, 
he met Louis Agassiz, who became a lifelong friend: Holbrook visited him annually during 
his summer trips to New England. He then turned his attention to fish and began a Southern 
Ichthyology (New York: 1847) to include descriptions of the fishes of Georgia, South Carolina, 
and Florida, but after the publication of two numbers (a total of 60 pages and two plates), he 
realised that the field was going to be too extensive and he halted the publication.

He returned to the subject, concentrating his studies on a smaller geographical area and 
between 1855 and 1857 published the first volume (in ten parts) of the Ichthyology of South 
Carolina. However a disastrous fire in the Artists’ Building in Philadelphia destroyed all the 
plates, stones, and original drawings and he temporarily abandoned the project. In 1860, 
the second edition, with the text reworked and all the plates redrawn, was published. In the 
preface he writes: “As but few numbers of the [first edition]... were distributed previous to 
the destruction of the original plates, &c., and the present edition is so much improved, I 
have decided to recall the former numbers, and to replace them by those of the new edition, 
without expense to the present holders.”  Indeed, the plates in the second edition, done by 
the lithographer T. Sinclair, of Philadelphia, differ dramatically from those of the first, both 
in terms of colouring and anatomical detail. Unfortunately, once again only the first volume 
appeared. This time the Civil War intervened and the work was abandoned - this time for 
good - as during the war Holbrook’s library and collections were destroyed. 
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The present example is an intermediate issue between the first and second editions, composed 
of text and plates from both editions.  The title, preface, and index leaves are from the second 
edition, as are text pages 1 through 31. However, pages 29 (i.e. duplicate page numbers but 
varying text) through 182 are text leaves from the first edition.  The remaining pages 183 
through 205 are from the second edition. As for the plates, all but three are from the second 
edition (4-6 being from the first edition).

Bennett p.56; Meisel III, p.486;  Nissen ZBI 1979; Sabin 32452.
(#27880)   $ 14,750 



HOLSTEYN, Pieter; the Younger (c.1614-1673). 

[Eight watercolour drawings of tulips]. 

[Haarlem]:  [circa 1640]. 8 ink, watercolour and gouache drawings, on laid paper. Each 
captioned in ink with the name of each flower. Sheets sizes as listed below. Provenance: Niall 
Hobhouse; exhibited Florist’s Flowers, New York, April 1986.

Watercolours of tulips by a noted Old Master, from the height of Tulipomania.

The tulip, introduced to Europe in the middle of the sixteenth century from the Ottoman 
Empire, experienced a strong growth in popularity boosted by competition among the 
wealthy for possession of the rarest varieties. The tulip rapidly became a coveted luxury item, 
appearing in main-stream art as a symbol of wealth and as a decorative motif on ceramics 
and textiles. Special varieties were given exotic names or named after popular figures of the 
time: generals, admirals, etc. The most spectacular and highly sought-after tulips were the so-
called “broken” varieties. These had two or more vivid colours: often a base colour of white or 
cream with red lines, or flames to the petals. 

These drawings were originally from an album dated to the mid-1640s, now dispersed, which 
originally contained 185 flower drawings by the artist, 82 of them depicting tulips.  The album, 
in the possession of Niall Hobhouse, was identified by noted scholar Sam Segal as being in 
the hand of Pieter Holsteyn the younger after comparison to his signed work, including an 
album of watercolours of plants in the Lindley Library, Royal Horticultural Society, London.  
All but one of the drawings in this album depict the most desirable types of tulips, i.e. broken 
varities with a white base.

Tulip albums were produced for two principle reasons. First, as a selling tool for the bulb 
dealers: accurate images of what the bulbs they were offering were going to look like were 
obviously vital and the high prices of the tulipomania era set a precedent of employing artists 
of a very high quality to record the colours and details of the bulbs. One of the best known 
examples of this type of album is the 1637 tulip book of P. Cos, a nurseryman from Haarlem, 
Holland (now in the collection of the Wageningen Universiteit en Researchcentrum). Second, 
albums were produced as a collective record of the ephemeral beauty of the blooms grown by 
individuals, either professional growers or wealthy amateurs.  It is believed that the Holsteyn 
watercolours were created for the former.

The images here comprise:
1) Vÿseroi. 12 1/4 x 8 1/4 inches.
2) Gemarmerde van Jasper. 12 3/8 x 8 1/4 inches
3) Vroege blÿen Burger. 12 1/4 x 8 1/8 inches.
4) Generael Duckesteÿn.  12 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches.
5) Nieuwe naerde. 12 1/8 x 8 1/4 inches
6) Gemarmerde vander Schellinck. 12 1/4 x 8 1/8 inches.
7) Kappelaen. 12 1/2 x 8 1/8 inches.
8) Somerschoon [i.e. Zomerschoon]. 12 3/8 x 8 1/4 inches. 

Two of the above are particularly of note: Vyseroi (or Viceroy) was among the more desirable 
of bulbs grown during the tulipomania period.  Indeed, one contemporary pamphleteer 
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arguing for the evils of the trade singled out that bulb by listing more useful goods, all of 
which could be purchased for the price of one bulb: two loads of wheat, four loads of rye, 
four fat oxen, eight fat pigs, twelve fat sheep, two hogsheads of wine, four barrels of beer, 
two barrels of butter, 1,000 pounds of cheese, a bed complete with bedlinen, a suit of clothes 
and a silver beaker (together valued at 2,500 florins).  The Brandemandus tulip book at the 
Stedelijk Museum he Prinsenhof in Delf includes annotations with prices achieved at a 1637 
auction, with the Viceroy fetching 4200 guilders, among the highest valued bulbs in the sale.  
Somerschoon [i.e. Zomerschoon] is another tulip worth noting, as it is one of very few bulbs 
from the time of tulipomania that has survived to the present day.

Segal, Flowers and Nature: Netherlandish Flower Painting of Four Centuries (Amstelveen, 1990), p. 43, no. 21; 
Segal, Tulips Portrayed (Netherlands, 1992); Pavord, The Tulip (London: 1999); Dash,Tulipomania (London, 
1999); Goldgar,Tulipomania (Chicago, 2007).
(#28401)   $ 65,000 



HOOKER, Sir Joseph Dalton (1817-1911). 

Illustrations of Himalayan Plants, chiefly selected from drawings made for the late J.F.Cathcart 
Esq. of the Bengal Civil Service.

London:  Lovell Reeve,  1855. Folio (20 x 14 3/4 inches). Half-title. 2pp. subscriber’s list. 
Lithographic title with hand-coloured botanical border, 24 fine hand-coloured lithographic 
plates by and after Walter Hood Fitch from original drawings by native artists and the 
author. Publisher’s boards with the lithographed additional title repeated on the upper cover, 
rebacked to style in quarter black morocco, spine with raised bands in six compartments, 
lettered in the second compartment, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. 

Hooker’s second work on Himalayan plants containing some of the most spectacular work of 
Walter Hood Fitch, arguably the greatest botanical artist of the second half of the 19th century: 
“one of the finest flower books ever produced” (Jan Lewis).

In the eloquent and evocative introduction to the present work, Hooker writes that he wished 
the work to stand as a monument to the botanical contributions of James F. Cathcart (1802-
1851). Cathcart, during the lengthy period when he suffered from ill-health, spent his time 
assiduously recording the flora of the Himalayas, and with the help of native artists assembled 
a series of nearly one thousand drawings of the plants of the remote region. The original plan 
had been for Cathcart to have given Hooker £1000 to pay for “a work similar to the Sikkim-
Himalaya Rhododendrons, and to distribute it to the principal botanists and scientific 
establishments in Europe.”  Having sent his collection of drawings ahead to Hooker, Cathcart 
died in Lausanne during his journey back to Britain. The work subsequently appeared in its 
present form: partly through subscription (176 names are listed) and partly after Cathcart’s 
family agreed to honour his promise of financial support for the work. 

The plates were re-drawn and transferred to stone by Fitch who “corrected the stiffness and 
want of botanical knowledge displayed by the native artists.”  In addition Fitch worked from 
a number of drawings supplied by Hooker himself of alpine plants found at greater elevation 
than Mr. Cathcart was able to visit. In his introduction, Hooker readily acknowledges the 
importance of Fitch’s beautiful images “that have been justly pronounced as of unrivalled 
excellence in an artistic point of view” and makes the general point that “works like the 
present must appeal to the lovers of art and horticulture” in equal measure.

The combined efforts of Hooker, Fitch and Cathcart produced “probably the finest plates of 
Magnolia Campbellii and Meconopsis simplicifolia ever made, as well as other important 
Himalayan plants” (Great Flower Books).

Great Flower Books (1990) p.101; Jan Lewis Walter Hood Fitch A celebration 1992, p.16; Nissen BBI 910; 
Stafleu & Cowan TL2 2973.
(#26848)   $ 22,000 
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HOOLA VAN NOOTEN, Berthe (1840-1885). 

Fleurs, fruits et feuillages choisis de la flore et de la pomone de l’ Ile de Java peints d’après nature 
par Madame Berthe Hoola van Nooten. Troisieme edition. 

Brussels and Leipzig:  Librairie Européenne C. Muquardt,  [No date on title,  but with a 
foreword dated 1880]. Folio (21 7/8 x 15 3/4 inches). Half-title, title, dedication to the 
Queen of the Netherlands and foreword in  French, parallel text in French and English. 40 
chromolithographed plates by P. Depannemaeker after Hoola van Nooten. Original printed 
paper boards, rebacked and recornered to style. 

Third, and improved edition of this magnificent display of spectacular Javanese fruits and flowers, 
their bright colours ideally suited to the then new technique of chromolithography. “Europeans 
who beheld these plants for the first time... could not but have been moved to wonder and 
amazement” (Oak Spring Flora).

Berthe Hoola van Nooten (1840-1885), a latter-day Maria Sibylla Merian, produced the 
present work as a heroic response to circumstances which left her on Java, a widow in her 
early twenties with a family to support and little money, certainly not enough to pay for her 
family’s passage home to Belgium. “Aware of the vogue in Europe for exotic flora, she decided 
to take advantage of her enforced exile and put to use the skill at flower painting that she 
had no doubt acquired as a girl. Thus she prepared forty magnificent plates for Fleurs, fruits 
et feuillages choisis de l’Ile de Java... [van Nooten] was clearly a more than competent artist, 
for the splendid tropical plants, with their lush foliage, vividly coloured flowers and exotic 
fruit, have been depicted with great skill. She managed to accentuate the splendour of each 
species by adopting a style that combined great precision and clarity with a touch of neo-
Baroque exuberance, revelling in the rich forms and colours of the tropics. The reader’s eye 
is immediately captured by the dark leaves, shown furled or crumpled or partly nibbled away 
by insects, the delicately rendered details of the follicles and seeds, and the heavy clusters of 
flowers that cascade down the page. The excellent reproduction of the artist’s drawings in the 
form of chromolithographs lends an added tactility to these striking images” (Oak Spring 
Flora).

The work consists of a lithographed dedication (in rhyme) to the Queen of the Netherlands. 
This is followed by a preface in which the author hints at the tragic personal circumstances 
which led her to seek a publisher for the work, and the forty plates, each of which is 
accompanied by detailed text in French and English giving a description as well as occasional 
information on the plants’ culinary, medical, religious and other uses. The plates depict a 
mixture of indigenous, naturalised and introduced plants and include shrubs, flowering 
trees and, perhaps the most striking of all, 16 portraits of plants with edible fruits: pomelo, 
rambutan, mangosteen, custard-apple, bread-fruit, mango, bananas, star-fruit and papaya 
amongst others.

Great Flower Books  (1990) p. 103; Landwehr 80; Nissen BBI  93; Oak Spring Flora  87; Stafleu & Cowan TL2  
3025
(#18373)   $ 15,750
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(HORTUS SANITATIS). 

Ortus Sanitatis. De Herbis et Plantis. De Animalibus et Reptilibus. De Avibus et Volatilibus. De 
Piscibus et Natatilibus. De Lapidibus et in terre venis nascentibus. De Urinis et earum speciebus. 
Tabula medicinalis cum Directorio generali per’’omnes tractatus. 

Strasbourg:  Reinhard Beck,  1517. Folio (12 1/4 x 8 inches). 356 ff [complete]. Title within 
woodcut border printed in red and black, full-page woodcut of skeleton on k1v, 4 small 
woodcuts on K1r, small cut of woman with physician holding flask on GG1r, and 1066 
woodcut illustrations in text (including repeats).  The title and the woodcuts within the 
botanical section coloured by a contemporary hand.  Six- and eight-line woodcut initials, 
three-line type or metalcut Lombard initials, a few leaves with red-ruling and red manuscript 
initials. Contemporary Bavarian blind-stamped calf over beveled wooden boards, covers 
decorated in blind, vellum manuscript-lettered tabs, early paper label titled in manuscript on 
the spine (lacking clasps, catches, and corner and central bosses). Housed in a modern black 
full morocco box. Provenance: Baumburg, Augustinians (early inscription in ink on title); 
early marginal notes in ink on a few leaves; Royal Library Munich duplicate (note in ink on 
pastedown).

A period hand-coloured Hortus Sanitatis, the most important herbal of its time, an encyclopaedia 
of the plant, animal, and mineral kingdoms and the medical applications of their products.

This early expanded Strasbourg edition of “the most important medical woodcut book 
printed before 1500” (Hunt) offers a comprehensive view of the medieval understanding of 
the natural world.   The work “though based in part on the Gart der Gesundheit, was almost 
entirely rewritten and elaborated upon, especially in the parts on animals, birds, fishes, stones 
and minerals (all of which were less well represented in the earlier work), and in the treatise 
on urines; the text on herbs too is quite different, each chapter beginning with a description 
of the plant, its synonyms, and often something about its geographical origin, and ending 
with a list of the plants medicinal virtues in a separate section headed Operationes” (Hunt).

The present edition is the sixth overall and fourth Strassburg edition, a page for page reprint 
of the three Prüss editions, Beck having taken over the Prüss printing establishment. The 
design of the title page is variously attributed to Urs Graf, Hans Wechtlin or Hans Baldung 
Grün. A few of the woodcuts are new to this edition, but most are reversed versions of the 
Prüss blocks; the woodcut initials differ however from the Prüss cuts. 

“Prüss was the man who really profited by the edition of the Latin Hortus (Meydenbach 
could not issue a second edition); for his editions are printed with wide economy of paper 
... by the use of 55 lines to the column and a smaller type ... The text cuts are [after] those of 
Meydenbach, but sometimes several of them are used twice, if similar figures were involved. 
The most interesting of the new cuts are some of the genre pictures (especially those to the 
parts on zoology and mineralogy), for the draughtsman worked on these more individually 
with regard to the costumes, which represent those in use in Alsace at that time. The woodcut 
of the human skeleton appears here for the first time in an edition of the Hortus, and was 
added to nearly all the following Latin, French, and also to some German editions of the 
Hortus up to about 1540. This skeleton picture... represents, from a graphic viewpoint, the 
best that was published of this kind before Vesalius. A large section of the book is devoted to 
zoology, 164 chapters concern land animals, 122 birds and 106 fishes. Camels are portrayed 
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and described in chapters xxvii, xviii and xxix of the section concerning land animals, they 
are among the earliest portrayals of these animals. The section on birds, shows woodcuts 
of a falconer with several falcons, as well as several birds of prey and some other falcons. 
These woodcuts belong to the earliest portrayal of these animals in a printed book. Generally 
speaking, this edition of Prüss, and not the original edition of Meydenbach, seems to have 
been the model for all the later Latin editions of the Hortus and its translations into French 
and German” (Klebs, Early herbals). 

Copies of this work with period hand colouring are of the utmost rarity.  The only other such 
copy we could locate in North America is at the Yale University Medical Library.

Adams H1019; Fairfax Murray German 195; Hunt 18; Nissen BBI 2366; NLM/Durling 2469; Cushing H463; 
Klebs Early herbals 50.
(#27119)   $ 52,500 



KENNEDY, John (d.1790). 

A Treatise upon Planting, Gardening, and the Management of the Hot-House ... The Second 
Edition, corrected and greatly enlarged. 

London:  Printed for S. Hooper ... and sold by G. Robinson,  1777. 2 volumes, 8vo (8 1/4 x 5 
inches). xii, 280; [4], 279 pp. Contemporary calf, expertly rebacked to style, spine with raised 
bands in six compartments, red and green morocco lettering pieces in the second and third. 
Provenance: John George Home Drummond, Abbots Grange (armorial bookplate).

A noted 18th century work on gardening and the planting of fruit trees.

The author, the gardener to Sir Thomas Gascoigne, to whom the book is dedicated, writes in 
the Preface to this expanded second edition that “his intention in the following sheets is not to 
deliver himself systematically, but, in the most explicit manner, to lay before the Public facts 
that have been successfully reduced to practice by himself ... he noted that, if his directions 
are followed, extensive tracts of land which are now useless, may become ornamental and 
profitable.”   The work is particularly noted for its treatment on fruit trees and on the raising 
of pineapples.

Henrey II 468; cf. Johnston 530; ESTC N21654
(#28692)   $ 1,200 
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LEECH, John Henry (1862-1900). 

Butterflies from China, Japan and Corea. 

London:  R. H. Porter,  1892-1894. 3 volumes, quarto (11 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches). Folding map, 
5 photo-lithographic views, 43 chromolithographed plates.  Uncut and largely unopened.  
Publisher’s wrappers bound in. Contemporary half blue cloth over marbled paper covered 
boards, spine lettered in gilt. Provenance: Frederick H. Rindge (bookplate, ink ownership 
stamp on upper and lower edges).

A beautifully produced work on the butterflies of the Far East, including descriptions and 
depictions of many new species.

“The object of this work is to assist Entomologists to identify Rhopalocera that they may 
obtain from the regions dealt with. With this end in view the Author has employed the last 
eight years in acquiring and working out collections from Eastern Asia” (Preface).

“Great care and planning went into his ambitious scheme to explore Japan, Korea, and the 
little known parts of the northwestern Himalaya and central and western China. He set up 
collecting stations and trained local people to collect for him ... He was largely successful 
and his work still stands out as a standard reference work” (Gilbert, Butterfly Collectors and 
Painters p. 106).

Nissen ZBI 2414
(#28847)   $ 4,500
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RAY, John (1628-1705); and François SALERNE (1705-1760). 

L’Histoire Naturelle éclaircie dans une de ses parties principales l’ornithologie, qui traite des 
oiseaux de terre, de mer et de riviere. 

Paris:  Debure Pere,  1767. 4to  (11 5/8 x 8 5/8 inches). Half-title. xii, [4], 464pp. 31 hand-
colored engraved plates, engraved by and after Martinet. Contemporary green morocco, 
covers bordered with a triple gilt fillet, spine with raised bands in six compartments, lettered 
in the second, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. 
Provenance: Mark Masterman Sykes (vellum gilt booklabel).

A very fine copy of the first French edition of the ornithological portions of Ray’s `Synopsis 
methodica avium & piscium’ (London, 1713), here in its most desirable form with the plates 
hand-coloured.

A translation of John Ray’s posthumous work in Latin, Synopsis Avium (1713), this edition 
greatly augmented by François Salerne with his own observations and others taken from 
Belon, Aldrovanus, Willughby, Gesner and Linnaeus. “The whole constitutes a work on 
ornithology of considerable value, furnishing a description of many species of birds, their 
habits, physical characters, vulgar names,” (Wood) and other information. Of further note 
are the illustrations, engraved by and after Martinet.

The present copy is one only a few deluxe examples with hand coloured plates. The 
“Avertissement” mentions (English translation follows): “Ce Livre est orné de trente-une 
Planches, qui représentent la figure de cent Oiseaux. Ces Planches sont supérieurement 
executes par un des plus habiles Artistes que nous ayons en ce genre… Ils ont tous été dessinès 
& graves d’après nature… Comme les Planches les mieux gravées ne sauroient marquer 
parfaitement les couleurs naturelles des objets qu’elles représentent, le Librarire avertit les 
Amateurs & les Curieux, qu’il a fait colorier d’après nature un petit nombre d’Exemplaires 
des Planches de cet Ouvrage: on y verra les Oiseaux avec toute la beauté, la vivacité & les 
differentes nuances de leurs couleurs. Ces Planches sont peintes & coloriées d’apès nature, 
avec le plus grand soin. Chaque Exemplaire ainsi peint & colorié se vendra 150 liv. relié 
magnifiquement en maroquin.” (p. viii).  [This book is decorated with 31 plates, which 
include one hundred figures of birds. These plates are executed in a superior fashion by one 
of the best artists that we have working in this field… They are all drawn and engraved after 
nature… As even the best engravings cannot adequately portray the natural colours of their 
subjects, the Publishers advise both the amateur and the dilettanti, that they have had a small 
number of sets of the plates to this work coloured from nature: one is thus able to appreciate 
the full beauty of the birds, their liveliness and the range of the colouring. These plates are 
drawn and coloured from nature, in the best possible taste. Each example so coloured will be 
offered for sale at 150 liv., magnificently bound in morocco.]

Anker 414; Cottrell 16l; Fine Birds Books  (1990) p. 133; Keynes Ray 106; Nissen IVB 757; Nissen SVB 397; 
Ronsil 2683; Thiébaud 823
(#28876)   $ 12,500 
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SALISBURY, Richard Anthony (1761-1829). 

Icones stirpium rariorum descriptionibus illustratae. 

London:  William Bulmer,  1791. Broadsheet (21 3/4 x 17 1/4 inches). [6], 20pp. 10 hand-
coloured engravings by and after Salisbury, being watercolour and gouache over thin etched 
line.  Extra-illustrated with a duplicate of plate nine. Modern half black morocco over green 
cloth covered boards, spine lettered in gilt. 

An extraordinary rare botanical work of great beauty.

Richard Anthony Salisbury, botanist and botanical artist, was born Richard Markham.  He 
was left a legacy by Miss Anna Salisbury to aid his botanical studies, on the condition that he 
change his name to honor the memory of her late brother.   After completing his studies at 
the University of Edinburgh, he resided at Chapel Allerton, Yorkshire, where he cultivated a 
large collection of plants. “Salisbury was an enthusiastic and accomplished botanist.  He was 
a Fellow of the Royal and Linnean Societies and one of the Founders of the Horticultural 
Society of London” (Henrey). 

Dedicated to Banks, this privately-printed work was originally issued in two parts, each 
containing five hand coloured plates.  According to the author’s preface, he was assisted by 
James Sowerby.  The plates are extraordinary, being watercolour and gouache over very thin 
etched line.  That process, coupled with the absence of any text, plate numbers, captions, etc. 
on the plates, give them the impression of original watercolours.  Indeed even the plate marks 
are barely visible to that end.  The plants depicted, most flowering, include several North and 
South American varieties.

The work is quite rare, with no other complete example appearing in the auction records for 
the last thirty-five years, with no copies in the famed botanical collection of Plesch or De 
Belder.  Of the three copies examined by Stafleu and Cowan, two are incomplete.

Johnston 607 (this copy); Nissen BBI 1719 (incorrecty calling for 20 plates); Stafleu-Cowan TL2 10.118; Henrey 
1298
(#29042)   $ 22,500 
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WARNER, Robert (1814-1896), Benjamin Samuel WILLIAMS (1824-1890) and others. 

The Orchid Album, comprising coloured figures and descriptions of new, rare, and beautiful 
orchidaceous plants. Conducted by ... Warner... The botanical descriptions by Thomas Moore. 

London:  B.S. Williams (I-VIII) and B.S. Williams & Son (IX-XI),  1882-1897. 11 volumes, 
large quarto (12 x 9 1/2 inches). 527 lithographic plates by John Nugent Fitch (1 double-
page), hand-coloured, printed in colours and finished by hand, or printed in colours, wood-
engraved full-page portrait of Williams in vol.IX. Original publisher’s brown decorated cloth, 
the upper cover and spine blocked in gilt and black, the lower cover in blind, gilt edges. 
Provenance: Albert Edgar Lownes (bookplate).

A complete set of this important record of all of the greatest orchid varieties discovered and 
described during the nineteenth century, with beautiful illustrations of the highest quality by 
John Nugent Fitch.

This important work was published periodically by B.S. Williams from his nurseries in 
Holloway, London, from 1882 until his death in 1890. His son, Henry Williams, continued 
the publication through to its conclusion in 1897. These dates are important as they mark the 
final period when significant new varieties of orchids were discovered in the wild. This work 
therefore, with its selection  based largely on the discoveries made during the nineteenth 
century, offers an unparalleled record of all the best orchid varieties before the impact of the 
captive-bred hybrids. 

The preface to the first volume lays out the aims of the publishers: “The great advances which 
have been made within the last few years in the introduction and the cultivation of Exotic 
Orchids, have suggested the desirability of devoting a monthly publication to the illustration 
of the best forms of these singular and aristocratic plants, and also to the explanation of the 
most successful methods of growing them.” In addition there are numerous notes given at the 
end of the specific descriptions about contemporary orchid collections, shows and growers 
in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. These offer a valuable glimpse into the world of the 
late-Victorian orchid enthusiast, and contain information, available no where else, that casts 
light onto the early history of the captive cultivation of a number of varieties and species. 

The plates by John Nugent Fitch (a member of the greatest family of British 19th-century 
botanical artists) benefit greatly from the large format of the work “Being of Royal Quarto 
size, the pages of the Album are sufficiently large to enable the artist to produce ample and 
intelligible portraits of the plants without their becoming cumbersome.” The resultant work 
offers both a fascinating insight into the state of knowledge about orchids and their cultivation, 
and also an unrivalled visual record by one of the great botanical artists of the day.

Great Flower Books (1990) p.149; Nissen BBI 2107; The Orchid Observed 23.
(#24590)   $ 24,000
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[WICKHAM, Harriet (1766-1847)]. 

[Album of watercolours of flowering plants, both wild and cultivated, in Yorkshire or Cumbria 
counties, Northern England]. 

[Leeds, West Yorkshire, England]:  [1796-1805]. Small folio (15 1/2 x 10 inches). 1p. manuscript 
index (listing 69 flowers). 74 drawings on 67 leaves (72 watercolour and gouache over graphite 
[some finished with gum arabic], 2 entirely graphite; 1 watercolour on sheet tipped into the 
album), on wove paper watermarked J. Whatman, each captioned in manuscript and dated. 
Early green cloth wallet-style binding, period brown endpapers. Housed in a modern green 
half morocco box. 

A lovely album of late 18th-century and early 19th century watercolours of flowering plants, by 
a talented female botanical artist.

Harriet Wickham, of Cottingley Hall, Leeds, was a botanist and sister of the famed diplomat 
and spymaster William Wickham (1761-1840).  Many of the drawings in the present album 
are of specimens from her family garden at Cottingley, or in the vicinity.  The album includes: 
Yellow Poppy, Bryony, Convolvolus Major (“an annual that grows naturally in Asia and 
America, this drawing taken from a plant in Miss Dixon’s hothouse at Newlaithes, July 18 
1796”), Snow Drop, Cipripedium (“Ladies Slipper, grows in Helms Wood near Ingleborough 
in Yorkshire, this drawing taken from a plant in the garden at Cottingley, May 25th, 1798”), Fly 
Orchis, Scarlet Thorn, Dactura Arborea (“drawn from a plant in Mr. Salisbury’s hothouse”), 
Ferraria Pavonia (“from a plant raisd by Mr Stodgson and the first that ever flowerd in 
England. The seeds were brought from California, drawn at Everton July 23-1798”), White 
Water Lilly, Wild Hyacinth and many others. 

A manuscript album of drawings of English grasses by Wickham is located in the Yale Center 
for British Art.

(#29044)   $ 24,000 
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WILSON, Alexander (1766-1813); and Charles Lucian BONAPARTE (1803-1857). 

American Ornithology; or the Natural History of the Birds of the United States. Illustrated with 
plates engraved and coloured from original drawings taken from nature. 

Philadelphia:  published by Bradford & Innskeep,  1808-1814. 9 volumes bound in 3,  folio (13 
1/2 x 10 1/2 inches). 76 hand-coloured engraved plates, all after Wilson, engraved by Alexander 
Lawson, George Murray, Benjamin Tanner, J. Warnicke and others. List of subscribers. 
Nineteenth century green calf, expertly rebacked to style, spines in six compartments with 
raised bands, lettered in the second and fourth, the others with a repeat overall decoration 
in gilt, marbled endpapers, marbled edges. Provenance: J.C. Bowring (armorial bookplate).

[With:] BONAPARTE, Charles Lucian. American Ornithology; or, the Natural History of Birds 
inhabiting the United States, not given by Wilson.  Philadelphia: Samuel Augustus Mitchell 
[vol I]; Carey, Lea & Carey [vols II & III]; Carey & Lea [vol IV], 1825-1828-1828-1833. Four 
volumes in one, folio (14 1/2 x 11 3/8 inches). 27 hand-colored engraved plates by Alexander 
Lawson (11 after Titian R. Peale, 15 after A. Rider, and 1 after J.J. Audubon and A. Rider).  
Nineteenth century green calf, covers panelled and diced in blind, expertly rebacked uniform 
to the above.

First editions of the most important works on American ornithology before Audubon.

Wilson’s Ornithology was the most comprehensive illustrated work on the subject published 
to its date.  In all, the 76 plates depict 320 birds from 278 different species, of which 56 had 
never before been illustrated.  All of the illustrations were after drawings made by the self-
taught Wilson, who travelled the country in search of specimens, covering some 10,000 miles 
through mostly rugged terrain over a seven year period. 

Much of the hand-colouring of the sets was accomplished by Wilson himself (indeed, during 
the publication of much of the work, it was his only source of renumeration): “the correct 
execution of the plates will be rendered more secure, by the constant superintendence of 
the Author; and by the whole of the colouring being performed in his own room, under 
his immediate inspection” (Vol. IV, Preface).  The work is further notable as among the 
earliest entirely native colour plate books; i.e. authored in America and printed in America 
on American paper, using type produced in America, and illustrated with plates engraved in 
America and hand-coloured in America.

In August 1813, during his research for the final volume and before the publication of the 
penultimate volume, Wilson observed a bird from a distance he believed was a specimen he 
desired and waded across a river to get a closer look.  He died ten days later from dysentery.  
Thus, the final two volumes were seen through the press and edited by his close friend George 
Ord, later President of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.  Ord, writing in the 
Preface to the final volume, writes of Wilson: “Upon the future Ornithologist will devolve the 
pleasing duty of completing the history of the Birds of the United States, so ably commenced 
and carried on by the indefatigable Wilson, with honor to himself and advantage to science 
and literature.  With respect to our country in particular, how much gratitude do we owe 
that excellent naturalist, for the treasure which he afford us in his inestimable work! He has 
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unfolded a rich scene to our view; revealed new wonders to our meditation; and taught us 
that there cannot be a more rational amusement, that which springs from the study of the 
birds, that diversified portion of animated nature.”

This first edition set of Wilson includes the rare first issue of volume one.  Only two hundred 
copies of the first issue of volume one were printed; upon his return from the Southern states 
in 1809, three hundred additional copies of volume one were printed, but the text was reset 
with errors corrected.  Furthermore, this set includes the rare first issue of plate 7, prior to 
changes to the plate.  Only 500 sets of the first edition of Wilson’s Ornithology were produced 
and considering the lengthy publication, few sets are found complete.  

This set of Wilson with the significant addition of a complete first edition of Bonaparte’s 
important continuation, describing 60 birds not in the original work.   “A love for the same 
department of natural science, and a desire to complete the vast enterprise so far advanced 
by Wilson’s labors, has induced us to undertake the present work,” Bonaparte writes in the 
preface, “in order to illustrate what premature death prevented him from accomplishing, as 
well as the discoveries subsequently made in the feathered tribes of these States.”  

“The work which had been performed by Wilson’s hands alone now gave employment to 
several individuals. Titian R., the fourth son of Charles Wilson Peale, not only collected many 
of the birds figured while on the Long expedition, which were credited to Thomas Say, who 
originally described them in footnotes scattered through the report; or in a subsequent private 
trip to Florida during the winter and spring of 1825, under the patronage of Bonaparte; but 



also drew the figures engraved for the first, and two plates for the fourth and last volume. A 
German emigrant by the name of Alexander Rider, of whom little is known beyond that he 
was a miniature painter in 1813, and a portrait and historical painter in 1818, was responsible 
for the remainder of the drawings with the exception of the two figures of plate 4 of volume 
I...”  (Burns).  

That plate, the Great Crow Blackbird, is notable as being the first book appearance of any 
engraving after John James Audubon.  Perhaps the most influential artist involved with 
the work, however, was Bonaparte’s master engraver Alexander Lawson, arguably the most 
talented ornithological engraver in America at that time.

Three issues of the first edition of Wilson’s continuation have been identified.  This set is 
comprised of the rare first issue of vol. 1 (with the Mitchell imprint and containing the first 
issue of plate 6 in that volume (see Ellis/Mengel) and with first issues of volumes two through 
four (published by Carey & Lea and printed by William Brown).  Carey & Lea later reissued 
the first volume, with their own imprint, after purchasing the rights to the publication from 
Mitchell in 1828.  The third issue includes volumes reprinted by T.K. and P.G. Collins (with 
their imprint replacing that of William Brown) for Carey & Lea with unchanged dates on the 
titles but actually printed in about 1835 after the completion of the final volume.

[Wilson:] Anker 533; Bennett p. 114; Fine Bird Books (1990) p. 155; Nissen IVB 992; Sabin 104597; Zimmer p. 
679-80;  Wood p.630; Burns, “Alexander Wilson” in the The Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XXI, No. 4 (December 1909), 
pp. 176-177.  [Bonaparte:] Anker 47; Bennett 16; Coues 1:609; Ellis/Mengel 312a-b; Fine Bird Books  (1990) p. 
78; Nissen IVB 116; Sabin 6264; Wood 247; Zimmer p.64.
(#28193)   $ 32,500 



WYATT and ACKERMAN. 

Unfading beauties: or illustrations of flowers and fruit; principally from nature. 

Hartford:  D.W. Kellogg and Company,  1838. Small folio (11 3/4 x 9 3/8 inches). 52pp. 15 
hand-coloured lithographs. Publisher’s black morocco, covers elaborately decorated in gilt 
and blind, gilt pictorial spine. 

One of the earliest decorative floral books with hand coloured plates published in the United 
States.

The work, dedicated to the Reverend President, the Principal, the Trustees, Professors and 
Teachers of the Albany Female Academy, includes thirty-nine poems on botanical themes, 
mostly by female pupils of the Academy and including three by Lydia Sigourney.  The fifteen 
plates are beautifully hand colored lithographs of flowers, fruits and two of butterflies.  The 
combination of the lightly printed lithographs, the sumptuous hand colouring and the 
absence of printed captions, give the plates the appearance of original watercolours.  The 
authors explain in the Preface: “The Illustrations, if successful, it is believed may lead to 
a warmer admiration, and more accurate knowledge of the beauties of Nature.  They are 
accompanied with poetry, since poetry and flowers may happily speak the same language of 
love, beauty, grandeur, and wisdom.”  

One of the earliest decorative floral books published in the United States.  Not in Bennett or 
McGrath.  Scarce.

(#28841)   $ 6,000 
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COLOR PLATE AND ILLUSTRATED

BIGGS, Thomas Hesketh (1822-1905)  and Major LOCH (photographers). - Philip Meadows 
TAYLOR (1808-1876) and others. 

Architecture at Beejapoor, an Ancient Mahometan Capital in the Bombay Presidency, 
Photographed from drawings by Capt. P.D. Hart ... A. Cumming ... and native draftsmen; and on 
the spot by Colonel Biggs, ... and the late Major Loch. With an historical and descriptive memoir 
by Captain Meadows Taylor ... and architectural notes by James Fergusson ... Published for the 
Committee of Architectural Antiquities of Western India under the patronage of Kursondas 
Madhowdas. 

London:  John Murray,  1866. Large folio (21 3/4 x 14 5/8 inches). Half-title. Mounted albumen 
print frontispiece after an engraving by Langlès, letterpress title with integral mounted oval 
albumen print vignette “from life”, 76 mounted albumen prints (comprised of 30 views by 
Biggs and Loch “from life”, and 46 after drawings) 1 hand-coloured lithographed map, 1 
tinted lithographed plan, 12 wood-engraved illustrations. Expertly bound to style in half 
brown morocco over period green pebble-grained cloth-covered boards, spine with raised 
bands in six compartments, lettered in gilt in the second, glazed yellow endpapers. 

A scarce complete copy of a celebrated very early photographically-illustrated study of the 
Mughal architecture of Bijapur.

Between 1854 and 1855, Captain Biggs, of the Bombay Artillery, was appointed first official 
photographer to the Bombay Presidency. As a member of the Bombay Photographic Society 
he had been equipped with a set of Ross’s single and double lenses and a kit which allowed him 
to make 15 x 12 inch pictures. His task was to photograph the Islamic buildings, sculpture and 
inscriptions of Western India. The preface to the present work notes that “The Government of 
Bombay has at various times taken steps towards portraying ... the magnificent architecture 
with which the Presidency and the territories bordering it abound ... [From 1854] Biggs and 
[later] Dr. [William Henry] Pigou were employed to take photographs [of the architecture] 
at Beejapoor, and in Dharwar and Mysore.” Biggs made over one hundred paper negatives 
of Bijapur, Aihole, Badami and other sites in Western India. The results were exhibited at 
the Photographic Society of Bombay and much admired, but the increasing unrest, which 
culminated in the Mutiny of 1857, forced him to hand over his work to surgeon and fellow 
photographer Dr. Pigou. The preface continues: “Subsequently, a series of plans and drawings 
of Beejapoor, which had been prepared under the superintendence of Captain Hart, were 
published for the Government under the editorship of James Fergusson”.  In 1865, at the 
request of the Governor of Bombay a committee was set up and given the task of publishing 
the photographs of Biggs, Pigou and a third photographer A.C.B. Neilly “in the form of a 
comprehensive series of volumes on the Architectural Antiquities of Western India” (preface). 
The present work is perhaps the most impressive result of this ambitious enterprise.
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In an interesting early example of what amounted to “corporate sponsorship”, the cost of 
production of the present work and two other companion volumes was underwritten in 
the amount of 1000GBP for each work. “This volume is thus under the patronage of Mr. 
Kurosondas Madhowdas, and  “Mr. Premchund Raichund” undertook to fund the two 
companion volumes. Both sponsors were Jain businessmen and natives of Guzerat.

Gernsheim, Incunabula of British Photographic Literature  333.
(#25057)   $ 49,500 



BOURNE, Samuel (1834-1912); Charles SHEPHERD (fl. 1858-1878) and Arthur 
ROBERTSON (fl. 1858-1864); and Juan LAURENT (1816-c.1892). 

[Important album containing 90 albumen photographs, predominantly landscape images of 
India, including views in the Himalayas, as well as ethnographic studies of its peoples]. 

[India:  circa 1860-1870]. Oblong folio (11 1/2 x 18 inches). 90 mounted albumen photographs 
(70 by Bourne and 11 by or attributed to Shepherd & Robinson, all of India, the remaining 
images of the Alhambra by Laurent), nearly all with period manuscript captions, mounted 
recto only.  Most images signed and numbered in the negative. Contemporary black 
morocco, covers bordered in gilt and blind, expertly rebacked to style, flat spine divided into 
six compartments by gilt and blind rules, lettered in gilt in the second compartment, marbled 
endpapers, gilt edges. 

An important collection of photographs by the most influential landscape and architectural 
photographer active in India during the nineteenth century.

Born in Nottingham, England, Samuel Bourne was an outstanding landscape photographer. 
He is now best known for his valuable and beautiful record of the Indian sub-continent. He 
wrote of photography that it allowed him to change the way he looked at the world: “...it 
teaches the mind to see the beauty and power of such scenes ... For my own part, I may say 
that before I commenced photography I did not see half the beauties in nature that I do now, 
and the glory and power of a precious landscape has often passed before me and left but a 
feeble impression on my untutored mind; but it will never be so again.”  

Working in India between 1863 and 1870, Bourne made well over three thousand negatives 
(mostly using the collodian process) during his travels, which included three separate 
expeditions to the Himalayas. Major collections of his work are held by the British Library 
(India Office collection), London, and at the Royal Photographic Society, Bath, England. 

The present album is quite unusual in terms of its content, including many more images of 
Himalayan landscape than normally encountered.  The Bourne images comprise (titles from 
the manuscript captions, with Bourne’s negative number in brackets):

1) Calcutta [1704]. 7 3/8 x 12 1/2 inches
2) Calcutta [street scene with the Great Eastern Hotel at the far right, unnumbered]. 7 1/2 x 
12 5/8 inches
3) View on the Plains of India [1738]. 7 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
4) View on the Plains of India [1739]. 7 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
5) View on the Plains of India [423]. 9 1/8 x 11 1/2 inches
6) Commander in Chief of British Forces in India in Travelling Carriage [unnumbered]. 9 
1/8 x 11 3/8 inches
7) State Elephants of the Governor General of India at Agra [unnumbered]. 8 3/8 x 11 1/2 
inches
8) Banyan Tree [1748]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
9) Benares [1168]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
10) Hindoo Astronomical Observatory at Benares [1171]. 9 1/4 x 11 5/8 inches
11) Benares [1169]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
12) Palace of Akbar’s Turkish Wife at Futtehpore Sikri [1276]. 9 3/8 x 11 5/8 inches
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13) Ancient Hindoo Temple at Birrabund [1305]. 9 3/8 x 11 1/2 inches
14) Buddhist Figures cut in the rock at Gwalior [1328a]. 9 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches
15) Elephant Tower at Futtehpore Sikri [1278]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
16) Akbar’s Pillar in Council Chamber [1271]. 11 5/8 x 9 1/4 inches
17) Gooriki Mundi or Temple of Hindoo Saint [1273]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
18) Panch Mahal [1275]. 9 3/8 x 11 3/4 inches
19) Hindu Temple at Ramnuggur [1176]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
20) Lucknow [1051]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
21) Cawnpore - Scene of the Slaughter by Nana Sahib [1208]. 7 5/8 x 12 1/2 inches
22) The Imambara at Lucknow [1052]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
23) The Residency at Lucknow [unnumbered]. 7 5/8 x 12 1/2 inches
24) Memorial Monument at Cawnpore [1206]. 11 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches
25) Gate of Mosque enclosing Tomb of Selim Chisti [1263]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
26) Tomb of Selim Chisti [1265]. 9 1/4 x 11 5/8 inches
27) Marble Screen in the Tomb of Selim Chisti [1266]. [1265]. 9 1/4 x 11 5/8 inches
28) Entrance Gate to grounds surrounding Tomb of Akbar at Secundra [1247]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/8 
inches
29) Tomb of Akbar at Secundra [1251]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
30) Upper portion of Tomb of Etmud oo Dowla at Agra [1234]. 9 3/8 x 11 1/2 inches
31) Tomb of Mirza Jahangir [1365]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
32) Tomb of Nizam Oo Deen [1364]. 9 x 11 3/8 inches
33) Tomb of Etmud Oo Dowla at Agra [1233]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/8 inches
34) Jumma Musjid (or Mosque) at Delhi [1334]. 9 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches
35) Ruins of Mosque near Delhi [1376]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
36) Lahore Gate - Fort at Delhi [1349]. 9 1/8 x 11 5/8 inches
37) Remains of Hindoo Astronomical Observatory near Delhi [1367]. 9 x 11 5/8 inches
38) Delhi Gate - Fort at Agra [1219]. 9 1/8 x 11 3/4 inches
39) Dewan Khas (Audience Chamber or Throne Room) in the Palace within the Fort at Delhi 
[1350]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
40) Mosque [1351]. 9 x 11 5/8 inches



41) Portion of Palace at Goridund [1312]. 9 3/8 x 11 3/4 inches
42) Fort at Agra [1217]. 7 1/4 x 12 1/2 inches
43) Palace of Akbar at Agra - the Taj Mahal in the distance [1221]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
44) The Motee Musjid [1229]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
45) Entrance Gate to the grounds of the Taj Mahal [1074]. 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches
46) Taj Mahal [1077]. 9 1/4 x 11 1/2 inches
47) Taj Mahal - side view [1080]. 9 3/8 x 11 5/8 inches
48) Taj Mahal - from the river [1078]. 9 3/4 x 11 1/2 inches
49) Tomb and Interior of Taj Mahal [1251]. 11 x 8 inches
50) Simla - Summer [1793]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
51) Simla - Winter [1757]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
52) View in the Himalayas [1535]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/8 inches
53) View in the Himalayas [1432]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
54) View in the Himalayas [1506b]. 11 5/8 x 9 1/2 inches
55) View in the Himalayas [1432]. 11 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches
56) View in the Himalayas [261]. 11 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches
57) View in the Himalayas [unnumbered]. 9 1/2 x 11 1/2 inches
58) View in the Himalayas [1529]. 9 1/4 x 12 inches
59) Glaciers in the Himalayas [unnumbered]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
60) Source of the Ganges [1543]. 9 1/2 x 11 5/8 inches
61) View in the Himalayas [1545]. 7 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
62) View in the Himalayas [1452]. 6 3/4 x 12 1/2 inches
63) Town of Dunker Himalayas [1461]. 7 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches
64) Scene in the Valley of Cashmere [unnumbered]. 9 5/8 x 11 5/8 inches
65) Bridge of Twigs in the Himalayas [776]. 9 1/8 x 11 1/2 inches
66) “Mussocks” - Inflated Skins of Bullocks for crossing rivers [unnumbered]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 
inches
67) Scene in the Valley of Cashmere [825]. 9 3/8 x 11 3/4 inches
68) Scene in the Valley of Cashmere [unnumbered]. 9 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches
69) Scene in the Valley of Cashmere [unnumbered]. 9 1/8 x 11 1/2 inches
70) Mussocks [696]. 4 3/8 x 7 5/8 inches

The India portion of the album closes with 11 ethnographic studies by Shepherd & Robertson, 
four signed in the negative and the remaining attributed. Shepherd & Robertson first 
established their studio in Agra in 1862; in 1864 the firm moved to Simla and was joined by 
Bourne; the firm’s name changed shortly thereafter to Bourne & Shepherd.  The present fine 
ethnographic images include several with the earliest version of the signature in the negative.  

71) Rajah and attendants. 7 1/8 x 9 1/4 inches
72) Native servants or Kitmudgars. 7 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches
73) Native servants. 7 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches
74) Dancing Girls. 6 7/8 x 9 inches
75) Weaver. Signed in the negative Shepherd & Robertson and numbered 1104. 7 1/2 x 9 1/8 
inches
76) Snake Charmers with cobras. Signed in the negative Shepherd & Robertson and numbered 
1123. 7 1/2 x 9 inches
77) Mountaineers of the Himalayas. 8 3/4 x 11 1/2 inches
78) Natives of the Khyber Pass. Signed in the negative Shepherd and numbered 1387. 8 3/8 
x 11 3/8 inches



79) Natives of Thibet. 7 1/8 x 9 5/8 inches
80) [Uncaptioned image of four armed natives]. Signed in the negative Shepherd & Robertson. 
7 1/2 x 9 3/8 inches
81) Thugs in prison at Jubbulpore. 8 1/2 x 11 1/8 inches

The concluding 9 images are period photographs of the Alhambra, unsigned but by Juan 
[i.e. Jean] Laurent.  Laurent, born in France but active in Spain as early as 1856,  followed 
Charles Clifford as the best photographer active in Spain in the 1860s, known for his delicate 
treatment of architecture and masterful use of light and camera position.

82) The Alhambra (Spain) with the Sierra Nevadas in the distance. 7 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches
83) The Alhambra with part of the city of Granada. 7 x 10 inches
84) Gateway of the Alhambra. 7 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches
85) Gateway - Interior of Alhambra. 10 x 7 1/2 inches
86) Entrance to the Court of Lions - Alhambra. 7 1/2 x 10 inches
87) Court of Lions. 7 1/2 x 9 3/4 inches
88) Court of Alhambra. 7 1/2 x 10 inches
89) [Interior of the Alhambra]. 9 3/4 x 7 1/2 inches
90) Granada. 7 1/2 x 10 inches
(#28093)   $ 35,000 



BROOKE, Edward Adveno (1821-1910). 

The Gardens of England. 

London:  T. McLean,  1857. Folio (21 x 17 3/4 inches). Mounted on guards throughout. 
Chromolithographic title, uncoloured lithographic dedication to the Dutchess of Sutherland, 
16 uncoloured lithographic vignettes on india paper mounted, 24 fine lithographic plates, 
printed in colors and finished by hand. Expertly bound to style in green morocco, covers 
bordered in gilt, spine with raised bands in seven compartments, lettered in the second, the 
others with a repeat decoration in gilt, yellow endpapers. 

A lovely copy of this famous colour-plate book: an important pictorial record of garden design 
in the mid-19th century.

At the core of the book are the beautiful series of images taken from Brooke’s original 
watercolours. The impending publication was announced by the publisher in February 1857, 
but according to the preface the work “was the result of years of labour ... The preparation of 
the original drawings required that the artist should be upon the spot wherever it was desirable 
to proceed, - and this not for a mere casual visit or a hurried sketch, but for the purpose 
of patient and careful labour. Thus, Mr. Brooke has spent several summers in undivided 
attention to the views contained in this volume. not satisfied with first or second studies, he 
has made repeated visits to each locality, and is enabled, therefore, to offer drawings which 
are correct and faithful in all their details.” 

Bowood House, Alton Towers, Woburn Abbey, Holkham House, Castle Howard, Wilton 
House, and thirteen others are featured. The resulting plates offer a rare eye-witness record of 
many of the gardens of these best-known English country houses at a time when they were 
coming into what was to prove to be their glory days. Various factors combined to produce 
this flowering amongst the English landscape: fashion amongst the landed elite required 
them to surround their great houses with great gardens; a flood of new species were arriving 
from throughout the Empire and beyond; a generation of knowledgeable gardeners were 
in place to employ the latest effective cultivation techniques; public interest in general was 
focused on botany and on a number of plant groups in particular (tulips, auriculas, camellias, 
orchids and ferns). Given this set of circumstances and the plethora of botanical monograms 
and periodicals that were published at this time, it is surprising that this work is almost 
unique in what it set out to do. 

Many of the gardens were begun in earlier times, but most feature additions, sometimes 
in the Italian style, which proved a major attraction for Brooke. The magnificent gardens 
depicted include those at Trentham Park (laid out by Capability Brown with additions by 
Charles Barry in the 1840s), Enville Hall (gardens extended in the mid-19th century and 
celebrated for its fountains, its floral display, and its domed and turreted oriental palace of 
a conservatory), Bowood House (originally laid out by Capability Brown but with Italianate 
terraces added), Alton Towers, Elvaston Castle (famous for its splendid arboretum), 
Shrublands Hall (Italianate terraces by Barry), Woburn Abbey (a Repton masterpiece), 
Holkham House (William Kent-Capability Brown, with extensive 1850s additions including 
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a parterre with the Earl of Leicester’s initials in box, and a pair of flower beds in a Louis XIV 
pattern accompanying a fountain representing St. George and the dragon), Castle Howard 
(whose modern additions included a new parterre using yew hedges to frame the lawns and 
the Triton Fountain taken from the Great Exhibition), and others.

A notice of the work appears in the February 23,1856 issue of the Gardeners’ Chronicle: “Mr. 
McLean has issued a prospectus of an illustrated work to be called ‘The Gardens of England’ 
... The plates will be executed in lithotint in folio; being finished by hand, and sold at twice 
the price of the ordinary prints ...”.

There are no other pictorial surveys that can match Brooke’s work for its scale or its scope: it 
is one of the truly great gardening books.

Abbey Scenery 392; Bobins 62;  Mass.Hort.Soc.(1918) p.39
(#28387)   $ 35,000 



[COSTUME, Qajar School]. 

[Album of 28 watercolours of costume of peasants and merchants of Persia]. 

[Persia:  circa 1820s-1840s]. Small 4to (9 x 7 1/2 inches). 28 watercolours, each mounted on 
card with a ink manuscript border surround. Period dark blue morocco backed blue velvet 
covered boards, patterned endpapers.  Housed in a dark blue morocco backed box. 

Unusual album of Qajar School watercolours depicting Persian merchants of various trades as 
well as itinerants and beggars.

Among the most notable aspects of the Qajar Dynasty was the extraordinary growth in 
native art.  Most of the portraiture of the period, however, was dedicated to images of Royal 
figures, making the present album of great interest.  The images include not only laborers of 
the poorest class, but several images of women as well.  Among the trades depicted are an egg 
seller, a wine seller, a hat maker, a bird fancier, a bird seller, a blind beggar, a book dealer and 
more.  An album at the British Museum (ID: 2006,0314,0.1 through 2006,0314,0.28 or P&D 
2001,0728.60), which also includes 28 watercolours, is clearly from the same source, with a 
few similar images, and many of same faces on different trades.
(#26988)   $ 24,000 
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FRAUBERGER, Heinrich (1845-1920). 

Antike und Frühmittelalterliche Fussbekleidungen aus Achmim-Panopolis. 

Dusseldorf:  [1896]. Folio (14 3/16 x 10 7/8 inches). Contents loose as issued.  viii, 48pp.  
96 text illustrations. 25 hand-coloured lithographed plates finished with gilt highlights. 
Publisher’s red morocco portfolio, front cover elaborately tooled in gilt and black, expertly 
rebacked, glazed yellow endpapers and portfolio flaps. 

The definitive illustrated study of ancient and medieval Egyptian footwear, with beautiful hand 
coloured plates.

This unusual illustrated work on the ancient and medieval footwear from the Egyptian city of 
Ahkmim (aka Panopolis) was limited to 150 numbered copies, this being copy number 58.  The 
author served as the director of the Industrial and Crafts Museum (Kunstgewerbemuseum) 
in Dusseldorf.  Frauberger’s study is based on the museum’s collection of footwear discovered 
in a Coptic necropolis during excavations in Ahkmim in the 1880s.

The work is quite rare, with no copies cited in the modern auction records.

Colas 1112; Lipperheide 267; Hiler, p. 341.
(#26172)   $ 6,500 
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GORER, Edgar; and J. F. BLACKER. 

Chinese Porcelains and Hard Stones. 

London:  Bernard Quaritch,  1911. 2 volumes, thick quarto (12 x 9 1/2 inches). 254 colour 
plates (six folding). Text in English and French. Publisher’s cream cloth, upper cover lettered 
and pictorially stamped in gilt, top edge gilt. 

One of 1000 numbered copies of the best illustrated book on Chinese porcelain from the Kangxi 
period.

The authors state that their efforts “have been directed to securing the reproduction of the 
finest specimens to be found in private collections and museums and to classifying and 
faithfully describing them.” Gorer was one of the best dealers in Chinese porcelains during the 
late 19th and early 20th century with a very sophisticated clientele including John Pierpont 
Morgan, William Bennett, Sir Richard Bennett, Nellie Ionides, Henry Clay Frick, Charles 
Phelps Taft and others.  A highly important work, with beautiful illustrations.
(#28932)   $ 7,500 
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GORKY, Maxime (1868-1936) - Jean LÉBÉDEFF (1884-1972), illustrator. 

Les Vagabonds par Maxime Gorki. Traduction de Ivan Strannik. Bois Gravés par Lébédeff. 

Paris :  Chez Mornay,  1921. 4to (9 3/4 x 7 7/8 inches). Contents unbound, as issued.  
Illustrated with colour woodcuts by Lébédeff (frontispiece plate, 4 headpieces, 5 tailpieces 
[including tailpiece on colophon leaf], 4 initials and 12 illustrations within the text).  With 
30 preliminary pencil or pen-and-ink sketches by the artist, 8 preliminary woodcut proofs, 
25 color woodcut proofs (21 signed), all tipped into 28 window cut paper mounts [as issued]. 
Extra-illustrated with a colour woodcut by Lébédeff, numbered 212/225, signed and inscribed 
by the artist to Ivan Lamberty, laid in. Publisher’s vellum wrappers, covers hand illuminated 
in pen-and-ink by Lébédeff, gold ribbon ties, within publisher’s dark brown morocco-backed 
patterned boards chemise and slipcase. 

Unique large paper copy number one (of one), on Japon Impérial with the original preliminary 
sketches for the illustrations by Lébédeff, as well as signed artist’s proofs of the illustrations, and 
bound in a hand-illuminated binding by the artist.

A unique, deluxe issue of this work, usually found as one of 960 copies on papier de Rives 
(from a total edition of 1000, the remaining 39 copies being hors commerce or other limited 
but less deluxe versions).

Jean Lébédeff (born Ivan Lebedev in Bogorodskoye), began his studies under Fernand 
Cormon at the Ecole Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1909 and became a noted graphic designer 
and book illustrator in Paris between the wars, acclaimed for his wood-cuts.  A well-known 
anarchist, his work was exhibited at the 1926 International Exhibition of Revolutionary Art 
of the West in Moscow; his work would later be featured in the 1979 retrospective “Paris 
Moscou 1900-1930” at the Centre Georges Pompidou.

Vagabonds was a tremendously influential work by Gorky, here in French from the translation 
by Ivan Stannik.  The work, with strong autobiographical elements, is comprised of four 
short stories featuring Russian vagabonds, titled: Malva; Konovalov; Tchelkache; and Mon 
Compagnon.

The provenance of this copy, given the extra-illustration laid in, would seem to be Ivan 
Lamberty, a noted art patron and collector in Brussels.

(#28268)   $ 22,500 
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GREIG, Thomas Watson (d. 1912). 

Ladies’ Old-Fashioned Shoes ... [Bound with:] Supplement to Old-Fashioned Shoes. 

Edinburgh:  David Douglas,  1885-1889. 2 volumes in one, oblong folio (11 x 17 1/4 inches). 
11 chromolithographed plates, some printed with gold and silver inks, each plate with 
a corresponding text leaf describing the shoes.  [Supplement, bound in rear:] 6 plates (4 
chromolithographed). Publisher’s paper-covered red and gold pictorial boards, expertly 
rebacked to style with red morocco. Provenance: The author (signature on front free endpaper 
and annotations throughout).

The author’s annotated copy of the scarce first edition of this desirable illustrated monograph on 
women’s shoes of the 17th century, complete with the supplement.

“The following Illustrations of Old Shoes are intended to preserve in an intelligible form 
what is fast crumbling into dust; and it has been my endeavour to collect the very best and 
most authentic specimens, as well as to show the variety of shapes and the excellence of the 
workmanship and design used by our ancestors” (Preface).

The author’s annotations are fascinating.  On the rear endpaper, Grieg reveals that only 250 
copies of the work were printed and lists 62 copies which he presented, the first being to the 
Princess of Wales.  The front pastedown includes a list of shoes loaned to Joseph Box for 
an 1889 exhibition, a broadside advertisement for which is laid in.  Within the work, Grieg 
provides additional details relating to specific shoes, including in many cases the provenance 
of the shoe prior to the author.  On the title page the author has added “second edition” in 
manuscript below the imprint, suggesting that he intended to republish the work with the 
supplement, annotations and corrections, though no such edition was ever published.

Hiler, p. 395; Lipperheide 1744 and 1744a; Colas 1312-13.
(#28348)   $ 12,000 
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HOOGVLIET, Arnold (1687-1763). 

Abraham, de Aartsvader. In XII Boeken. 

Rotterdam:  Jan Daniel Beman en Zoon,  1766. Small 4to (9 5/8 x 7 1/4 inches). Title printed 
in red and black.  Engraved title by J. Wandelaar and 12 engraved plates by J. Punt, all with 
very fine period hand-colouring and gilt highlights. Eighteenth century Dutch red morocco, 
elaborately bordered and panelled in gilt with imperial coronets at each corner, spine in six 
compartments with raised bands, morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the 
others with a repeat decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers, g.e. Provenance: J. G. R. Acquoy 
(1829-1896, signature).

A beautifully hand coloured copy in a period red morocco binding.

Hoogvliet’s epic biblical poem celebrating the life of Abraham was first published in 1728 
and went through numerous printings in the 18th century.  However, we have been unable to 
locate another copy of any edition of the poem with full period hand colouring to the plates.  
The colouring and binding of this copy is superb and would suggest an owner of high status.

Not in Landwehr.
(#26333)   $ 7,500 
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JACKSON, John Baptist (c.1701-c.1780). 

Titiani Vecelii Pauli Caliarii Jacobi Robusti et Jacobi de Ponte Opera selectiora a Joanne Baptista 
Jackson, Anglo ligno coelata et coloribus adumbrata. 

Venice:  J. Baptist Pasquali,   [1739-]1745. Large folio (23 1/3 x 18 3/4 inches). Letterpress 
title page. 24 chiaroscuro woodcuts, each printed in four colours. Expertly bound to style in 
quarter marbled calf with tips over period Italian patterned paper covered boards, spine with 
raised bands in eight compartments, red morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, 
the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. 

Very rare complete set of the twenty-four chiaroscuro woodcuts which make up Jackson’s 
masterpiece: one of the great glories of 18th-century printmaking.

Jackson began the Titiani Vecelii... in 1739 with three subscribers, and despite difficulties in 
obtaining other subscribers due to the outbreak of war in Europe, he managed to complete 
the twenty-four prints depicting 17 paintings, by 1743, and the work was published in 
1745. During the four and a half years Jackson was involved in this project, he included 
the techniques of embossing in his prints, cut and proofed ninety-four blocks, and brought 
chiaroscuro forward as a strong alternative to standard engraving as a means of reproducing 
paintings. In his book of 1754, An Essay on the Invention of Engraving and Printing in Chiaro 
Oscuro, Jackson comments on his medium; “... there is a masterly and free Drawing [in 
chiaroscuro], a boldness of Engraving and Relief, which pleases a true Taste more than all the 
little Exactness found in the Engravings in Copper plates...”

The set of  woodcuts is as follows:
1. The Death of St. Peter Martyr, after Titian, 1739, printed from four blocks in buff, pale 
greenish gray, brown and dark gray. [Kainen 16].
2. The Presentation in the Temple (The Circumcision), after Veronese, 1739, dedicated to 
Charles Frederick Armiger, printed from four blocks in buff, reddish gray, dark gray and dark 
brown, [Kainen 17].
3. The Massacre of the Innocents, after Tintoretto, 1739, dedicated to Smart Lethieullier, 
printed from four blocks in buff, violet-gray, light brown and dark violet-brown, [Kainen 18]. 
4. The Entombment, after Jacopo Bassano, 1739, dedicated to Jacob Faccilato, printed from 
four blocks in buff, light reddish tan, gray and dark brown, slight surface scuff in middle of 
image. [Kainen 19].
5. Holy Family and Four Saints, after Veronese, 1740, dedicated to William Windham, printed 
from four blocks in light gray, light greenish gray, dark greenish gray and dark gray, [Kainen 
20].
6. The Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine, after Veronese, 1740, dedicated to William Windham, 
printed from four blocks in pale greenish gray, pale violet-gray, medium greenish gray and 
deep cold gray, [Kainen 21].
7.  The Crucifixion, after Tintoretto, left sheet, printed from four blocks in buff, light brown, 
gray and dark reddish brown, [Kainen 22].
8.  The Crucifixion, after Tintoretto, center sheet, 1741, dedicated to Richard Boyle, printed 
from four blocks in buff, light brown, gray and dark reddish brown, [Kainen 22].
9.  The Crucifixion, after Tintoretto, right sheet, printed from four blocks in buff, light brown, 
gray and dark reddish brown, [Kainen 22].
10. Miracle of St. Mark, after Tintoretto, left sheet, dedicated to Edward Wright, printed from 
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four blocks in buff, light brown, dark brown and dark gray, [Kainen 23].
11. Miracle of St. Mark, after Tintoretto, right sheet, printed from four blocks in buff, light 
brown, dark gray,  three tears in image, [Kainen 23]. 
12. The Marriage at Cana, after Veronese, left sheet, 1740, printed from four blocks in buff, 
dark buff, violet-brown and dark brown, [Kainen 24].
13. The Marriage at Cana, after Veronese, right sheet, 1740, dedicated to Leopold Capell, 
printed from four blocks in buff, dark buff, violet-brown and dark brown. [Kainen 24].
14. Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, after Titian, left sheet, 1742, printed from four 
blocks in light grayish umber, medium brown, dark gray and dark brown, [Kainen 25].
15. Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, after Titian, center sheet, 1742, printed from 
four blocks in light gray, sienna gray, gray-brown, and dark gray, [Kainen 25].
16. Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, after Titian, right sheet, 1742, dedicated to 
Erasmus Phillips, printed from four blocks in light gray, sienna gray, gray-brown and dark 
gray, [Kainen 25].
17. The Virgin in the Clouds and Six Saints, after Titian, 1742, dedicated to Philippo Farsetti, 
printed from two blocks in buff and black. [Kainen 26].
18.  The Descent of the Holy Spirit, after Titian, dedicated to Jacob Stewart Mackinzie, printed 
from four blocks in buff, light gray-brown, light yellow-brown and dark brown, [Kainen 27].
19. The Finding of Moses, after Veronese, 1741, dedicated to Everard Fawkener, printed from 
four blocks in buff, light brown, light violet-gray and dark gray, [Kainen 28].
20. The Raising of Lazarus, after Leandra Bassano, 1742, dedicated to Vicenzo Riccardi, 
printed from four blocks in buff, light reddish gray, gray and dark cold brown, [Kainen 29].
21. Christ on the Mount of Olives, after Jacopo Bassano, 1743, dedicated to Paulina Contarina, 
printed from four blocks in dark buff, medium brown, gray and dark brown, [Kainen 30]. 
22. Melchisedech blessing Abraham, after Francesco Bassano, 1743, dedicated to John Reade, 
printed from four blocks in buff, warm gray, brown and dark brown, [Kainen 31].
23. Dives and Lazarus (The Rich Man and Lazarus), after Jacopo Bassano, left sheet, 1743, 
printed from four blocks in buff, warm gray, brown and dark brown, [Kainen 32].
24. Dives and Lazarus (The Rich Man and Lazarus), after Jacopo Bassano, right sheet, 1743, 
printed from four blocks in buff, warm gray, brown and dark brown, [Kainen 32].

Bigmore & Wyman A Bibliography of Printing (1880-1886) I, pp.205 and 365; Burch Colour Printing and 
Colour Printers pp.72-77; Chatto & Jackson A Treatise on Wood-Engraving (1861) pp.453-457; Frankau 
Eighteenth-Century Colour-Prints (1907) pp.42-46; Hardie English Coloured Books (1906) pp.19-27; Kainen 
John Baptist Jackson: 18th-Century Master of the Color Woodcut (1962); Le Blanc Manuel de l’amateur 
d’estampes (1854-1888) II, p.416; Linton The Masters of Wood Engraving (1889) p.214; Nagler Allgemeines 
Kunstler-Lexicon (1835-1852) VI, pp383-384.
(#2778)   $ 37,500 





KRAFFT, Jean Charles (1764-1833). 

Plans des plus béaux jardins pittoresques de France, d’Angleterre et d’Allemagne, et des edifices, 
monumens, fabriques, etc. ... Plans of the most beautiful picturesque gardens in France, 
England and Germany and of the edifices, monuments, fabrics, etc. which contribute to their 
embellishment, of every kind of architecture, such as Chinese, Egyptian, English, Arabian, 
Moorish, etc. ... Plaene der schoensten und malerischen Gaerten Franckreichs, Englands, und 
Deutschlands ... [With:] ... Deuxieme Partie. 

Paris:  Levrault [vol. 1] and Pougens [vol. 2],  1809-1810. 2 parts in 2 volumes, oblong small 
folio (10 3/4 x 13 3/4 inches). Text in three columns in French, English and German. [First 
part:] Engraved frontispiece and 96 engraved plates, engraved by Boulay, Gossard, Joannee 
and others. [Second part:] Engraved frontispiece, 96 engraved plates on 70 sheets (20 folding), 
engraved by Boulay, Gossard, Adam and others. Period pink paper-covered boards, black 
morocco lettering pieces on the spines.  Housed in a dark red morocco backed box. 

A rare work depicting the best examples of European garden design and architecture from the 
early nineteenth century.

An accomplished draftsman and architect, Jean Charles Krafft was born in Brunnerfield, 
Germany in 1764 but later emigrated to France and authored several works on architecture 
and design.  The conclusion to the first part gives an outline of the present work: “I flatter 
myself  I have performed the task I had undertaken of forming a collection of divers 
picturesque gardens and of the building which contribute to their embellishment by the 
diversity of their construction, their use and decorations. My object in composing this work 
was to assist the imagination of those lovers of the arts who take pleasure in forming such 
agreeable establishments, in which, as in every object of art, taste requires to be directed by 
rules. If the art of building and of beautifying edifices has been improved of late years, the 
taste for gardens has much encreased, and that taste has given birth to more novel methods, 
more pleasing in their design ... But to afford gentlemen possessed of estates the means of 
laying down plans for them selves or others to work by, it was necessary to chalk out the new 
paths they must follow ... What I offer has been communicated to me by distinguished artists; 
it is the fruit of their compositions on picturesque gardens since the revival of the art in the 
19th century...”

The first series was published in 12 parts, each containing two sheets of letterpress explanation 
and eight engraved plates; upon completion of the final part, a second series was promised as 
“a sequel containing the general plans, and points of view of the principal picturesque gardens 
in France and foreign countries” (preface, second part).  The text describes the location, owner 
and architect of each garden depicted.  As the title suggests, the designs include wonderful 
examples of chinoiserie, Egyptian revival and neo-classicism, among other styles.

The work is scarce, and rarely found complete with both parts.

Berlin Kat. 3312a; Brunet III:694; Graesse IV:46.
(#28396)   $ 7,500 
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PASSERI, Giovanni Battista (1694-1780). 

Picturae Etruscorum in Vasculis nunc primum in unum collectae. 

Rome:  J. Zempel,  1767-1770-1775. 3 volumes, folio (16 x 10 3/4 inches). Half-titles, titles 
printed in red and black.  3 engraved frontispieces, 2 engraved dedications (one hand-
coloured), 301 hand coloured engraved plates (31 double-page, numbered I-CCC, plus 
CCLVbis) by G. Cassini and others, plus one uncoloured plate and 4 tables (one folding). 
Engraved title-vignettes, head- and tail-pieces and initials all hand-coloured, the initials 
finished with gold. Expertly bound to style in half calf over period Italian marbled paper 
covered boards, spines with raised bands, morocco lettering pieces in the second and third 
compartments, the others with an overall repeat decoration in gilt. 

A beautifully hand coloured set, complete with all plates, of the important precursor to Hamilton’s 
Vases.

Giovanni Battista Passeri (1694-1780) was a noted archaeologist and antiquary to the 
Grand Duke of Tuscany. These three finely illustrated volumes depicting specimens from 
forty collections throughout Italy and even beyond the Alps, reflect his abiding belief in the 
superiority of Etruscan over Greek civilization. 

The work is rarely found complete, and the present example with the initials hand coloured 
and finished with gold is exceptional.

Blackmer 1265; Cicognara 2615; Brunet IV,418
(#28211)   $ 30,000 
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REPTON, Humphry (1752-1818) & John Adey REPTON (1775-1860). 

Fragments on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. Including some remarks on 
Grecian and Gothic architecture, collected from various manuscripts, in the possession of the 
different noblemen and gentlemen, for whose use they were originally written; the whole tending 
to establish fixed principles in the respective arts. By H. Repton, Esq. assisted by his son, J. Adey 
Repton. 

London:  Printed by T. Bensley and Son for J. Taylor,  1816. Large quarto (13 1/2 x 10 3/4 
inches). 42 aquatint plates (22 hand-coloured, including ten with overslips and three double-
page, 13 uncoloured, including three with overslips, 7 tinted, including one with an overslip), 
1 wood-engraved and letterpress plan, 9 aquatint head- and tail-piece vignettes (including 
two with overslips), and numerous wood-engraved illustrations. (Lacking half-title, two 
plates bound out of order). Contemporary half green morocco over marbled paper boards, 
spine with raised bands in six compartments, spine ruled in gilt and stamped with owner’s 
emblem, marbled edges. 

A fine copy of the first edition of Repton ‘s last great work on landscape gardening.

Humphry Repton was the main successor to Lancelot “Capability” Brown as an improver of 
grounds for the English gentry in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. He was 
particularly noted for his Red Books. These were produced for each individual client and 
were made up from a manuscript description of his proposed improvements bound with 
Repton’s own watercolour drawings of the grounds, with his proposed alterations displayed 
on an overlay. Repton’s landscapes displayed his preference for a gradual transition between 
house and grounds by means of terraces, balustrades and steps.

In both the present work and his earlier Observations  (London: 1803), Repton strives to put 
across his view that the landscape architect should be guided by the single guiding principle 
that his work should produce a “pleasing combination of Art and Nature adapted to the 
use of Man” (preface, p.viii). Repton differentiates between the present work and his earlier 
Observations  (London: 1803) in the preface: “The contents of the present Volume ... will 
be found neither to be a continuation nor a contradiction of the former Observations; but, 
from the subject’s being elucidated by new and more beautiful examples, the Author’s former 
principles in the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening will be confirmed.” He goes 
on to note that the text is drawn from “more than four hundred Reports in MS.” i.e his Red 
Books; this fact alone makes the present work particularly valuable, as many of these Red 
Books are no longer extant.

Abbey Scenery 391; Martin Hardie, p. 129; Prideaux, p. 349; Tooley 398; HBS 53787.
(#22482)   $ 22,500 
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ROBERTS, David (1796-1864). 

The Holy Land, Syria, Idumea, Arabia ... With Historical Descriptions by the Revd. George 
Croly. 

London:  F.G. Moon,  1842-1843-1849. 3 volumes, large folio (24 x 16 inches). Mounted on 
guards throughout. Lithographic portrait of Roberts by C. Baugniet on india paper mounted, 
3 hand-coloured mounted lithographic titles, 120 hand-coloured lithographic plates, all cut 
to the edge of the image and mounted on card in imitation of watercolours, as issued, all 
drawn on stone by Louis Haghe after David Roberts, extra-illustrated with a duplicate of the 
title to vol.II here bound in vol.III. Expertly bound to style in dark green half morocco over 
original green cloth-covered boards, the upper covers with large central morocco blocked in 
gilt with the arms of Jerusalem, spines gilt retaining the original spine panels, cream glazed 
endpapers, gilt edges. 

Very fine copy of the deluxe hand-coloured edition of Roberts’ monumental work on the Middle 
East: the Holy Land, Syria, Idumea, and Arabia, here with the plates in unusually fine condition.

Roberts’ masterpiece (including his companion work on Egypt) was issued in 41 parts over 
seven years, and is the greatest lithographically illustrated work of the 19th century. In the 
present example the plates (and their accompanying text) are bound in a logical but unusual 
order, and are all in particularly fine condition. The plates were prepared with great artistry 
and meticulous care by Louis Haghe, to whom Roberts paid tribute in glowing terms, “Haghe 
has not only surpassed himself, but all that has hitherto been done of a similar nature.  He 
has rendered the views in a style clear, simple and unlaboured, with a masterly vigour and 
boldness which none but a painter like him could have transferred to  stone.” Abbey regarded 
the work as “one of the most important and elaborate ventures of nineteenth-century 
publishing.” 

David Roberts was born at Stockbridge near Edinburgh, and at the early age of 10 apprenticed 
to Gavin Buego, a house painter.  He continued to work for Buego after his apprenticeship had 
been completed, carrying out work on imitation stone-work and paneling at Scone Palace 
and Abercairney Abbey. By 1818 Roberts had become assistant scene painter at the Pantheon 
theater in Edinburgh, moving on to work in theatres in  Glasgow and finally in late 1821 
to Drury Lane theatre in London, where he worked with Clarkson Stanfield.  Both artists 
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exhibited at the Society of British Artists, Royal Academy and British Institution, and by 1830 
Roberts was firmly established as a topographical artist and was able to give up his theatre 
work.  In these early years he toured the continent and Scotland, and in 1832-33 visited 
Spain.  In 1838 he made plans for his journey to the Near East, inspired by a love of artistic 
adventure; departing in August 1839 for Alexandria, he spent the remaining part of the year 
in  Cairo, visiting the numerous tombs and sites.  In February of the following year he set out 
to cross the desert for the Holy Land by way of Suez, Mount Sinai and Petra arriving in Gaza, 
and then on to Jerusalem, concluding his tour spending several months visiting the biblical 
sites of the Holy Land, and finally returning to England at the end of 1839.  The drawings of 
his tour were submitted to F.G. Moon in 1840 who arranged to bring out a work illustrative of 
Scripture History, paying Roberts £3,000 for copyright to the sketches, and for his labour in 
supervising Louis Haghe’s lithography. Both the exhibition of his original watercolours and 
the subsequent published work were an immediate success and confirmed his reputation as 
an architectural and landscape artist of the highest order.

Abbey Travel II, 385
(#25194)   $ 160,000 



SMYTH, John Richard Coke (1808-1882). 

A pair of albums, each titled “Sketches of Costume by Coke Smyth”, containing original 
watercolours: the artwork for an unpublished work which was to have been entitled “The 
Costume of the principal Nations of Europe from the beginning of the 13th to the end of the 17th 
century”. 

[London]:  [1835-]1842. 2 volumes, quarto (11 3/4 x 1`0 3/4 inches). 2 ink manuscript titles 
“Sketches of Costume by Coke Smyth 1842”,  125 card leaves on cloth guards, with 125 
tipped-on original pencil and watercolour drawings by Smyth (sheet sizes approx. 8 7/8 x 
7 7/16 inches, mounted recto only, one drawing per card leaf), all with integral pencilled 
captions beneath, three with additional manuscript notes in pencil by Queen Victoria, with 
1 additional leaf (9 3/4 x 11 inches) with original pencil sketches by Prince Albert (including 
a recognisable self-portrait of Albert in medieval costume) mounted at the back of one 
volume. Contemporary green morocco bound for “P. & D. Colnaghi & Co. Pall Mall East”, 
covers bordered with fillets in gilt and blind, elaborate corner-tooling in blind, spine in six 
compartments with semi-raised bands, the bands highlighted with gilt fillets and small 
arabesque tools, the compartments bordered in gilt and blind with fillets, gilt turn-ins, 
cream-glazed endpapers. Neat repair to spine of one volume. 

An important discovery: two albums of watercolours of Royal costume by one of great early 
Canadian painters, used by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert and the basis for a never published 
book on the subject.

Coke Smyth’s connections to the Governor of Canada and his family are probably what led to 
him showing Queen Victoria and her Consort, Prince Albert, the present albums. The Royal 
couple were planning a bal costumé, or fancy-dress ball, with an historical theme and clearly 
looked through the albums searching for inspiration. The Queen appears to have particularly 
liked two of Coke Smyth’s drawings and marked them as possible patterns for her and her 
husband’s costume. Prince Albert seems to have had his own ideas, which he sketched out on 
the sheet bound at the back of one of the albums. 

The ball took place at Buckingham Palace on 12th May 1842, and Coke Smyth was 
encouraged to record the costumes, a selection of which were published in James Robinson 
Planché’s Souvenir of the Bal Costumé, given by Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, at 
Buckingham Palace, May 12, 1842 The drawings from the original dresses by Mr. Coke Smyth 
; the descriptive letterpress by J.R. Planché. (London : Printed by William Nicol, Shakespeare 
Press, for P. and D. Colnaghi, 1843). This very rare folio work included a coloured title and 52 
coloured plates and evidently enjoyed enough success to encourage Coke Smyth to attempt 
to publish a further work on a similar theme, using the drawings in the present albums as the 
artwork. In conjunction with Colnaghi’s he went ahead and issued a prospectus, but a lack of 
subscribers meant that the scheme was not taken any further, and the present albums remain 
the only pictorial record of what might have been.

There is a further particularly interesting facet to these albums: in addition to the 103 
drawings that are obvious candidates for inclusion in a work on historical costume, there 
is also a significant selection of 22 drawings that are of contemporary costume as worn in 
Italy, Greece and the Turkish Empire. These appear to have been drawn from life and would 
therefore have been drawn by Coke Smyth during his journey to and stay in Constantinople.
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According W. Martha E. Cooke’s entry in the catalogue of the W.H. Coverdale Collection of 
Canadiana, John Richard Coke Smyth was born in 1808 “the only son of Richard Smyth and 
Elizabeth Coke (c.l777-c. 1851) ... More commonly known as Coke Smyth, with which name 
he signed his works ... Smyth’s passport, still in the family’s possession, would suggest that he 
was a gentleman of means who travelled widely on the Continent ... In 1835-6, Smyth visited 
Constantinople .... His on-the-spot sketches were published in Illustrations of Constantinople 
made in the Years 1835-6 (London, 1837), which comprised 26 lithographic views arranged 
and drawn on stone by John Frederick Lewis ... Subsequently he was engaged as drawing 
master to the household of John George Lambton (1792-1840), 1st Earl of Durham. It was 
in this capacity in April 1838 that Smyth accompanied Durham, newly appointed Governor 
to the Canadas, and his party on board HMS Hastings. During Durham’s brief tenure of 
office, which terminated with his resignation that October, he travelled extensively in Lower 
and Upper Canada. Thus there was ample opportunity for Smyth ... to sketch firsthand the 
Canadian scene at the time of the Mackenzie-Papineau Rebellions.  ... Several of these drawings 
provided the basis for the 23 lithographic views dedicated to the Earl of Durham in Sketches 
in the Canadas (London, c.1840) by Coke Smyth. Smyth exhibited at the Royal Academy 
between 1842 and 1855 and also at the British Institution and Society of British Artists up 
to 1867.  In 1842, Messrs. Paul and Dominic Colnaghi exhibited and later published Smyth’s 
costume figures which were commissioned by Queen Victoria to illustrate a commemorative 
volume of the Queen’s masked ball en-titled Souvenir of the Bal Costumé (London; 1843). 
Several of the drawings used for the lithographic plates are in an album in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum. Smyth specialized in costume studies. He approached Colnaghi with a view 
to publication of an album ... [for which he issued a ] Prospectus & Specimen of a proposed 
work on the Costume of the principal Nations of Europe from the beginning of the 13th to the end 
of the 17th century. Smyth intended to etch the plates personally and provide accompanying 
text; however, it appears that the number of subscribers was insufficient to publish the work. 
Smyth is known to have experimented in lithography, and produced a self-portrait among 
his associates at drawing class. He also painted portraits of his family and made some fine 
architectural drawings. One of the latest known books to include his illustrations was Henry 
Beveridge’s A Comprehensive History of India.(London, 1871). Coke Smyth died in 1882.”

Substantial collections of Coke Smyth’s work are very rare, however individual examples can 
be seen in the Public Archives of Canada (Ottawa); the John Ross Robertson Collection 
in the Metropolitan Toronto Central Library; the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto; the 
Department of Prints and Drawings in the British Museum, London; the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London; the National Portrait Gallery, London, and the National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh.

Cf. Abbey Travel II, 394 and 625; cf. Allodi Canadian Watercolours II, 1532-1583; cf. Benezit (2006) XII, 
p.1395; cf. Bobins I, 66; cf. Colas II, 2403; cf. W.H. Coverdale Collection of Canadiana: Paintings, Water-
colours and Drawings (Ottawa: 1983), p.189; cf. Lande 2215; cf. Staton & Tremaine 2549; cf. Thieme-Becker 
31, p.185.
(#21348)   $ 22,500 





VIERO, Teodoro (1740-1819). 

Raccolta di ... Stampe, che rappresentano, figure ed Abiti die varie Nazioni, secondo gli Originali, 
e le Descrizioni dei piu celebri recenti viaggiatori, e degli scopritori di Paesi nuovi. 

Venice:  Teodoro Viero,  1783-1791. 3 parts in one, folio (16 1/2 x 11 1/4 inches). Engraved 
title to each part, frontispiece showing ‘Europa’ in part one repeated in part two, the final 
part with three frontispieces of America, Africa and Asia, 360 engraved costume plates, most 
before numbers, captions in Italian and French. Early 19th-century red morocco, covers 
with vine leaf and palmette panel, spine with repeated foliate panels, gilt turn-ins, marbled 
endpapers, gilt edges. Provenance: Beriah Botfield, Longleat.

Fine copy of the very rare large paper issue of a noted 18th century work on costumes of the 
world, including important Captain Cook related images of Pacific natives and early western 
images of Chinese costume.

Issued in three parts between 1783 and 1791, copies of this work are rarely found complete, 
as here.  The work was issued by the Italian publisher and engraver in two formats: a regular 
edition (measuring approximately 12 x 9 inches), and large-paper (as here) with the plates 
comprised of proofs before numbering.

The first two parts, containing 126 and 127 plates respectively, are devoted to European 
costume, including Turkey.  Many of the images of Turkish and Greek costume in these 
sections are after British painter Francis Smith, who accompanied Lord Baltimore in his 
1763-1764 tour of the East.  The third volume, containing 107 plates, includes images of 
Asia (including Russia, China, India, Persia, Egypt, Morocco, etc), Africa, North and South 
America (including Native Americans of Florida) and the Pacific.  The latter includes many 
images after William Hodges’s portraits from Cook’s third voyage, including a portrait of 
Omai.  Also of Cook-related note is a full-length portrait of Captain Cook after Gio. Chisor 
which appears in the first part.  The work is not noted in the usual Cook and Hawaii-related 
bibliographies.

Brunet V, 1212; Colas 3007; Lipperheide 39; Vinet 2106; Hiler, p. 879.
(#26933)   $ 57,500 
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WILLIAMSON, Thomas (1758-1817) and Samuel HOWITT (1765-1822). 

Oriental Field Sports being a complete, detailed, and accurate description of the wild sports of 
the East and exhibiting, in a novel and interesting manner, the natural history of the elephant, 
the rhinoceros, the tiger ... and other undomesticated animals ... 

London:  Edward Orme,  [1805-] 1807 [plates and text watermarked 1804]. Oblong folio (17 
3/4 x 22 1/2 inches). Additional title produced in eight colours using stencils, letterpress title 
(verso blank), 1p. dedication to the King (verso blank), pp. [i]-ii preface, pp.1-146 text, pp.147-
150 index, 1p. list of plates (verso blank). 40 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates by H. Mercke 
(37), J. Hamble (2) and Vivares (1), all from drawings by Howitt after designs by Williamson. 
(Minor creasing). Contemporary red morocco, covers elaborately panelled in gilt and blind, 
spine with semi-raised bands in six compartments, lettered in the second compartment, 
the other with a repeat overall decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers. Provenance: Earl of 
Bradford, Weston Park (armorial bookplate).

First edition, early issue of “the most beautiful book on Indian sport in existence” (Schwerdt) 
and one of the greatest English colour-plate books: this example in a remarkable contemporary 
English red morocco binding.

Williamson served in a British regiment in Bengal and was an avid sportsman while there.  
After being recalled to England, “Williamson’s knowledge of wild life and Oriental sports 
had come to the notice of the Orme family” (Rohatgi & Parlett). The Orme’s contracted with 
celebrated painter Samuel Howitt to prepare finished watercolours based on Williamson’s 
original sketches during his time in India, and published the work, originally in 20 parts, 
between 1805 and 1807.  The result was “the most beautiful book on Indian sport in existence” 
(Schwerdt).

The work, however, is not merely a sporting book.  As Williamson writes in the Preface, the 
work “is offered to the public as depicting the Manners, Customs, Scenery, and Costume of 
a territory now intimately blended with the British Empire, and of such importance to its 
welfare, as to annex a certain degree of consequence to every publication, that either exhibits, 
or professes to impart, a knowledge of whatever may hitherto have been concealed, or that 
remains unfolded to our view.”

The plates, engraved by H. Merke or J. and Vivares Hamble, display the best of early 19th 
century colour aquatint.  Howitt and Williamson’s images are vivid depictions of both the 
chase and the Indian scenery.  Of particular note are the four plates treating elephants, 
described by Williamson as possessing “the energy of the horse, the sagacity of the dog, and 
a large portion of the monkey’s cunning.”  The eleven plates devoted to the tiger are each 
riveting.  

The work was published to great acclaim.  An 1807 issue of The Monthly Review declared: 
“Much entertainment for the eye, and much information for the mind will be found in 
this very splendid volume.”  The Review continues by lamenting the high cost of the work: 
“Twenty guineas may be a trifle in Nabob’s pocket: but Nabobs are not numerous in England; 
and we should suppose that the sale of such a work as this cannot be very widely diffused.”  
This no doubt contributed to the work’s present-day rarity.
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This copy is an early issue, with pre-publication watermarks and Tooley’s first state of plate 
XXXI (with the plate captioned “Hunting Jackalls”).  The early issues of the work, generally 
subscriber’s copies, are bound from the original parts and contain “the finest impressions 
of the plates” (Tooley).  Subsequent editions, i.e. the second edition of 1808 and the quarto 
edition of 1819, are considered by Tooley as “inferior.”

Abbey Travel II, 427; India Observed 93; Mellon, Books on the Horse and Horsemanship 88; Nissen ZBI 4416; 
Rohatgi & Parlett, pp. 252-254; Schwerdt II, 297; Tooley 508.
(#28804)   $ 25,000 



WIRSING, Adam Ludwig (1733-1797). 

Marmora et Adfines Aliquos Lapides Colorius Suis ... A Representation of Different Sort of 
Marble, ingraved and set out in their natural colours; also set forth with the Dutch, German, 
English, French and Latin names. 

Amsterdam:  Jan Christaan Sepp,  1776. Quarto (12 x 9 1/2 inches). Titles and text in English, 
French, Dutch, German, and Latin, section titles; text leaves through plate 72 only. 98 (of 100) 
hand-coloured engraved plates, by Wirsing (numbered I-XIII, I-XII, I-V, I-VI, I-VI and 43-
98; lacking frontispiece and plates 99 and 100).  Uncut. Expertly bound to style in period cat’s 
paw calf, covers bordered with a gilt roll tool, spine with raised bands in six compartments, 
red morocco lettering piece in the second, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt, marbled 
endpapers. 

A very fine copy of this extremely rare expanded polyglot version of Wirsing’s spectacular work 
on the marbles of Europe: one of the greatest of all Sepp’s natural history publications.

Sepp’s publication seems to have been an almost simultaneous re-issue of  Adam Wirsing’s 
1775 Nuremburg publication Marmora Et Adfines Aliqvos Lapides Coloribvs, which included 
the text in Latin and German only. For the present edition text in Dutch, French and English 
was added. As well as expanding his possible market by adding the additional text,  Sepp also 
clearly intended the work to be seen  as a companion volume to his earlier publication on 
“inland and foreign wood”, Afbbelding van in- en uitlandsche houten  by Martinus Houttuyn. 

Wirsing’s work is strictly complete with 100 plates and a frontispiece (according to Landwehr). 
It was issued periodically in ten parts including a supplemental part containing 6 plates, but 
is so rare that the present example with 98 plates is among the most complete extant.

The chief glory of this work are the spectacular plates. Wirsing clearly took considerable care 
over the engraving of the plates, but it is the hand-colouring (which was probably carried out 
in Sepp’s establishment in Amsterdam) that lifts this work into a realm where each plate is an 
abstract work of art.  Marble in the 18th century was used to describe any polished stone, so 
the 500 cross-sections shown here cover a much wider geological range than the titles appear 
to suggest. The samples are carefully grouped  into 12 geographical regions and the plates in 
total offer a visual record similar to the trays of actual samples to be seen by a privileged few 
in one of the great Wunderkammers of the day.

Anonymous. “Stone tome” inThe World of Interiors, Feb., 1994, pp.100-104; Brunet IV, 1243; Cobres Deliciæ 
Cobresianæ 1782: 2, 761-2; Landwehr Studies in Dutch Books  1; LKG: XVI 309; NUC: 4, 679 [NA 0090293]; 
Sinkankas Gemology Bibliography 1993: no. 7282.  Cf. Sir John Soane Museum Library [copy with 66 plates];  
cf. “Curtis Schuh’s Bioblibliography of Mineralogy” on The Mineralogical Record website.
(#28280)   $ 29,500 
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ZUBER, Jean, & Co. (publishers) -  ENGELMANN, père & fils (lithographers). 

Collection d’Esquisses des principaux articles de décoration exécutés en papier peint dans la 
manufacture de Jean Zuber et Compagnie à Rixheim près Mulhausen, dept. du haut-Rhin. 

[Mulhouse, Alsace, France:  Engelmann père & fils for Jean Zuber,  circa 1850]. Folio (19 1/4 
x 14 inches). Lithographed throughout: uncoloured title, 73 images  by Engelmann after P.A. 
Mongin, J.J. Déltil, J.M. Gué, Zippélius, Ehrmann, Fuchs and others on 41 sheets (15 sheets 
with fine contemporary hand-colouring, 4 of these heightened with gum arabic, including 
two images in both coloured and uncoloured state). (The final sheet cut down and loosely 
inserted, the 4th and 5th torn with marginal paper loss not affecting the images, the 8th 
sheet torn in half with neat old repair). Contemporary French blue reversed leather-backed 
blue/green paper-covered boards, upper cover with red morocco label panelled and lettered 
in gilt, extremities rubbed. Provenance: H. Cresch (early inscription “H. Cresch / sellier / 
Masevaux”).

A magnificent album: an iconography of the work of the greatest of all the 19th-century producers 
of ‘papier peints’, and a spectacular example of the lithographer’s art.

Despite its large format and exuberant use of high-quality hand-colouring, the present 
album was designed as no more than a sample book to be used by salesmen or agents of 
Alsace-based producers of wall and ceiling treatments: Jean Zuber et Cie. The heavy usage 
such albums usually received has ensured that they are now much rarer than many of their 
pampered drawing-room contemporaries: the Grand Tour views of Rome or Paris survived 
into the 20th century in huge numbers, albums such as these did not.

After ten years learning his trade, Jean Zuber, the founder of the company, began 
manufacturing under his own name in 1802. He employing a number of artists: P. A. Mongin 
can be said to have set the style for the firm, working for Jean Zuber & Cie. up until 1825. 
The popularity of Mongin’s designs can be judged by the fact that a number of them were still 
being offered for sale in the present album produced about 25 years after he stopped working 
for the firm. J.J. Deltil succeeded to the mantle of chief designer and the spectacular three 
sheet panorama “Vues du l’Amerique du Nord” (1834) is one of the better known designs of 
his that is in the album: - the panorama of New York City, West Point, Boston, Virginia and 
Niagara Falls is here seen on two uncoloured and one coloured sheet, the 32 sheet full-sized 
work so delighted Jackie Kennedy that she had it installed in the “grand salon ovale de la 
Maison-Blanche” (according to Le Monde du Papier Peint, p. 113). Deltil was also responsible 
for the “Vues du Brésil” (1830) and the “Décor Chinois” (1832).  It is however the image of 
a section of “El Dorado” which enables us to date the album to the middle of the century, 
since it was not produced until 1848, a date confirmed by the “Conquete de Mexique” which 
purports to show scenes from the war of 1846-1848.
 
In addition to the examples of papier peint there are numerous plates showing designs for 
decorative papers for a variety of other schemes, including faux panelling (in a variety of 
styles), ceilings, ceiling roses, chimney breasts, etc.  Some of these are designed to reproduce 
plaster, some woodwork, and some again fabric, but all are of the highest quality with 
particular attention paid to the fine detail: as is to be expected from an album printed by 
Engelmann and intended to sell wall-paper that is on a much larger scale.
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The individual plates are titled as follows:

1. Devant de Cheminées (4 images - 2 “framed”)
2. Devant de Cheminées Echelle de 3 Pieds (4 images)
3. [Devant de Cheminées] (4 images - 2 “framed”)
4. [Devant de Cheminées] (4 “framed” images)
5. [Devant de Cheminées] (5 images - 2 “framed”)
6. Sujets en hauteur (6 images)
7. Sujets de fleurs et de chasse (7 images)
8. [Sujets de fleurs et de chasse (6 images)
9. Paysage colorié L’Helvétie, sur 20 lés de 26 pouces (particularly fine hand-coloured 
lithograph, heightened with gum arabic, enclosed within an elaborate gold frame)
10. Paysage colorié L’Italie sur 20 lés de 26 pouces (particularly fine hand-coloured lithograph, 
heightened with gum arabic, within an elaborate frame, with classical columns to either side, 
and an elaborate freize to top and bottom)
11. Conquète du Mexique (hand-coloured lithograph)
12. Paysage à Chasse (Première moitie) en colorié 32 lés de 18 pouces (fine hand-coloured 
lithograph)
13. Paysage à Chasse (Deuxième moitie) en colorié 32 lés de 18 pouces (uncoloured 
lithograph)
14. Jardins français Paysage colorié de 25 lés de 20 pouces (1re partie No. 1 à 12) (fine hand-
coloured lithograph, heightened with gum arabic)
15. Jardins français Paysage colorié de 25 lés de 20 pouces (2de partie No. 13 à 25) (uncoloured 
lithograph)
16. Vues de l’Amérique du Nord (1r au 10e lé) (uncoloured)
17. Vues de l’Amérique du Nord (10me au 21me lé) (coloured)
18. Vues de l’Amérique du Nord (22me au 32me lé) (uncoloured)
19. Vues du Brésil 1e feuille (fine hand-coloured lithograph)



20. Vues du Brésil 1e feuille (uncoloured lithograph)
21. Vues du Brésil 3e. feuille (uncoloured lithograph)
22. Paysage colorié L’Italie sur 20 lés de 26 pouces (uncoloured lithograph, within an elaborate 
frame, with classical columns to either side, and an elaborate freize to top and bottom)
23. Les courses des chevaux Paysage en camayeux 32 lés 18”.  2e feuille (uncoloured)
24. Les courses des chevaux Paysage en camayeux 32 lés 18”.  1e feuille (uncoloured)
25. Les courses des chevaux Paysage en camayeux 32 lés 18”.  3e feuille (uncoloured)
26. Les Jardins Espagnols 25 lés de 20 pouces (fine hand-coloured lithograph, with ms. title 
beneath)
27. [Jardins] (fine lithograph view with elaborate decorative border)
28. Paysage en camayeux.  Les Vues d’Ecosse sur 32 lés de 18 pouces (uncoloured lithograph 
with elaborate neo-gothic style borders at head and foot)
29. El Dorado Décor colorié en 24 lés No. 4201 à 4224 (elaborate finely hand-coloured image, 
divided into three sections by richly decorative border, this also hand-coloured)
30. Décor chinois. No. 2911-2914 (5 lés de 20”) (particularly fine detailed and delicately 
hand-coloured lithograph)
31. Décor de l’Alhambra de Paysage Isola Bella (No. 3551) Echelle d’un Mètre (particularly 
fine detailed and delicately hand-coloured lithograph, the image divided into three by a fine 
highly elaborate frame in the moorish style, this too hand-coloured)
32. Décor à fleur (particularly fine detailed and delicately hand-coloured lithograph, the 
image divided into two panels surrounded by a floral border, with a final plain border around 
the whole)
33. Décor Florentin particularly fine detailed and delicately hand-coloured lithograph, the 
image divided into three panels with an extremely elaborate border, this too hand-coloured)
34. Décor Louis XV (particularly fine detailed hand-coloured lithograph, the image divided 
into two panels, with a richly detailed & coloured border, the lower section of which is 
painted to resemble paneling)
35. Décor à rideau No. 2864 1/20 [with] Décor etrusque No. 2866 1/20 (uncoloured 
lithographs)
36. No. 2052. Rosace pour plafond, à ornemens coloriés sur fond irisé.  No. 2430. Le milieu 
seul sur fond irisé, et avec une guirlande de fleurs. (single image, uncoloured lithograph)
37. No. 2203.  Rosace pour plafond executée surfonds irisés, les ornemens en grisaille ou 
teinte d’or, le Tors Légèrement colorié.  No. 2203½.  La même rosace executée en rond sur un 
diamêtre de 7 pieds avec un autre milieu sur fond Irisé (single image, uncoloured lithograph)
38. No. 2201.  Rosace pour polafond en octagone exécuté sur fonds irisés en colorié.  No. 
2202.  Le milieu seul avec amour, sur fond ciel irisé (single image, uncoloured lithograph).
39. No. 1806.  Plafond à voute en grisaille.  No. 1883 le milieu seul  (single image, uncoloured 
lithograph).
40. 2341 Rosace en gris ou en colorié  (single image, uncoloured lithograph)
41. Revolution Italienne (loose, fine hand-coloured lithograph heightened with gum arabic, 
with manuscript title to upper margin)

F. Curie. “Jean Zuber (fils)” in the Revue d’Alsace, 1855, pp 21-22 & 51-83; E. Dollfus. “Notice nécrologique 
sur M. Jean Zuber fils.” in the Bulletin S.I.M.,1853, tome XXV, pp.111-129;  G. Gayelin, fils. Notice historique 
sur la manufacture de papiers peints Jean Zuber et Cie à Rixheim. (Strasbourg, 1912); C. Grad “Les industries 
de lAlsace, fabrication du papier peint.” in the Revue d’Alsace, 1876, pp. 331 -345; B. Jacqué “Les débuts de 
lindustrie du papier peint à Mulhouse (1790-1794)” in  the Revue dAlsace, 1979, n°105, pp.137-150; B. Jacqué. 
“Papiers peints panoramiques et jardins: l’oeuvre de P.A. Mongin chez Jean Zuber et Cie.” in Nouvelles de 
l’Estampe, 1980, n°49, pp. 6-11; F. Teynac, P. Nolot & J-D. Vivien Le Monde du Papier Peint (Paris: 1981) pp. 
107-117.
(#18539)   $ 27,500 





MISCELLANY

ESTIENNE, Charles (1504-1564) and Jean LIEBAULT (d. 1595); Gervase MARKHAM 
(1568-1637), editor. 

Maison Rustique, Or, The Countrey Farme ... Now newly Reviewed, Corrected and Augmented, 
with divers large Additions. 

London:  Printed by Adam Islip for John Bull,  1616. Small folio, bound in sixes (10 5/8 x 6 
3/4 inches). Woodcut illustrations in text, ornamental headpieces and woodcut initials. [18], 
732, [22] pp. [four leaves bound out of order: pp. 437-440, 447-448, and 453-454 [i.e. four 
leaves inverted: Pp2 and Qq2, Pp5 and Qq5]). Extensive annotations to the front endpaper, 
scattered early ink marginalia. Eighteenth century calf, rebacked at an early date, spine with 
raised bands in six compartments, red and black morocco lettering piece in the second 
and third. Housed in brown cloth chemise and slipcase. Provenance: unidentified armorial 
bookplate; William Bates. Esq. (sale, Sotheby Wilkinson & Hodge, 1 March 1886, lot 1637; 
clippings mounted onto the front pastedown).

First edition of Markham’s revised English translation of Charles Estienne and Jean Liebault’s 
important late 16th century work on husbandry, gardening and country living.

In this work, Markham, the most prolific English writer on agriculture and farming in the first 
half of the 17th century, adapts an earlier work by Charles Estienne (aka Charles Stevens, in 
English).  “It was first published in Latin as the Praedium Rusticum in 1554. Charles Estienne 
himself translated it into French and Liebault brought it out shortly after Estienne’s death in 
1564. Surflet’s first English translation appeared in 1600” (Hunt),  This first Markham edition, 
based on the Surflet translation, is noted for its additions, as well as its rarity.  Fussell refers 
to this adaptation of Estienne’s work as among Markham’s most important works on general 
farming, 

The text on verso of the title, under the caption The Contents, gives an accurate description of 
the work: “There is contained in this last Edition, whatsoever can be required for the building, 
or good ordering, of a Husbandrymans House, or Countrey Farme; as namely, to foresee the 
changes and alterations of Times; to know the motions and powers of the Sunne and Moone, 
upon the things about which Husbandry is occupied: as to cure the sicke labouring Man; to 
cure Beasts and flying Fowles of all sorts; to dresse, plant or make Gardens, as well as for the 
Kitchen, and Physicke use, as also in Quarters...”  The description continues touching on a 
variety of subjects, including the planting and care of trees, the keeping of bees, the making 
of wine and beer, on distillation, as well as on hunting and hawking.

The illustrations include several full-page woodcut plans for knot gardens (pp. 257-275), a 
garden labyrinth (p. 276), a tobacco plant (p. 217), plus large woodcuts of a cow (p. 99) and 
horse (p. 138) with references to various ailments, among others.   

A complete copy of a scare book, often found defective.

McDonald, p. 90; Bitting, pp 146-47; Fussell, p. 28; Goldsmiths 451; Hunt 202; Kress 353; Arents 123; Poynter 
31.1; STC 10549; ESTC S121357
(#29056)   $ 4,500 
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(HERALDRY). 

[Album of 96 watercolour drawings of 16th-century German heraldry and armour]. 

[Great Britain:  circa 1850]. Small folio (15 3/4 x 12 3/8 inches). Manuscript index leaf.  2 
watercolours showing numerous coats of arms, 94 graphite, pen-and-ink and/or watercolour 
drawings of armour and heraldry. Expertly bound to style in half red morocco over period 
marbled paper covered boards, spine with raised bands in six compartments, black morocco 
lettering piece in the second, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt. 

Lovely album of original watercolours.

Although unsigned, the artist was evidently both knowledgeable on the subject and skilled.  
The drawings are of a very high quality and accomplished on very fine paper.
(#28829)   $ 4,750 
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[LIMITED EDITIONS CLUB] - James JOYCE; and Henri MATISSE. 

Ulysses. 

New York:  The Limited Editions Club,  1935. 4to (11 1/2 x 9 inches). Illustrated by Matisse 
with twenty-six plates, consisting of six soft-ground etchings, printed by hand, and twenty 
lithographic drawings, made as studies for the etchings, printed on thin colored papers.  
Publisher’s announcement card and October 1935 newsletter laid in. Publisher’s cloth, upper 
cover pictorially embossed in gilt, spine lettered in gilt. Lacks slipcase and glassine. 

One of 1500 numbered copies signed by Matisse.

The Limited Editions Club’s Ulysses is the first illustrated Ulysses and “one of the very few 
American livres de peintres issued before World War II. According to George Macy, who 
undertook this only American publication of Matisse’s illustrations, he asked the artist how 
many etchings the latter could provide for five thousand dollars. The artist chose to take six 
subjects from Homer’s Odyssey. The preparatory drawings reproduced with the soft-ground 
etchings (Matisse’s only use of this medium) record the evolution of the figures from vigorous 
sketches to closely knit, if less spontaneous, compositions” (The Artist and the Book).

Duthuit 6; The Artist and The Book 197; Slocum & Cahoon 22; The American Livre de Peintre 32.
(#29177)   $ 3,950 
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MONTAIGNE, Michel Eyquem de (1533-1592). 

Les essais de Michel seigneur de Montaigne. Edition nouvelle, trouvée après le décès de l’Autheur, 
reveue & augmentée par luy d’un tiers plus qu’aux précédentes impressions. 

Paris:  Abel Angelier,  1595. Small folio, bound in sixes (12 3/4 x 8 3/8 inches). 3 parts in 
one.  [24], 1-209, [1, blank]; 211-523, [1, blank]; 1-231, [1] pp. Large woodcut printer’s 
device to title [Renouard, Marques Typographiques Parisennes 551], woodcut vignettes and 
initials.  Errata on verso of terminal leaf. Nineteenth century red morocco, bound by Trautz-
Bauzonnet, spine with raised bands in six compartments, lettered in gilt the second and third, 
red morocco pastedowns elaborately panelled in gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. 

First complete edition of Montaigne’s Essays, enlarged and editied by his adopted daughter 
Marie le Jars de Gournay.

This works comprises all three parts (two parts only had been previously published in 
Bordeaux in 1580), complete with Montaigne’s final additions and corrections from his 
unpublished manuscripts, as well as Montaigne’s ‘Au Lecteur’ dated 1580 and Gournay’s 
preface. The latter does not appear in the simultaneous Paris edition by Michel Sonnius. 

This copy bound by noted 19th-century French bindery Trautz-Bauzonnet.

Adams M-1622; Graesse IV, 579 (“La principale édition de Montaigne, pour authenticité du texte”); Tchemerzine 
VIII, 408; STC French Books, pg. 317
(#29021)   $ 24,000 
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MUYBRIDGE, Eadweard (1830-1904). 

The Horse in Motion. 

San Francisco:  Morse’s Gallery,  1878 [but 1879]. Cabinet card albumen photograph, a 
composite image of 12 photographs, on the original captioned mount.  Approximately 5 1/4 
x 8 1/2 inches.  Explanation and advertisement on verso of card. 

Rare precursor to Muybridge’s Animal Locomotion: issued by Muybridge as an advertising and 
promotional piece.

The caption on recto continues: “’Sallie Gardner’ owned by Leland Stanford; running at a 
1.40 gait over the Palo Alto track, 19th June, 1878. The negatives of these photographs were 
made of intervals of twenty-seven inches of distance, and about the twenty-fifth part of a 
second of time; they illustrate consecutive positions assumed in each twenty-seven inches of 
progress during a single stride of the mare. The vertical lines were twenty-seven inches apart; 
the horizontal lines represent elevations of four inches each. The exposure of each negative 
was less than the two thousandth part of a second.”

Beginning in 1872, Muybridge began experiments in sequentially photographing a horse 
in motion for Leland Stanford, who hired the photographer to prove that all four feet of a 
horse were off the ground while trotting and galloping. Muybridge succeeded in proving the 
latter in June 1878, as depicted on this cabinet card, with the use of faster Dallmeyer lenses, 
12 Scoville cameras and a newly developed electrical trip-wire apparatus. Between 15 and 20 
June, six sequences were completed by Muybridge of various horses galloping, including the 
present; the sale of each of the six is advertised on verso of the card.  An article by Fairman 
Rogers in The Art Exchange, 9 July 1879, suggests that the diagram of foot movements on the 
reverse of the mount was drawn by Thomas Eakins. 

The cabinet card was issued by Muybridge to promote his accomplishment and advertise his 
services as a landscape and animal photographer.  His studies of animals in motion would 
culminate a decade late with the publication of Animal Locomotion.
(#29184)   $ 7,500 
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(QUR’AN) - George SALE (1697-1736). 

The Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of Mohammed, translated into English immediately 
from the Original Arabic; with Explanatory Notes, taken from the most approved Commentators. 
To which is prefixed a Preliminary Discourse. 

London:  C. Ackers for J. Wilcox,  1734. 4to (10 3/4 x 9 inches). Title in red and black. [6], 
iii-ix, [3], 187, [1]; 508, [15] pages. Folding engraved map of Arabia; 3 engraved genealogical 
tables, folding plan and view of the Kaaba at Mecca. Early manuscript corrections. (Scattered 
minor foxing, light dampstain at lower corner in rear). Contemporary mottled calf, spine 
with raised bands in six compartments, morocco lettering piece in the second, the others 
with a repeat decoration in gilt, period marbled endpapers (expert restoration of spine). 
Provenance: R Taylor (early signature on title); early inked stamp on title; engraved bookplate 
(with motto Fors Non Mutat Genus).

First edition of Sale’s translation, the first scholarly version in English made directly from the 
original Arabic: one of only fifty on fine paper.

This is the first accurate translation of the Qur’an into English and the first version to be done 
directly from Arabic into English.  Alexander Ross had created an earlier English version 
based on a 1649 French translation by Du Ryer, though both the original French and English 
translation were widely derided.  “Sale’s translation is remarkably accurate ... his version 
remains the best in any language ... Sale’s preliminary discourse and notes display a remarkable 
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acquaintance not only with the works of European writers upon Mohammedanism and its 
history, but also with native Arab literature. The preface and notes are still reckoned among 
the best sources of information with regard to the faith of Islam and the Mohammedan 
peoples” (DNB). 

George Sale (ca. 1697-1736) was taught Arabic by Daidichi, a Greek from Aleppo, and 
probably also by the Syrian Christian Solomon Negri. Negri and Sale cooperated on a 
translation into Arabic of the New Testament, undertaken for the Society for the Promotion 
of Christian Knowledge, and Sale then employed the knowledge of Arabic he had gained to 
translate the Qur’an.

The surviving publisher records reveal that the work took four years to set and print, and that 
1,450 copies were printed on regular paper, with only fifty deluxe examples on larger, fine 
paper (as in the present copy). We know of only the Macclesfield copy being another example 
on the market of the “fine paper” issue, selling in October 2006 for £4080.

Harris, p. 87; Lowndes II, 1290; Graesse IV, 44; Brunet III, 1309; Rothschild 1811.  See “A ledger of Charles 
Ackers” edited by D.F. McKenzie and J.C. Ross (Oxford: OBS, 1968), p. 243.
(#28789)   $ 8,500 



SMITH, Adam (1723-1790). 

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations ... The Second Edition. 

London:  Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell,  1778. 2 volumes, quarto (10 1/4 x 8 1/2 
inches). Halt-title in vol. II (as issued). [8], 510; [8], 589, [1]pp. (Vol. I, pp. 211-214 bound 
out of order). Contemporary speckled calf, covers with a gilt roll tool border, spine with 
raised bands in six compartments, red and black morocco lettering pieces in the second and 
third compartments, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers.  (Expert 
repairs to joints).  Housed in a black morocco backed box. Provenance: Sir Edmund Antrobus 
(armorial bookplate).

A beautiful copy in a contemporary binding of the rare second edition of the “first and greatest 
classic of modern economic thought” (Printing and the Mind of Man).

Smith’s basic tenet that government should not interfere with free-market practices had 
an immediate political impact that is still felt today.  Smith began “with the thought that 
labour is the source from which a nation derives what is necessary to it. The improvement of 
the division of labour is the measure of productivity...Labour represents the three essential 
elements - wages, profit and rent - and these three also constitute income. From the workings 
of the economy, Smith passes to its matter  ‘stock’  which encompasses all that man owns 
either for his own consumption or the return it brings him. The Wealth of Nations ends with 
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a history of economic development, a definitive onslaught on the mercantile system, and 
some prophetic speculations on the limits of economic control.  Where the political aspects 
of human rights had taken two centuries to explore, Smith’s achievement was to bring the 
study of economic aspects to the same point in a single work. The Wealth of Nations is not a 
system, but as a provisional analysis it is completely convincing. The certainty of its criticism  
and its grasp of human nature have made it the first and greatest classic of modern economic 
thought” (Printing and the Mind of Man).

The second edition is the rarest of the early editions of Wealth of Nations, of which only 
500 copies were printed. A number of these sheets for this edition may well have been used 
from the first edition of 1776. “The second edition exhibits a number of alterations large and 
small, some providing new information, some correcting matters of fact, some perfecting 
the idiom, and a large number now documenting references in footnotes” (William B. Todd, 
in the 1976 Oxford edition).  The first and second editions were the only quarto editions 
published in Smith’s lifetime.

Goldsmiths 11663; cf. Grolier English 57; Kress B154; cf. Printing and the Mind of Man 221.
(#28759)   $ 65,000 



STIRLING-MAXWELL, Sir William (1818-1878); and Nicolaas HENNEMAN (1813-1898, 
photographer). 

Annals of the Artists of Spain ... [With:] Talbotype Illustrations to the Annals of the Artists of 
Spain. 

London:  John Ollivier,  1848 [vols I-III] - 1847 [vol. IV, but 1848]. 4 volumes, large 8vo (10 
3/4 x 7 1/8 inches). [Vols. I-III:] Text ruled in red throughout. Letterpress title pages printed 
in red and black (with a duplicate title in vol. 3), color lithographed additional title pages 
(with an additional unnumbered title in vol. 3), 14 plates (including 12 mounted India paper 
proofs), numerous text illustrations.  [Vol. IV:] Interleaved with blanks throughout, mounted 
Talbotype title, mounted Talbotype dedication, 66 mounted Talbotype photographs (on 62 
leaves, one double-page), all by Nicolaas Henneman. Contemporary full red morocco by 
F. Bedford, covers elaborately gilt with the arms of Spain on the upper covers and Stirling’s 
monogram on the lower covers, spines with raised bands in six compartments, lettered in 
the second and third, the others with a repeat decoration in gilt, marbled endpapers, g.e. 
Provenance: John Dundas (presentation inscriptions by the author dated 18 July 1848 [vol. I] 
and 12 August 1848 [vol. iv]); F. E. Dinshaw (armorial bookplate).

An incunable of 19th century photography: one of 25 large-paper presentation copies of Stirling’s 
groundbreaking study of Spanish art illustrated with photographs by Henry Fox Talbot’s 
assistant.  One of the earliest and rarest of all photographically illustrated books and the first 
photographically illustrated book on art.

“The existence of this fourth volume of Talbotypes has enabled the Annals of the Artists of 
Spain to be hailed as the first art history book to be illustrated with photographs ... this volume 
marked the beginning of a revolution in the methodology of art history, in which photographs 
and photographically illustrated books would become essential tools” (Macartney).

In the mid-19th century, Spanish art was not well studied or appreciated outside of Spain.  
On a Grand Tour journey to Spain and the Middle East in the early 1840s, however, Stirling 
was greatly influenced by the art of the region and began collecting in earnest.  Upon return 
to England, and seeing a very slender body of English work on the subject, he conceived the 
present work.  After a draft of the work was rejected by publisher William Murray in 1845, 
Stirling decided to privately-print this groundbreaking history which introduced the artists 
El Greco, Velazquez, Murillo, Ribera and Goya to much of the English speaking world.  Of 
the text, Stirling would print 750 regular copies (of which 25 were specially bound), and 25 
large-paper copies (like the present), described in the limitation: “with red marginal lines, 
proof impressions of the plates on India paper, and two extra plates.”  To these large-paper, 
presentation copies, a fourth volume was added, containing 66 illustrations reproducing 
examples of Spanish art using “the beautiful photographic process invented by Mr. Fox 
Talbot” (vol. IV Preface).

The photographs in the fourth volume are by Nicolaas Henneman, William Fox Talbot’s 
assistant, who is described by Stirling as “the intelligent agent of the inventor” (vol. IV 
Preface).  It is unclear what prompted Stirling to illustrate the presentation copies using the 
new art of photography.  On his initial tour in Spain, like many of the tourists from that 
period, he brought with him a camera lucinda.  His interest in photography was no doubt 
further advanced by the publication of Talbot’s Pencil of Nature (1844-46) and Sun Pictures 
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of Scotland (1845), both of which had avid following among the Scottish elite.  Macartney 
further suggests that Stirling would have realized the duality between the exact reproductive 
nature of photography and the defining realism portrayed in Spanish art relative to Italian 
art.   

Nevertheless, using photography to illustrate these Spanish masterpieces was not without 
considerable difficulty.  Indeed, the art selected to be photographed was greatly limited by 
size and the necessity of bringing the art outside into the sunlight to be photographed.  Early 
on, Stirling also realized the delicate nature of Talbotypes, writing to a bookdealer in 1856 
- just eight years after publication - that a client not rebind the photographs into the text 
of the Annals (i.e. instead of their being in a separate volume, as intended), writing, “He is 
lucky if his set is not fading, or faded; wh. I fear all have, is further increased, according to 
some people’s opinion, if the plates are faced by paper of some particular quality...” (quoted 
in Macartney).  Many of the extant copies of the photographs show considerable retouching; 
the present set without these crude repairs.

The experimental nature of this incunable of photography is further evidenced by the strict 
limitation of copies printed.  The large-paper issue was limited to only 25 sets.  However, 
from Henneman’s records which have survived, 50 sets of the photographs were printed.  
Macartney suggests that these 25 additional sets were printed and mounted on smaller sheets 
to accompany the 25 “specially bound” sets of the regular issue text; another possibility is that 
they could have been printed to supply replacement photographs to the presentation copies.  
Either way, it stands to reason, that the best prints were selected for the deluxe, large-paper 
presentation issue.

“Because  of  its  method  of illustration [Stirling’s Annals] is to be regarded as the cornerstone 
of all modern artistic connoisseurship, for it contained the first exactly repeatable pictorial 
statements about  works of art which could be  accepted as visual evidence about things 
other than mere iconography. It was no longer necessary to put faith in the  accuracy of the 
observation and skill of the draughtsmen and the engravers.  These reports were not only 
impersonal but  they reached down into the personality of the artists who made the objects 
that were reproduced” (Ivins). 

The four-volume, deluxe, large-paper, presentation issue with the photographs is exceedingly 
rare.  Of the 25 copies which were printed, Macartney estimates that only 16 are extant 
(including examples in the British Library, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Hispanic 
Society of America, Museo del Prado, and the National Library of Scotland). The present 
copy, in a glorious binding by Bedford, is inscribed by Stirling to noted solicitor and Writer 
to the Signet John Dundas, who was a relative of the Stirling family, and a close associate and 
neighbor of the author’s father.

Truthful Lens 157; Gernsheim 9; Macartney, H. “William Stirling and the Talbotype Volume of the Annals of 
the Artists of Spain” History of Photography, 30 (4). pp. 291-308; Ivins, Prints and Visual Communication, p. 
124; Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century Photography, vol. 1, pp. 648-650.
(#26342)   $ 57,500 





TRIPE, Linnaeus (1822-1902). 

Photographs of the Elliot Marbles; and other subjects; in the Central Museum Madras [cover 
title]. 

Bangalore:  1858 [-1859]. Oblong folio (13 x 17 7/8 inches). 2 leaves of letterpress: 
introduction (dated June 1859) and index of photographs]. 75 albumen photographs from 76 
dry collodion glass negatives (the penultimate print made from two negatives), mounted on 
51 leaves, as issued, images measuring from 170 x 60mm. to 260 x 342mm., or the reverse. 
Tripe’s “Photographer to Government” embossed blind stamp on each mount, pagination 
in ink in upper right corner of each mount, as issued. Expertly bound to style in half black 
morocco over original buff paper covered boards, lettered on the upper cover. Housed in a 
modern black morocco box. 

An important book by Tripe from the dawn of photography in India: a rare complete example 
and one of less than twenty surviving examples.

This series of photographs records sculptures from the ruined Buddhist stupa at Amaravati, 
in Andhra Pradesh, southeastern India, which had been excavated in 1845 by Walter Elliot, 
an employee of the Madras Civil Service. They were transported to Madras where Tripe 
photographed them before being shipped to London. 

The extreme difficulties in producing the album are described in the introduction: “These 
Photographs were taken by Captain Tripe in the months of May and June [1858], after a 
wearying tour through Trichinpoly, Madura and Tanjore Districts, during the preceding four 
months and a half. Many of the subjects being heavy masses, and therefore not to be easily 
transported into the open air, were taken as they were lying, in the rooms of the Museum. To 
enable him to attempt them at all he was obliged to use a dry collodion process, with which 
he had only recently made acquaintance.  In printing from the above mentioned negatives, 
their density, though apparently in their favor, increased the liability to yellowness in the 
lights, so much complained of in toning a print on albumenised paper with gold.”

The Madras Government commissioned “seventy positive copies from each of his listed Elliot 
Marbles negatives, which were to be ‘mounted in book form...’”, though the order was revised 
in February 1859 to encompass only the images “’of greatest interest and importance of which 
possess artistic merit’” (Dewan, p. 609).  Printing of the images began in August 1858, and 
was completed in March 1859, slowed by his whiting out the backgrounds on each negative 
and difficulties in printing described above.

The result was a stunning photographically illustrated monograph and an incunable of 
photographically illustrated works published in India.  Walter Eliott, the archaeologist who 
discovered the marbles, described Tripe in 1859 as the “ablest artist” in southern India.

Tripe’s Elliot Marbles is very rare; Dewan cites but 16 extant examples, not including the 
present.  Two further examples have traded at auction in the last decade.

Dewan, J. The Photographs of Linnaeus Tripe. A Catalogue Raisonné (Toronto: Art Gallery of Ontario, 2003).
(#28206)   $ 137,500 
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